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Summary

This thesis consists of four self-contained chapters that conduct econometric and empirical

analysis on asset price and volatility behavior. The aim is to provide improved guidance on

modelling �nancial asset return and volatility, and to investigate the relation between the

two derived from empirical applications. These issues are crucial for understanding how to

price �nancial assets and performing risk management. The four chapters, although self-

contained, are also interrelated. The �rst chapter estimates expected return and market

price of risk for twin shares in Chinese stock market. Chapter 2 applies a two-component

volatility model to Asia-Paci�c stock markets and examines volatility�s in-mean e¤ect on

returns. The third chapter introduces a volatility model which is able to capture long

memory in volatility and skewness in returns, while avoiding long memory carrying over

to returns. Chapter 4 applies the model introduced in Chapter 3 to global stock markets,

combining with estimation of risk premium for market crises. All these chapters focus on

time-varying return dynamics and volatility models.

In modern asset pricing theory, expected return of an asset is closely related to the risk

the asset bears. A risk-averse investor will demand a higher expected return for an asset

which, all others being equal, is more risky than other assets. Volatility, i.e. the descrip-

tion of movements of asset price, can be regarded as a measure for risk. However, unlike

to asset price, volatility is unobservable and hence must be estimated. Thus volatility

modelling becomes a crucial task in asset pricing and risk management. The introduction

of autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity (ARCH) by Engle (1982) and the gener-

alized autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity (GARCH) by Bollerslev (1986), along

with stochastic volatility models, makes the models possible in capturing non-Gaussian

distribution in return and volatility clustering, both properties are well documented in

�nancial literature. Later on, Nelson (1991) suggests exponential GARCH (EGARCH)

model to capture the skewness in returns. In order to include the long memory property

observed in volatility, Baillie, Bollerslev & Mikkelsen (1996) introduce fractional integrated

GARCH (FIGARCH) model. In addition, Engle, Lilien & Robins (1987) suggest to add

the time-varying volatility to return equation, as in their GARCH-M model. Recently,

Ang, Hodrick, Xing & Zhang (2006) argue that it should be volatility innovation, instead

of volatility level, that enters the return equation. Thus up to now, there are numerous

literature on modelling volatility and its relation with return, yet no conclusion has been

reached. This thesis contributes to the literature by providing improved models and their
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empirical results.

The main focus of Chapter 1 is on testing market price of risk for twin shares in Chinese

stock market. The A and B shares issued by the same company enjoy the same dividend

and voting right, the only di¤erence between them is the ownership restriction. B share

is priced much cheaper compared to corresponding A share. This chapter investigates the

price di¤erence empirically by testing the expected return and market price of risk between

these twin shares. Models with dynamic of Geometric Brownian Motions are adopted,

multivariate GARCH models are also introduced to address the feature of time-varying

volatility in stock returns. The chapter contributes to the existing literature on twin-share

pricing puzzle by applying multivariate volatility model to estimate time-varying expected

return and volatility. The results suggest that the di¤erent pricing can be explained by

the di¤erence in the expected return and market price of risk between A and B shares.

However, the di¤erence in market price of risk depends on model speci�cation.

Chapter 2 introduces a two-component volatility model based on Ding & Granger

(1996). Di¤erent from their model, the two-component model is derived from �rst mo-

ment of volatility and thus allows more �exibility in dynamics. These time-varying volatil-

ity components are then added to return equation and the model is applied to 10 stock

markets in Asia-Paci�c region. The empirical results show that the volatile component of

volatility covaries positively with return for most markets, indicating that it is a signi�cant

pricing factor for return. On the contrary, the persistent component of volatility covaries

negatively with return, but it has no signi�cant e¤ect on return. However, the persis-

tent component accounts much more for the volatility dynamic process than the volatile

component, re�ecting the persistence or long memory property in volatility.

Chapter 3, which is a joint work with Bent Jesper Christensen and Morten Ørregaard

Nielsen, extends the fractional integrated exponential GARCH model (FIEGARCH) in-

troduced by Bollerslev & Mikkelsen (1996). The extended model is able to capture the

long memory property in volatility and skewness in return. Another advantage is that the

model avoids the long memory property in volatility carrying over to return by applying a

FIEGARCH-M �lter, thus allowing the coexistence of long memory in volatility and short

memory in return. The chapter then presents an application to the CRSP value-weighted

index. The empirical �nding con�rms the relevance of the model, indicating a nonlinear

and nonmonotonic relation of volatility innovation to return, which can be interpreted as

dynamic in-mean e¤ects.

While Chapter 3 mainly focuses on introducing the FIEGARCH-M model, Chapter 4
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puts more emphasis on the model�s empirical application to international market crises.

The model applies to major stock markets in the world. In order to re�ect the impact

of global or regional market crises on these markets during the past two decades, crisis-

speci�c dummy variables are introduced in the model to test after-crisis risk premium. It

is found that the 1987 stock market crash and September 11; 2001 attack have persistent

e¤ects on stock markets, however their impact is di¤erent for American and European

markets. These two crises have a volatility feedback e¤ect on American markets, yet for

most European markets they have positive risk premia. On the contrary, the 1997 Asian

�nancial crisis and other market-speci�c crises, including Japan, Russia, Mexico and South

America �nancial crises in 1990s don�t have persistent impact for most markets which are

hit by these crises.
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CHAPTER 1

Testing for Expected Return and Market Price of Risk in

Chinese A-B Share Market: A Geometric Brownian Motion

and Multivariate GARCH Model Approach





Testing for Expected Return and Market Price of Risk in

Chinese A-B Share Market: A Geometric Brownian Motion

and Multivariate GARCH Model Approach

Jie Zhu�
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Abstract

There exist dual-listed stocks which are issued by the same company in some stock

markets. Although these stocks bare the same �rm-speci�c risk and enjoy identical

dividends and voting policies, they are priced di¤erently. Some previous studies show

this seeming deviation from the law of one price can be solved due to di¤erent ex-

pected return and market price of risk for investors holding heterogeneous beliefs.

This paper provides empirical evidence for that argument by testing the expected

return and market price of risk between Chinese A and B shares listed in Shanghai

and Shenzhen stock markets. Models with dynamic of Geometric Brownian Motion

are adopted, multivariate GARCH models are also introduced to capture the feature

of time-varying volatility in stock returns. The results suggest that the di¤erent pric-

ing can be explained by the di¤erence in expected returns between A and B shares

in Chinese stock markets. However, the di¤erence between market prices of risk is

insigni�cant for both markets if GARCH models are adopted.

�Address correspondence: Jie Zhu, School of Economics and Management, Building 1323, University of
Aarhus, DK-8000 Aarhus C, Denmark. E-mail: jzhu@econ.au.dk

The author is grateful for helpful comments from Bent Jesper Christensen, Carsten Sørensen, David Allen,
Hongfei Jin, an anonymous referee, and participants at the Conference Time Series Econometrics, Finance
and Risk, the 4th China International Conference on Finance and the 6th Global Conference on Business
and Economics. The support from Shanghai Stock Exchange data service is greatly appreciated. Any
remaining errors are my own.
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Testing for Expected Return and Market Price of Risk in Chinese A-B Share Market: A
Geometric Brownian Motion and Multivariate GARCH Model Approach

1 Introduction

Some equity markets, including developed and emerging ones, allow listed companies to

issue di¤erent types of stocks. It is common that these stocks share the same �rm-speci�c

risk and in most cases also enjoy the same dividend and voting policy, the only di¤erence

between these shares is the restriction to investors, i.e. who can own the stocks. One

typical adoption is to segment investors by their citizenship, for example, a company can

issue two types of stocks, one is available to domestic investors and the other is otherwise

identical but only available to foreign investors. Such kind of segmented issuance strategy

has attracted a lot of research interests, partly because of the interest in studying which

bene�ts can be obtained from the strategy, and more importantly, because of the arising

of so-called pricing puzzle problem. It is called a puzzle in some sense because these shares

often have di¤erent market prices, yet they are completely identical except for holding by

di¤erent investors. Hietala (1989) provides a pioneering paper in this area by analyzing

data for Finnish stock market and concludes that there is signi�cant price premium for

foreign investors. Later Lam & Pak (1993) investigate Singaporean market, followed by

Bailey (1994), Bailey & Jagtiani (1994), Stulz & Wasserfallen (1995) and Domowitz, Glen

& Madhavan (1997) for studies of China, Thailand, Switzerland and Mexico markets

respectively. Most of these research con�rms the �ndings by Hietala (1989): foreign

investors are willing to pay higher price than domestic ones, i.e. there exists foreign price

premium, except Bailey (1994) for the case of China. All of these studies agree that there is

signi�cant price di¤erence between shares o¤ered to domestic and foreign investors. Later

on, Bailey, Chung & Kang (1999) provide a survey on 11 countries, they conclude that

the stock markets in all of these countries include segmentation restrictions, and foreign

investors are usually facing a higher price compared to domestic ones. A lot of attentions

have been paid to �nd out the reasons for the pricing di¤erence. Hietala (1989) and some

others �nd that the di¤erence is contributed to di¤erent required return between domestic

and foreign investors, but Bailey et al. (1999) �nd little empirical evidence supporting this

conclusion and argue that the di¤erence is due to market liquidity, asymmetric information

available to investors and some other �rm-speci�c factors. Stulz & Wasserfallen (1995)

conclude that the di¤erent demand elasticity for securities between domestic and foreign

investors can largely explain the pricing di¤erence.

The case for Chinese stock market is more interesting. Contrary to most other stock

markets which have foreign price premium, the Chinese stock market allows foreign in-
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Chapter 1

vestors to pay a much lower price than domestic ones. Bailey (1994) is the �rst one to

notice this issue and he concludes that this foreign price discount can hardly be explained

by the correlation between B shares (which are available for foreign investors and have price

discount compared to A shares, which are only available for domestic investors, more de-

tails in Section 2) returns and international stock index returns. From then, an increasing

number of papers are contributed on this topic, trying to explain the issue through either

theoretical or empirical approaches. For example, Fernald & Rogers (2002) illustrate the-

oretically that the B-share discount is consistent with CAPM, it is due to higher expected

return required by foreign investors. Su (1999) agrees with this conclusion via empirical

approaches, he claims that the spread between the expected domestic and foreign share

excess returns is related to di¤erences in individual shares�market beta coe¢ cients. In the

same year, Gordon & Li (1999) state that the B-share discount is consistent with di¤erent

demand elasticity holding by domestic and foreign investors and conclude that domestic

investors have more inelastic demand for stocks, which is also supported by Sun & Tong

(2000) and Diao & Levi (2005). Karolyi & Li (2003) analyze the time series of stock

data prior to and after February 19, 2001, on which date domestic investors are allowed

to trade B shares. Their conclusion is that B-share discount is closely related to market

capitalization and substantial past-return momentum but unrelated to the �rm�s risk and

liquidity attributes. There are also some papers which propose other explanations for

price di¤erences. For example, Sarkar, Charkravarty & Wu (1998), Chui & Kwok (1998),

Chen, Lee & Rui (2001) and Yang (2003) investigate the information held by domestic

and foreign investors and state that the B-share discount is due to information asymmetry

between segmented investors. However, these papers fail to reach agreement on which

investors, foreign ones or domestic ones, are better informed. Recently, Mei, Scheinkman

& Xiong (2005) attribute the puzzle to the di¤erent speculative motives between di¤erent

investors via empirical analysis.

Thus up to now, there are a number of papers contribute to the solution of B-share

discount problem in Chinese Stock Market, yet the conclusion is still ambiguous. Further-

more most of these researches are focusing on studying price di¤erences directly, applying

asset pricing models and comparing di¤erent beta coe¢ cients. This paper tries to make

contribution to the existing literature by studying expected returns in A and B shares

instead of studying prices directly. There are several reasons to make this approach inter-

esting: 1) It is straightforward to show that expected return and price are closely related,

studying di¤erences in expected return is more or less equal to studying price di¤erences.
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Testing for Expected Return and Market Price of Risk in Chinese A-B Share Market: A
Geometric Brownian Motion and Multivariate GARCH Model Approach

2) Enough data is now available to make sure that the estimated expected returns are

asymptotically unbiased. 3) By applying appropriate models, we can decompose expected

return into di¤erent factors and thus study the e¤ect of these factors on price di¤erences

separately.

The Geometric Brownian Motion is adopted as a benchmark and we show that under

this assumption the price di¤erence is consistent with di¤erence in expected returns. In

addition, we know that market price of risk measures the trade-o¤ between risk and

return of an asset, i.e. the increase of expected returns demanded per additional unit of

risk. Basak (2005) argues that investors holding heterogeneous beliefs will have di¤erent

market price of risk even for the same investment. Since A and B shares have the same

payo¤ streams but are held by di¤erent investors, we can test their market price of risk

to see whether an investor�s belief matters for the price di¤erence. The intuition behind

the analysis is straightforward: since the corresponding A and B shares are issued by the

same company and have identical voting policy and dividend right, if we take the company-

speci�c fundamentals as given and assume that the prices of the corresponding A share

and B share are derived from the fundamentals, then their market price of risk should

be identical: since they share the same company-speci�c risk, if investors view the �rm-

speci�c risk as the only risk they bear, then they should have the same market price of risk;

on the other hand if the market price of risk is di¤erent, it indicates that although sharing

the same �rm-speci�c risk, A and B shares are considered to be in di¤erent market risk

levels and thus are expected to have di¤erent excess returns for investors. Furthermore,

besides the comparison of market price of risk for individual A-B couples, we can also stack

all A shares or B shares returns and test the averaged market price of risk for the two

groups. This test is robust to the individual result since it takes average of the individual

estimators and thus provides us more intuitive results for A and B shares as a whole.

No previous studies have tried to describe the dynamics of stock prices in time series

models for Chinese stock market. This may be partly due to the lack of enough data. As

suggested by Hwang & Pedro (2006), a relatively large sample is necessary to approximate

the asymptotic distribution of the estimators and related t-statistics in GARCH-class

models, which is a luxury condition for pioneering studies of the Chinese stock market since

the market has resumed at the beginning of 1990s. However the market has developed for

16 years and su¢ cient data is now available, it will be interesting to estimate these time

series dynamic models. In the following context, the stock prices are assumed to behave

as Geometric Brownian Motion (GBM) by adopting di¤erent forms for drift and volatility
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terms. First we estimate the constant drift and volatility, then decompose the drift term

into risk-free rate and market price of risk multiplying volatility. The market price of risk

is assumed to be constant and time independent. The couples of the corresponding A-

and B-share returns are assumed to follow Bivariate Normal Distribution and Maximum

Likelihood Method is adopted to estimate the parameters, t-statistics are provided to

show the signi�cance of the di¤erence between market price of risk for the pairs. Next in

order to capture the time-varying property of volatility, multivariate GARCH model with

Dynamic Conditional Correlation (GARCH-DCC) is applied to estimate the volatility

term and t-test is re-done based on this new speci�cation.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a brief background of

Chinese Stock Market, in Section 3 the econometric methodology is presented, Section 4

describes the data and reports the empirical results and Section 5 concludes.

2 The Chinese Stock Market and Twin Shares

Some literature has provided detailed reviews on China�s stock market. For those who are

interested in this topic, Green (2004) will be a good reference.

The Chinese stock market is relatively young, yet it develops fast with its speci�c

characteristics. The two stock exchanges, Shanghai Stock Exchange (SSE) and Shenzhen

Stock Exchange (SZE) were launched in 1990 and 1991 respectively. Since then the stock

market has undergone a rapid development. The Shanghai Stock Exchange, for example,

with only 8 listed stocks when it was open to investors, has developed into a market with

837 listed companies and 996 listed securities by the end of 2004, similar story holds for

the Shenzhen Stock Market, which has 536 listed companies and 673 listed securities by

the end of 2004. The total stock market value including both Exchanges reaches $457

billion. Table 1 presents market overview for both Exchanges.

Table 1 about here

As discussed by Mei et al. (2005) and some others, one characteristic for Chinese stock

market is that it is highly government-controlled and the market is at most a partially

privatized one. The Chinese Securities Regulatory Commission (CSRC), which is under

direct leadership of State Council, is fully responsible for the administration of security
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market, especially for IPOs and seasoned stock o¤erings (SEOs). Chinese companies need

approval from CSRC to sell their equity and to be listed, the process will be a¤ected by

some non-market factors and it is not unusual for a company to wait several years before

it is allowed to be listed. Such kind of strict restrictions prevent companies from taking

advantage of favorable market conditions to sell their shares. Similarly, companies are

also prohibited to buy back their own shares when stock price falls below the fundamental

value due to the restriction of Chinese Corporate Law. On the other hand, many of the

listed companies are the former State-Owned Enterprises (SOEs). Before being listed,

these companies are 100% owned by the State. When they go public, a majority share

of equity is still kept by the State, usually accounting for no less than 50%. In addition,

most companies will also hold retained shares for legal persons (companies) and internal

employees. In total the State-retained shares, legal person shares and employee shares will

account for 60%� 70% of equity and only the rest goes to market and is publicly traded.

Another interesting feature in Chinese stock market is the twin shares issue. In order

to keep the stabilization of the domestic capital market, yet meanwhile being able to

attract foreign investors to the domestic market (as argued in Fernald & Rogers (2002)),

CSRC establishes separate classes of shares for domestic Chinese residents and foreigners.

Other than for who can own them and by which currencies are traded, the shares are

legally identical, with the same voting rights and dividends. Domestic-only shares (known

as A shares) are listed in either Shanghai or Shenzhen; foreign-only shares (B shares) are

listed in the same market where the corresponding A share is listed1 and cross-listing is

not allowed. In 2004 there are 86 companies have issued both A and B shares. In both

markets A shares are traded in Chinese Yuan and B shares are traded in US Dollar in

Shanghai and traded in Hong Kong Dollar in Shenzhen. Foreigners cannot trade in A

shares and domestic investors are not allowed to trade in B shares.2

The relatively short time of development, the strict capital constraints to foreign in-

vestors, the at-most partially privatization and some other speci�c characteristics of Chi-

1Some foreign-only shares are also listed in Hong Kong stock exchange (H shares) or New York stock
exchange (N shares). However H shares and N shares are not allowed to be listed in Shanghai or Shenzhen.
Thus they are not included in the study in this paper.

2 In February 2001, China announced and implemented plans to allow domestic investors to trade in B
shares as long as they hold authorized foreign currencies account. In 2003 institutional foreign investors
were allowed to trade in A shares if they were approved to do so by CSRC and got the title as Quali�ed
Foreign Institutional Investors (QFII). However, the quali�cation process of QFII is strict and limited,
in addition, due to the capital control, there are restrictions with regarding to free conversion between
Chinese Yuan and Foreign currencies. Thus some constraints still exist for across-board trading between
A and B shares.
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nese stock market make it weakly correlated with other major equity markets in the world.

As early as in 1994, at the beginning period of the market, Bailey states that the A shares

and B shares "exhibit little association with instruments for international risk premiums".

It is interesting to see whether the situation has changed afterward. Table 2 presents

the estimated correlations between index returns, the indices selected from Chinese stock

market are Shanghai A-share Index (SHA), Shanghai B-share Index (SHB), Shenzhen A-

share Index (SZA) and Shenzhen B-share Index (SZB). The other indices are selected from

major stock markets in the world: Hong Kong Hang Seng Index, Japan Nikkei 225 Index,

US S&P 500 and Germany Dax Index, two from Asian markets, one from American and

another one from European.

Table 2 about here

From Table 2, we can see that there is a relatively higher correlation between SHA

and SHB, yet SZA and SZB have a weaker correlation. The correlations between other

major indices are much higher than the correlations between these major indices and

Chinese indices, but there is no signi�cant di¤erence between the correlations of Chinese A-

share indices and the other major indices compared to the correlations of Chinese B-share

indices and the other major indices. This result is somewhat similar to Bailey�s (1994)

conclusion but with a little di¤erence. In that paper, he considers the correlations between

Chinese indices and other world market indices up to then, suggesting that "B shares have

considerable diversi�cation value but are not entirely segmented from global �nancial

conditions", yet here we can see there is no distinguished di¤erence of the diversi�cation

value between A shares and B shares, if foreign investors are also able to invest in A shares.

The pricing deviation between A and B shares arises from the fact that almost all B

shares are priced at a great discount compared to corresponding A shares. De�ne the

market-value weighted B-share discount at time t (MVWBSDt) as follows:

MVWBSDt=
nX
i=1

market value of stock it
total market valuet

SBi;t � SAi;t
SAi;t

(1)
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Where n is the number of stocks, SAi;t and SBi;t are A and B share price of stock i at

time t.3

Figure 1 about here

Figure 2 about here

Figure 1 and Figure 2 depict the market-value weighted B-share discount from Jan. 1,

1997 to Jun. 30, 2005, using the daily data. The �gures are obtained by applying (1) to

calculate the B-share discount. From the �gures we can see that B shares are traded at a

lower price than A shares over the whole period, the B-share discount reaches its deepest

fall in 1999, which is �0:87 and �0:82 for Shanghai and Shenzhen market respectively,
which means that B shares are priced less than 20% of A shares on average at that time.

Also note that the absolute value of discount decreases drastically after February 2001

due to the policy release that allows domestic investors to trade B shares. We can also

observe that although the dynamics are similar, the B-share discount is larger for Shanghai

than for Shenzhen, both for the extreme values and for average movements. Anyway it

is obvious that there exists signi�cant B-share discount. In next section I will present a

model which tries to explain the B-share discount by analyzing expected returns for A

and B shares.

3 Methodology Approach

3.1 The Dynamic Setup of Stock Prices

Consider a company issues A and B shares, assume the dynamics of both shares satisfy

the following Stochastic Di¤erential Equations (SDE):

dSAt = �(t; SAt)dt+ �(t; SAt)dWAt (2)

dSBt = �(t; SBt)dt+ �(t; SBt)dWBt (3)

3Since A and B shares are traded in di¤erent currencies, in order to make their prices comparable, before
calculating the B-share discount, I �rst convert B shares�prices at time t into Chinese yuan according to
the corresponding spot exchange rate at time t.
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and

dWAtdWBt = �dt

SAt and SBt are the prices of A and B shares respectively, �(t; St) and �(t; St) denote

the drift and volatility of stock price process and both are deterministic function of t and

St, WAt and WBt are the corresponding Wiener process for A and B shares, and � is the

correlation coe¢ cient between them.

Generally speaking it is hard to solve the SDEs analytically. However in some cases it

can be done if we assume some speci�c form for �(t; St) and �(t; St). The most widely-used

model is based on the assumption that stock prices follow Geometric Brownian Motion

(GBM), in that case, the SDEs (2) and (3) can be expressed as

dSAt = �ASAtdt+ �ASAtdWAt (4)

dSBt = �BSBtdt+ �BSBtdWBt (5)

and again

dWAtdWBt = �dt

i.e. both the drift and volatility terms are constant. we can solve (4) and (5) to get

the following solutions:

SAT = SAt exp[(�A �
1

2
�2A)(T � t) + �A(WAT �WAt)] (6)

SBT = SBt exp[(�B �
1

2
�2B)(T � t) + �B(WBT �WBt)] (7)

From which we can obtain:

Et[SAT ] = SAt exp[�A(T � t)] (8)

Et[SBT ] = SBt exp[�B(T � t)] (9)

Now suppose that at some �nite future time T the �rm will go to liquidation (note

that we don�t know when T will come, but we assume that T is a �nite horizon instead
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of going to in�nity). At time T the �rm will liquidate all of its assets and since A and B

shares are principally equal, it must hold that SAT = SBT :

Using the condition SAT = SBT combined with (8) and (9),4 we can get that at the

time t, the price ratio between A and B shares can be expressed as:

SAt
SBt

= exp[(�B � �A)(T � t)] (10)

Thus the price di¤erence is closely related to the di¤erence in expected returns. As �A
and �B are regarded as the expected return, we can consider �B � �A as the di¤erence
in the expected return between A and B shares. Please note that in this case the usual

arbitrage argument doesn�t hold, i.e. buy the cheap B share and sell the expensive A

share and then wait until the time T arrives. The reason is that investors don�t know

when the liquidation time T will come. If they know T exactly, then they can implement

the strategy and such kind of arbitrage will eliminate the price di¤erence between A and

B shares. However since T is unknown, it is costly to perform such strategy since the price

discount may become larger before T arrives and investors will lose money. Thus the price

di¤erence can exist for a long time. This limit of arbitrage argument is similar to the one

that is used by Jong, Rosenthal & Dijk (2004) to investigate the price discount for the

shares of dual-listed companies in several stock markets. Another feature in Chinese stock

market may also contribute to the rejection of arbitrage is the lack of equity derivative

markets and restriction on short-selling. As emphasized in Scheinkman & Xiong (2003)

and Hong, Scheinkman & Xiong (2006), the short-sale constraints prevent arbitrageurs to

sell over-valued shares and thus limit their arbitrage ability. So the price di¤erence can

exist for a long time without arbitrage opportunity before T arrives.

The argument that the price di¤erence is driven by the di¤erence in the drift �B ��A
and time to liquidation T � t seems to be similar to the argument advised by Fernald &
Rogers (2002). In that paper, they argue that since the stock price can be expressed by

using the famous Gordon�s (1962) model:

Pt = Dt

Z 1

0
egse�rsds =

Dt
r � g (11)

where Pt is the stock price at time t, Dt is the dividend at time t, g is the growth rate

of dividend and r is the appropriate discount rate. Since A and B shares have the same

dividend, so that both Dt and g are the same for the corresponding A and B shares, the
4 I am grateful to Carsten Sørensen to point out this relation.
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di¤erence in price is only contributed to the di¤erence in the discounted rate r. However,

compared to their results, there is some di¤erence here: in our setup, the price di¤erence

depends not only on the di¤erent in expected returns, i.e. �B � �A; but also on the time
to liquidation T � t.

In the following procedure, we assume that the time to liquidation T � t is a constant
number, our interest is to test the di¤erence in expected returns �B��A, and furthermore
if it is signi�cant, whether this di¤erence is caused by di¤erent market price of risk for A

and B shares.

In order to estimate the parameters �A; �B; �A; �B and �, the Maximum Likelihood

Estimation Method is adopted. From (4) and (5) we know that the pair of log price follows

the Bivariate Normal Distribution:

�
rA;t
rB;t

�
~N

�
(�A � 1

2�
2
A)�t; �

2
A�t

(�B � 1
2�

2
B)�t; �

2
B�t

�
; rA;t = logSA;t�logSA;t��t; rB;t = logSB;t�logSB;t��t

then the joint pdf for rA;t; rB;t is

f(rAt; rBt;�) =
1

2��A�B�t
p
1� �2

expf� 1

2(1� �2) [
(rAt � (�A � 1

2�
2
A)�t)

2

�2A�t
�

2�
(rAt � (�A � 1

2�
2
A)�t)(rBt � (�B � 1

2�
2
B)�t)

�A�B�t
+
(rBt � (�B � 1

2�
2
B)�t)

2

�2B�t
]g (12)

and � is the parameter vector:

� = (�A; �B; �A; �B; �)

The conditional log likelihood function of rA;t; rB;t is therefore:

lt(rA;t; rB;t;�) = � log(2�)� log(�A)� log(�B)� log(�t)�
1

2
log(1� �2)� 1

2(1� �2)
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[
(rA;t � (�A � 1

2�
2
A)�t)

2

�2A�t
� 2�

(rA;t � (�A � 1
2�

2
A)�t)

�A

(rB;t � (�B � 1
2�

2
B)�t)

�B�t
+
(rB;t�(�B � 1

2�
2
B)�t)

2

�2B�t
] (13)

The log likelihood function of the whole data series is

L(rA;1; rB;2; :::; rA;T ; rB;T ;�) =
TX
t=1

lt(rA;t; rB;t;�) (14)

The maximum likelihood estimator is therefore the choice of parameters � that maxi-

mize (14).

3.2 Combination with Market Price of Risk

Next we consider to decompose the expected return into two parts: the risk-free rate and

the market price of risk. It makes sense because both A and B shares are issued by the

same company and virtually have the same voting rights and dividends, although they

may have di¤erent expected returns, the di¤erence may be caused by di¤erent risk-free

rates or di¤erent volatilities. In other words, we want to test whether they have the same

market price of risk.

Since A shares are traded in domestic currency and B shares are traded in foreign

currency, more speci�cally, B shares in Shanghai market are traded in US Dollar and in

Shenzhen market are traded in Hong Kong Dollar. Thus the risk-free rate we apply to

estimate the market price of risk should also be di¤erent. For A shares, we shall apply the

domestic risk-free rate, and for the B shares we shall apply the corresponding US and Hong

Kong risk-free rate for Shanghai and Shenzhen respectively. We do this also because that

there is relatively strict capital control between Chinese currency and foreign exchanges.

Since A-share investors trade in Chinese currency, they can also invest in domestic risk-free

assets, thus they will face a risk-free rate in Chinese Yuan. Alternatively, B-share investors

in Shanghai stock exchange trade in US Dollar, they can instead earn a risk-free rate in

US Dollar, for the same reason, B-share investors in Shenzhen stock market will face a

risk-free rate in Hong Kong Dollar, see Ma (1996) for discussion of market segmentation.

Now the dynamics of stock prices can be written as follows:
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dSAt = (rf;At + �A�A)SAtdt+ �ASAtdWAt (15)

dSBt = (rf;Bt + �B�B)SBtdt+ �BSBtdWBt (16)

rf;At and rf;Bt are the domestic and foreign risk-free rate at time t and �A and �B
are the corresponding domestic and foreign market price of risk or market price of risk.

If let reA;t = rA;t � rf;At and reB;t = rB;t � rf;Bt, where rA;t = logSA;t � logSA;t��t; and
rB;t = logSB;t � logSB;t��t, as the excess return for holding A- and B-share and assume
that St and rf;t are independent, then we can see from (15) and (16) that reA;t and r

e
B;t

also follow Bivariate Normal Distribution, thus we can still adopt the maximum likelihood

methods to estimate the parameters, as in section 3.1. The probability density function

is the same as in (12), but we need to substitute the constant �A and �B in (12) with

time-varying drift terms as in (15) and (16). However the volatility term remains constant,

now the parameters need to be estimated are:

� = (�A; �B; �A; �B; �)

We can use the log-likelihood function as in (14) to estimate the parameter vector �

with rfi;t + �i�i as a substitute for �i, i = A;B.

3.3 Heteroskedastic Volatility and Multivariate GARCH Model

In this subsection we consider the time-varying case for both drift and volatility terms.

In the preceding subsections it is assumed that stock returns follow normal distribution

with constant volatility. However it is well known that, in general, asset returns do not

follow homoskedastic distribution. Instead they are usually skewed and have excess kurtosis

greater than zero. That is also why di¤erent GARCH models are frequently applied to

capture the heteroskedastic feature for asset returns. However using univariate GARCH

model in this paper doesn�t seem to be suitable since we need to consider the correlations

of return series between A and B shares because of their partly common sharing of the

economic fundamentals derived from the same company. In other words we have to adopt

a model that can capture such feature. Thus in this paper the Dynamic Conditional

Correlation (DCC) GARCH model introduced by Engle (2002) is applied. The advantage

of this model is that it allows time-varying correlation across the return series. The
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GARCH-DCC model keeps the �exibility and simplicity of univariate GARCH models

while it is also able to address the feature of conditional correlations. It can be estimated

in a simple way based on the log likelihood function. In this paper since we focus on the

A-B share pairs, actually we only need the bivariate version of the model.

Take a couple of A-B shares returns, rt = [rA;t; rB;t]0; i = A;B, as before, we let stock

prices St follow GBM, then since rt is the log price di¤erence, rt follows Brownian Motion.

However di¤erent with previous case, in this subsection we allow rt has time-varying

volatilities and dynamic conditional correlations. More speci�cally, let

rt = ut + "t (17)

where ut is the mean of return and "t is the error term, we assume ut can be expressed

as follows:

ut = �t �
1

2
diag(Ht) = rf;t + �[diag(Ht)]

1
2 � 1

2
diag(Ht) (18)

and "tjIt�1 � N(0;Ht); It�1 is the information set at t� 1, we can also write "t in the
form: "t = H

1
2
t Zt and Zt � N(0; I2), I2 is a two-dimensional unit matrix with ones on its

diagonal elements.

All of ut; "t;�t; rf;t and � are two dimensional vectors and Ht is a two dimensional

matrix. ut represents the mean of returns, �t is the drift term, rf;t is the risk-free rate and

� is the market risk premium, their individual elements represent for the corresponding

parameters for A and B shares respectively. Ht is the conditional variance-covariance

matrix of the returns and it follows GARCH-DCC model (to be speci�ed later).

(18) is a natural extension of the bivariate case discussed in subsection 3:2 but with

the feature of the time-varying volatility. The only di¤erence is that now we allow the

conditional time-varying variance-covariance matrix of returnsHt instead of constant ones

�2A and �
2
B in previous case. The diagonal elements of Ht; hAAt and hBBt correspond to

�2A and �
2
B, the o¤-diagonal elements hABt and hBAt represent the covariance between

returns. All of the elements of Ht are conditionally time-dependent.

In the case of GARCH-DCC model, the matrix of Ht is given by:

Ht = DtRtDt (19)

where Dt = diag(h
1
2
ii;t); i = A;B; Rt = (�ij;t)2�2; i; j = A;B and �ii;t = 1

The variances follow univariate GARCH(1,1) (Bollerslev (1986)) respectively:
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hAA;t = !A + A�
2
A;t�1 + �AhAA;t�1 (20)

hBB;t = !B + B�
2
B;t�1 + �BhBB;t�1 (21)

Assume that the conditional covariance qAB;t between the standardized residuals, �A;t
and �B;t also follows a GARCH(1,1) model:

qAB;t = �AB(1� �� �) + �qAB;t�1 + ��A;t�1�B;t�1 (22)

where �A;t = "A;t=h
1
2
AA;t and �B;t = "B;t=h

1
2
BB;t are the standardized residuals and �AB

as the unconditional correlation between "A;t and "B;t:The conditional variances qAA;t and

qBB;t are given out in the similar way while the unconditional correlation �AA and �BB
are unity.

Please note in order to get consistent estimators and the mean reversion, it requires

that all the parameters are positive and

A + �A < 1; B + �B < 1 and �+ � < 1 (23)

The estimator of conditional correlation between returns �AB;t is given by:

�AB;t =
qAB;tp
qAA;tqBB;t

(24)

As suggested by Engle (2002), the log likelihood for the estimators can be expressed

as:

"tjIt�1~N(0;Ht)
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L = �1
2

TX
t=1

[n log(2�) + log jHtj+ "0tH�1
t "t]

= �1
2

TX
t=1

[n log(2�) + log jDtRtDtj+ "0tD�1
t R

�1
t D

�1
t "t]

= �1
2

TX
t=1

[n log(2�) + 2 log jDtj+ log jRtj+ �0tR�1t �t] (25)

where �t = (�A;t; �B ;t)
0 is the vector of the standardized residuals.

We can maximize the log likelihood function of (25)5 via the parameter space to esti-

mate the parameters. Totally there are 10 parameters to be estimated: (�;!;;�; �; �);

where � = (�A; �B)0;! = (!A; !B)0;  =(A; B)
0 and � = (�A; �B)

0: However, our main

interest is focused on the estimators of market risk premia �. We should compare the

estimators with those we get from the previous case to see whether the constant and

time-varying volatility make results signi�cantly changed or not.

4 Data and Empirical Results

4.1 Data Description

The Data is collected from Shanghai Stock Exchange Data Service. Currently there are

86 companies which have listed both A and B shares in the two stock exchanges. How-

ever not all of these companies are included in this study since the sample period starts

from 1997 and the data for some companies is not available at that time. Furthermore

some companies are delisted or suspended during the sample period so the data of these

companies cannot be used either. Excluding these companies whose data is not available,

�nally 57 couples of A-B shares are used in current study, 32 from SSE and 25 from SZE.

These pairs represent all the A and B shares which are continuously traded during the

sample period, from January 4, 1997 to June 30, 2005 for a period of 8:5 years and about

2000 daily observations in total. As pointed out by Hwang & Pedro (2006) and others, a

relatively large sample is necessary to approximate the asymptotic distribution of the esti-

5As suggested in Engle (2002), the consistent estimates of all the parameters can be obtained by
�rst estimating univariate models and then using the estimated parameters to calculate the standardized
residuals and using the standardized residuals to estimate the parameters of the correlation process.
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mators and related statistics in GARCH-class models. Daily observations for 8:5 years will

satisfy this large-sample condition required by the model. Although applying weekly or

monthly observations will ease liquidity and other market microstructure problems, these

low-frequency data will signi�cantly reduce the number of observations and thus a¤ect

asymptotic properties of the estimates. Thus in this paper daily observation is adopted,

which is also a usual case in estimating GARCH models. The price is adjusted for stock

splits and dividends. For the risk-free rate, since the data on yield to maturity for short

term treasury note from the Chinese bond market is not available for the whole sample

period, the 3-month deposit rate in China is adopted as a proxy. For the risk-free rate for

US. Dollar and Hong Kong Dollar, the rate for the 3-month U.S. treasury notes an3-month

Hong Kong interbank o¤er rate are used. Also notice that A shares are traded in Chinese

Yuan, but B shares in SSE are traded in U.S. Dollar and B shares in SZE are traded in

Hong Kong Dollar. In order to calculate returns in a consistent way, �rst we need to adjust

A and B share prices into the same currency. Here the daily exchange rates between Yuan

and U.S. Dollar and Yuan and Hong Kong Dollar to are used to convert B-share prices

into Chinese Yuan.6

4.2 Empirical Results

4.2.1 Constant Expected Return and Volatility

Table 3:1 and Table 3:2 present the estimation results of the drift, volatility as well as the

correlation coe¢ cient from (4) and (5) respectively.7

Table 3:1 about here

Table 3:2 about here

From the tables we can see several features of these estimated parameters. First notice

that almost all the drift terms of B shares are larger than those of the corresponding A

shares. The only exception is for one pair in SZE data: SPGO, but the t-value is not

signi�cant for the di¤erence. The t-values in the parentheses tell us that the di¤erence

6Both Chinese Yuan and Hong Kong Dollar are pegged to U.S. Dollar during the sample period, thus
the �uctuation of exchange rates has little e¤ect on the return dynamics and hence can be ignored. This
assumption is also adopted by most other papers that study this issue.

7The estimates for � and � in these two tables and following tables are annualized.
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between the drift terms is quite signi�cant for most couples. Actually for SSE, the dif-

ference of 27 pairs show the strong signi�cance at the level of 5% or lower. For SZE, the

result is similar, 22 of 25 pairs show signi�cant di¤erence between the drift terms. From

the result we can convince that the expected returns of B shares are higher than those of

A shares, as (10) suggests.

Secondly take a look of the volatility term. The annual volatility for all A and B shares

are higher than that in matured markets. For example, Campbell, Lo & Mackinlay (1997)

provide the estimated long-run annualized volatility in U.S. stock market and the value is

below 0:3. However in our estimation, both SSE and SZE show much higher volatilities

for all the shares. None of the estimates is below 30%, the largest value for SSE is above

50% and for SZE it is even higher. Such kind of high volatility is a feature for emerging

market, as pointed out by many researchers. Take the short development period of Chinese

stock market into consideration, we can regard the high volatility as a re�ection of more

�uctuation and speculation in investors�performance.

The more interesting thing is that most of the volatility terms of B shares are also

higher than those of corresponding A shares. This result seems to be contradict with

previous studies. For example, some researchers argue that B share market is less liquid

than A share market and thus investors require liquidity premium in order to compensate

for B shares, which partly contributes to the B share pricing puzzle. Since B shares are

less liquid than A shares, it is reasonable to assume that the volatility of B shares is also

less than the corresponding A shares. However this is not the case here. The result tells us

that although most B shares have less trading volume than corresponding A shares, they

have higher volatility. A possible explanation for this is that more institutional investors

trade in B shares than in A shares, so it is easier for them to manipulate the B shares

price and thus makes the price more volatile. Another reason which can also contribute

to this issue is that in February of 2001 the policy for the B share investment restriction

has been released and B share price �uctuates more frequently than A share around that

time, which also increases the volatility.

In the last row I also present the averaged di¤erence for drifts and volatilities. Both

of them are positive and the t statistics show that they are signi�cant for both markets.

Thus it is safe to say that as a whole the expected return and volatility for B shares are

higher than those for A shares.

Next let�s pay some attention to the correlation coe¢ cient. As argued, the correlation

coe¢ cient for most pairs are positive. This makes sense since the pair A and B shares are
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issued by the same company and at least they share some common risks, so their returns

move in the same direction, yet for SZE there are two pairs have negative correlation, which

means that A and B shares move in the opposite way. As a whole, the correlation between

A and B shares are not high, this can be seen from the fact that most of the coe¢ cient

is less than 0:3. The largest value in SSE is 0:4205 and most of them in Shanghai market

is around 0:2. The weak correlation becomes more obvious for SZE, in which the largest

coe¢ cient is around 0:1 and most of them are close to zero. This means that A and

B shares are two segmented markets and there are no highly correlated co-movements

between them.

As mentioned earlier, in February 2001 the Chinese capital market regulator announces

a policy to release the restrictions for domestic investors to trade in B shares. The policy

was announced on February 19, 2001 and as a consequence, price of B shares raised

dramatically in the following week after the announcement, which leads the price discount

to be reduced to less than �40% immediately after the announcement (see Figure 1 and

Figure 2). In order to testing the impact of this special event on results, the model is re-

estimated for a subsample period, which starts from March 1; 2001 and thus excludes the

large-jump days after the announcement. The estimation results are presented in Table

3:3 and Table 3:4.

Table 3:3 about here

Table 3:4 about here

It is obvious to see from these two tables that the di¤erence in expected returns is

positive and signi�cant for most pairs for both Shanghai and Shenzhen markets, which

is quite similar to the results for the full sample period. There are only one (Shanghai

Vacuum Electronics) in Shanghai and two pairs (SPGO and FANGDA) in Shenzhen, which

show insigni�cant di¤erences. Most estimates for volatility are smaller in size compared

to the full sample period, which indicates that the special event in February 2001 has

increased volatility, however after the event, stock prices have less �uctuates than before

and during the event. Also notice that correlation between A and B shares has increased

after the event, especially for Shanghai market, which is natural since after the event

domestic investors are allowed to invest in both A and B shares, thus increasing the

correlation between these two types of assets.
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The positivity and signi�cance of the estimates for expected return di¤erences for the

subsample period indicate that the di¤erence in expected return can�t be explained by

the special event. Thus in the following parts, we still do the estimation and present the

result for the full sample period.

4.2.2 Market Price of Risk with Constant Volatility

Table 4:1 and Table 4:2 present the estimation result of the market price of risk and

volatility term from (15) and (16) for SSE and SZE respectively.

Table 4:1 about here
Table 4:2 about here

The volatility term is the same as in the previous case, i.e. the result of Table 3:1

and Table 3:2. This is not surprise because the model just decomposes the drift term

into risk-free rate plus the multiplication of the market price of risk and the volatility but

leaves the volatility terms unchanged. It is the same case for the correlation coe¢ cient so

that estimation of � is not presented here, it is exactly the same as in Table 3:1 and 3:2.

Let�s focus on the estimation of �. We have shown that B shares have higher expected

return � than the corresponding A shares. From Table 4:1 and Table 4:2 we see that it is

also the same case for the market price of risk, i.e. that the di¤erence between the market

price of risk �B��A is positive for most pairs, but the signi�cance level is not as strong as
for the di¤erence between expected returns �B � �A in previous subsection. For SSE 19
of 32 pairs of the di¤erence is signi�cant, this accounts for 60% of the total pairs, but for

SZE, the result is weaker, only 10 of 25 pairs con�rm signi�cance in the di¤erence, which

represents 40% of total pairs. However from the last row, in which the averaged di¤erence

results are presented, we can see that both of them are positive and signi�cant at level of

1%, yet the t-values are smaller than those for expected returns. This means as a whole

the market price of risk for B shares is higher than that for A shares. Although the result

is not as strong as that for constant expected returns, as shown in Table 3:1 and Table

3:2.

The estimation results are consistent with some previous studies. For example as

mentioned before, Su (1999) argues that cross-sectional variability in the spread between

the expected domestic and foreign share excess return is related to di¤erence in individual
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share�s market beta, which plays the similar role as the market price of risk in our study.

However there is still some di¤erence between his paper and current one. First in this

paper we estimate the market price of risk by a continuous time setup and a longer sample

period as well as more shares are adopted. Second, in this paper the result is not as strong

as in his paper, especially for SZE. It seems that foreign investors in SZE don�s ask for

signi�cantly higher market price of risk for B shares, but investors in SSE do. One reason

for this is that most foreign investors in SZE are from Hong Kong and they are more

familiar and easier to get access to the Chinese stock market so that they don�t require

for higher market price of risk. On the contrary, according to language barrier and other

factors, most foreign investors in SSE get less information than those from Hong Kong, so

that they require a higher market price of risk in order to hold B shares.

4.2.3 Market Price of Risk with GARCH-DCC Model

As discussed before, the assumption of normal distribution is not suitable for asset returns.

In this subsection we apply the GARCH-DCC model to the sample data as discussed in

Subsection 3:3. All the GARCH parameters for the individual univariate GARCH models,

i.e. the parameters !A; A; �A and !B; B; �B in (20) and (21) are signi�cant for most

shares, this also holds for the parameters for correlation dynamics, that is, � and � in

(22)8. This justi�es that GARCH-DCC model is suitable to describe the dynamics of

volatility.

The results for the market price of risk estimations are presented in the following

tables:

Table 5:1 about here

Table 5:2 about here

Notice that most of the estimation of market price of risk becomes much smaller

compared to those values in Table 4:1 and Table 4:2. This is not surprising because most

of the �uctuations in the return series have now been absorbed by time-varying volatility

terms, the constant market price of risk is contributed much less to explain the volatilities.

The most interesting thing for us is that the di¤erence of market price of risk between

8Since the main interest in this paper is to compare the di¤erence in market price of risk, I don�t present
the estimation results for these parameters, yet they are available upon request.
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A and B shares now becomes insigni�cant for all couples, although for most couples, the

di¤erence is still positive. For SSE, 27 couples have positive di¤erence and for SZE the

number is 14, these numbers account for 84% and 56% for total couples respectively. In

the last row, it tells us that in both markets, the averaged di¤erence of the market price of

risk between A and B shares is still positive, but the t-statistics for SZE is not signi�cant.

The weaker or disappearing signi�cance for market price of risk di¤erence between

the twin shares is interesting. We have shown that under GBM, B shares have higher

expected returns than A shares for all the pairs, for both SSE and SZE. This means that

the price di¤erence can be explained by di¤erence in expected returns for investors. The

estimation for market price of risk under the same model gives us consistent but weaker

conclusion if compared to the result of expected return estimations. Most couples have

higher market price of risk for B shares, only a few couples don�t, which happens in SZE.

However if we apply a GARCH-DCC model for the same data, then higher B-share market

price of risk largely disappears for individual twin shares. Thus it is safe to say that the

seemingly higher market price of risk for B shares is caused by the incapability of the

model to capture the time-varying feature of volatility, when models are applied to correct

the heteroskedasticity in volatilities, this property disappears. Please also note that the

two markets behave di¤erently, SZE seems to be less segmented than SSE, i.e. the results

for di¤erence between expected returns, market price of risk for SZE are always weaker

than those for SSE. As argued before, this may be caused by the foreign investors in SZE

hold more information than the foreign investors in SSE, so they require similar expected

returns as to domestic ones. All in all, the empirical results con�rm that price discount

is closely related to di¤erent expected returns, however there is no signi�cant di¤erence

between market price of risk for these twin shares.

5 Conclusion

This paper investigates the behavior of the corresponding stock prices in segmented mar-

kets: the stock prices of A and B shares for domestic and foreign investors. The A and

B shares are issued by the same company, have the same voting rights and the same div-

idends, yet they are held by di¤erent investors and priced di¤erently. The B shares are

priced at a signi�cant discount compared to the corresponding A shares. The Geometric

Brownian Motion model is adopted to describe the dynamic of the stock prices. In the

homoskedastic volatility case, the price discount can be explained by the higher expected
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returns for B shares. Furthermore the higher market price of risk of B shares is also con-

tributed to the higher expected return. The result is held for both Shanghai and Shenzhen

markets, however it is more obvious in Shanghai market than in Shenzhen market. As

a next step, GARCH-DCC model is implemented to describe the dynamics and estimate

the market price of risk. It is not obvious that individual B shares investors hold higher

market price of risk than A share investors, although for Shanghai market the averaged

di¤erence for market price of risk is still positive and signi�cant. For individual shares,

the di¤erence between the market price of risk is very close to zero and insigni�cant. The

result is more obvious for Shenzhen market. It shows that the estimation result of higher

market price of risk is partly caused by the heteroskedasticity in volatility, such property

of higher market price of risk disappears when a suitable time-varying volatility model is

implemented.

The main focus of this paper is on testing the di¤erence in expected returns and

market price of risk for A and B shares, it doesn�t investigate why A and B shares have

di¤erent expected returns. Future work may be related to this interesting topic. As some

previous papers present, liquidity premium, demand elasticity, asymmetric information,

all of them may contribute to the di¤erence. Another extension of the paper is to try

di¤erent function forms for market risk premium, a time-varying market price of risk

which can be dependent on di¤erent state variables will be a potential candidate and it is

also interesting to compare the dynamics of market price of risk for di¤erent corresponding

twin shares.
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Table 1: Chinese Stock Market Overview 
 

Year Listed 
Companies 

Listed 
Companies 

with A shares 

Listed 
Companies 

with B shares 

Listed 
Companies 
with both A 

and B shares 

Stock 
Market 
Value 

(billion 
Yuan)* 

Stock 
negotiable 

Market 
Value 

(billion 
Yuan) 

Funds 
Raised by 
Listings 
(billion 
Yuan) 

1992 53 35  18 104.8  9.41 
1993 183 143 6 34 353.1 86.2 37.5 
1994 291 227 4 54 369.1 96.9 32.7 
1995 323 242 12 58 347.4 93.8 15.0 
1996 530 431 16 69 984.2 286.7 42.5 
1997 745 627 25 76 1752.9 520.4 129.4 
1998 851 727 26 80 1950.6 574.6 84.2 
1999 949 822 26 82 2647.1 821.4 94.5 
2000 1088 955 28 86 4809.1 1608.8 210.3 
2001 1160 1025 24 88 4352.2 1446.3 125.2 
2002 1224 1085 24 87 3832.9 1248.5 96.2 
2003 1287 1146 24 87 4245.8 1317.9 135.8 
2004 1377 1236 24 86 3705.5 1168.8 114.2 

* As per Oct. 24, 2005, 1 US Dollar = 8.0709 Chinese Yuan 
Source: The Statistical Yearbook of China (2005), China Statistical Press 

 
 
 
 

Table 2: Correlation Test for Different Index Returns 
 

Return Series Correlations on daily  returns 
(Jan. 4, 2000  – Jun. 30, 2005) 

 SH A SHB SZA SZB HangSeng Nikkei225 S&P500 Dax 
SHA 1        
SHB 0.65890 1       
SZA 0.19078 0.14140 1      
SZB 0.22720 0.27336 0.1548 1     
Hang Seng 0.11530 0.17748 0.06807 0.02320 1    
Nikkei225 0.04558 0.04272 0.01823 0.02385 0.37682         1   
S&P500 -0.02829 0.00251 0.05986 -0.05695 0.18835         0.15994          1  
Dax 0.00721 0.02490 0.03571 -0.01379 0.35233         0.27380          0.52785       1 

 
SHA: Shanghai A-share Index,   SHB: Shanghai B-share Index 
SZA: Shenzhen A-share Index,   SZB: Shenzhen B-share Index 
Hang Seng: Hong Kong Hang Seng Index,  Nikkei225: Tokyo Nikkei 225 Index  
S&P500: Standard & Poor 500 Index Dax: Frankfurt Stock Exchange Index 
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Figure 1 
 

The market-value weighted B-share discount in
 Shanghai stock market
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Figure 2 
 

The market-value weighted B-share discount in 
Shenzhen stock market
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    Table 3.1: Constant expected return and volatility estimation for SSE (Jan. 4, 1997 – Jun. 30, 2005) 
A-share B-share  

 
 
 

  

µA σA µB σB µB - µA σB -σA
 

ρ 

Shanghai Vacuum 
Electronics 

0.1118 0.4619 0.1532 0.4812 0.0415** 
(2.31) 

0.0193 
(0.521) 

0.2308 

Shanghai Erfangji 0.0519 0.4570 0.1214 0.5208 0.0695*** 
(5.38) 

0.0638* 
(1.73) 

0.2400 

Dazhong Taxi -0.0415 0.4142 0.0965 0.5462 0.1381*** 
(11.3) 

0.1320*** 
(3.20) 

0.4205 

Yongsheng Stationery 0.0739 0.4361 0.0953 0.4659 0.0214** 
(2.51) 

0.0298 
(0.673) 

0.1754 

China First Pencil 0.0076 0.4075 0.0456 0.4901 0.0380*** 
(2.68) 

0.0826** 
(2.24) 

0.1735 

China Textile Machinery 0.0752 0.4368 0.1076 0.4848 0.0325*** 
(2.95) 

0.0481 
(1.46) 

0.1931 

Shanghai Rubber Belt 0.0723 0.4384 0.1293 0.4785 0.0569*** 
(5.61) 

0.0400 
(0.933) 

0.1433 

Shanghai Chlor Alkai 0.0029 0.4226 0.0727 0.5009 0.0698*** 
(5.28) 

0.0784** 
(1.96) 

0.1533 

Shanghai Tire & Rubber 0.0021 0.4152 0.0644 0.5297 0.0623*** 
(4.14) 

0.1145*** 
(2.99) 

0.1447 

Shanghai Refrigerator 0.0274 0.4130 0.1160 0.5066 0.0887*** 
(7.33) 

0.0935** 
(2.29) 

0.2435 

Jinqiao Export & Import -0.0415 0.3863 0.0695 0.4598 0.1110*** 
(9.45) 

0.0735** 
(2.03) 

0.2258 

Outer Gaoqiao -0.0584 0.3793 0.0419 0.4364 0.1002*** 
(8.27) 

0.0571* 
(1.74) 

0.2353 

JinJiang Investment 0.0622 0.4112 0.1834 0.4960 0.1212*** 
(10.0) 

0.0848** 
(2.31) 

0.2401 

Forever Bicycle 0.1046 0.4371 0.2296 0.5929 0.1250*** 
(8.09) 

0.1558 
(0.334) 

0.0885 

Phoenix Bicycle 0.0388 0.4526 0.1346 0.5416 0.0958*** 
(6.95) 

0.0890* 
(1.75) 

0.2002 

Shanghai Haixing Group 0.0063 0.4608 0.0546 0.5346 0.0483*** 
(3.13) 

0.0738 
(0.264) 

0.1840 

Yaohua Pilkington Glass 0.0013 0.3965 0.1132 0.5216 0.1119*** 
(7.59) 

0.1251 
(1.14) 

0.1269 

Shanghai Diesel Engine 0.0117 0.3778 0.1062 0.4895 0.0945*** 
(7.20) 

0.1117*** 
(3.03) 

0.1800 

Sanmao Textile 0.0080 0.4779 0.1024 0.5032 0.0944*** 
(6.29) 

0.0253 
(0.362) 

0.1924 

Shanghai Friendship Shop 0.0211 0.4270 0.1483 0.5086 0.1271*** 
(9.27) 

0.0816 
(1.34) 

0.2619 

Industrial Sewing 
Machine 

0.0411 0.4619 0.1476 0.5195 0.1065*** 
(4.27) 

0.0576 
(0.958) 

0.1704 

Shang-Ling Refrigerator 0.0172 0.4246 0.1175 0.4921 0.1003*** 
(7.34) 

0.0676 
(1.28) 

0.1664 

Baoxin Software 0.1507 0.4311 0.2854 0.6333 0.1347*** 
(8.24) 

0.2022 
(0.371) 

0.1237 

Shanghai Merchandise 
Trading 

0.0989 0.4315 0.1707 0.4936 0.0718*** 
(5.22) 

0.0621 
(1.56) 

0.1318 

Communication 
Equipment 

0.0190 0.4591 0.0818 0.5095 0.0628*** 
(4.93) 

0.0504 
(1.28) 

0.3262 

Lujiazui Development -0.1228 0.3638 0.0000 0.4589 0.1228*** 
(11.1) 

0.0951** 
(2.46) 

0.2883 

Huaxin Cement 0.0203 0.4023 0.1422 0.5138 0.1219*** 
(8.91) 

0.1115*** 
(3.01) 

0.1992 

Jinjiang Hotel 0.0592 0.4133 0.1532 0.5064 0.0940*** 
(7.91) 

0.0931** 
(2.52) 

0.2949 

Huan Dian -0.0616 0.4056 0.0189 0.5014 0.0805*** 
(6.36) 

0.0958 
(0.898) 

0.2106 

Huan Yuan Textile -0.0851 0.3830 0.0589 0.5293 0.1440*** 
(11.5) 

0.1463*** 
(3.25) 

0.2877 

DongfangCommunication -0.1363 0.4263 -0.0238 0.4812 0.1125*** 
(9.16) 

0.0550* 
(1.68) 

0.2731 

Huangshan Travel -0.0550 0.3537 0.1465 0.4871 0.2015*** 
(16.7) 

0.1334*** 
(3.82) 

0.2163 

Averaged Difference     0.09198*** 
(12.6) 

0.0859*** 
(11.9) 

 

H0: µB - µA =0, σB -σA =0, the values in the parentheses are the t-statistics 
* Significance level of 10%, ** Significance level of 5%, *** Significance level of 1% 
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 Table 3.2 Constant expected return and volatility estimation for SZE (Jan. 4, 1997 – Jun. 30, 2005) 

 
A-share B-share  

 
 
 

 
 

 

µA σA µB σB µB-µA σB-σA ρ 

Vanke B -0.01775 0.4974 0.1407 0.6327 0.1584*** 
(12.8) 

0.1353 
(0.456) 

0.1122 

CSG -0.00491 0.4835 0.1502 0.6750 0.1551*** 
(9.11) 

0.1915 
(0.494) 

0.1023 

KONKA Group -0.0811 0.3869 -0.0287 0.4674 0.0524*** 
(3.89) 

0.0805** 
(2.01) 

0.0091 

Victor Onward 0.082672 0.4793 0.0838 0.5516 0.0012 
(0.242) 

0.0723 
(1.58) 

0.0064 

CWH 0.17758 0.3910 0.2554 0.5023 0.0778*** 
(5.52) 

0.1113** 
(2.14) 

0.0093 

CMPD 0.014488 0.3933 0.1057 0.4588 0.0912*** 
(7.05) 

0.0655* 
(1.75) 

0.0215 

FIYTA -0.05164 0.4315 0.0035 0.5224 0.0551*** 
(4.13) 

0.0909 
(0.953) 

0.0284 

ACCORD 
PHARM. 

0.002789 0.4905 0.1114 0.6168 0.1086*** 
(6.53) 

0.1263 
(0.813) 

0.0493 

SPGO 0.008034 0.4737 0.0076 0.5396 -0.0005 
(-0.181) 

0.0659 
(1.48) 

0.0325 

NSRD 0.05795 0.4394 0.1789 0.5253 0.1210*** 
(8.22) 

0.0859 
(0.437) 

0.0311 

CIMC 0.055974 0.5091 0.1499 0.5983 0.0939*** 
(5.79) 

0.0893 
(0.314) 

0.0127 

STHC 0.065603 0.4785 0.1170 0.5782 0.0514*** 
(3.37) 

0.0996 
(0.931) 

0.0265 

FANGDA -0.02519 0.4373 -0.0196 0.5215 0.0055 
(0.595) 

0.0842* 
(1.92) 

0.0259 

SZIA -0.05213 0.4667 -0.0015 0.5552 0.0506*** 
(3.67) 

0.0885* 
(1.79) 

0.0269 

SEGCL -0.07874 0.4599 -0.0490 0.5161 0.0297*** 
(3.22) 

0.0562 
(0.821) 

0.0225 

SJZBS -0.06514 0.4239 -0.0454 0.4874 0.0198* 
(1.67) 

0.0636* 
(1.89) 

0.0461 

SWAN -0.18962 0.3675 -0.0622 0.4754 0.1274*** 
(9.83) 

0.1080** 
(2.55) 

-0.0179 

LIVZON 
GROUP 

0.023494 0.4251 0.0973 0.5173 0.0738*** 
(4.98) 

0.0922* 
(1.81) 

0.0011 

HFML -0.11996 0.4135 -0.0340 0.5208 0.0860*** 
(6.14) 

0.1073** 
(2.17) 

0.0198 

GED -0.03112 0.4323 0.0543 0.5119 0.0854*** 
(6.03) 

0.0796 
(0.326) 

0.0268 

FSL 0.020734 0.3132 0.1081 0.4071 0.0874*** 
(7.68) 

0.0939*** 
(2.88) 

0.0279 

JMC 0.06722 0.4257 0.3037 0.7982 0.2365*** 
(12.2) 

0.3725 
(0.453) 

0.0146 

SANONDA -0.08059 0.4040 -0.0325 0.4969 0.0481*** 
(3.60) 

0.0930** 
(2.31) 

0.0007 

CHANGCHAI  -0.07327 0.4105 -0.0361 0.4843 0.0372*** 
(2.37) 

0.0738** 
(2.00) 

-0.0041 

CHANGAN 
AUTO 

-0.02019 0.4048 0.1553 0.5694 0.1755*** 
(11.0) 

0.1647** 
(2.40) 

0.0159 

Averaged 
Difference 

    0.0811*** 
(6.52) 

0.1077*** 
(8.32) 

 

H0: µB - µA =0, σB -σA =0, =0, the values in the parentheses the t-statistics 
* Significance level of 10%, ** Significance level of 5%, *** Significance level of 1% 
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  Table 3.3: Constant expected return and volatility estimation for SSE (March. 1, 2001 – Jun. 30, 2005) 
A-share B-share  

 
 
 

  

µA σA µB σB µB - µA σB -σA
 

ρ 

Shanghai Vacuum 
Electronics 

-0.1466 0.4181 -0.1431 0.3747 0.003606 
(0.511) 

-0.04339 
 (-0.888) 

0.6503 

Shanghai Erfangji -0.2290 0.3975 -0.1341 0.4047 0.09495*** 
(2.79) 

0.007208 
(0.144) 

0.6277 

Dazhong Taxi -0.1743 0.2807 0.01318 0.3280 0.1875***  
(5.88) 

0.04731 
(0.808) 

0.4699 

Yongsheng Stationery -0.1715 0.3949 -0.1425 0.3469 0.02898  
(0.861) 

-0.04801 
(-0.762) 

0.5248 

China First Pencil -0.1791 0.3815 -0.08595 0.3749 0.09317*** 
(2.91) 

-0.006636 
(-0.128) 

0.5702 

China Textile Machinery -0.1910 0.3804 -0.1144 0.3772 0.07667** 
(2.32) 

-0.003202 
(-0.071) 

0.6054 

Shanghai Rubber Belt -0.3050 0.3901 -0.1494 0.3723 0.1556*** 
(4.32) 

-0.01788 
(0.294) 

0.4368 

Shanghai Chlor Alkai -0.1755 0.4015 -0.1119 0.3974 0.06360* 
(1.77) 

-0.004095 
(-0.079) 

0.6058 

Shanghai Tire & Rubber -0.1697 0.3808 -0.07441 0.4002 0.09527*** 
(2.89) 

0.01941 
(0.359) 

0.5514 

Shanghai Refrigerator -0.05616 0.3963 0.09583 0.3917 0.1520*** 
(4.22) 

-0.004634 
 (-0.086) 

0.5875 

Jinqiao Export & Import -0.1687 0.3536 -0.03747 0.3487 0.1312*** 
(4.23) 

-0.004970 
(-0.100) 

0.6239 

Outer Gaoqiao -0.2277 0.3451 -0.1086 0.3450 0.1191*** 
(4.11) 

-0.0001134 
(0.025) 

0.5753 

JinJiang Investment -0.06206 0.3538 0.1018 0.3729 0.1639*** 
(5.85) 

0.01910 
(0.045) 

0.5921 

Forever Bicycle -0.1096 0.3393 -0.007036 0.3469 0.1026*** 
(3.21) 

0.007625 
(0.130) 

0.5533 

Phoenix Bicycle -0.4306 0.3958 -0.2072 0.4102 0.2233*** 
(5.19) 

0.01443 
(0.229) 

0.5008 

Shanghai Haixing Group -0.1976 0.4614 -0.1716 0.5221 0.02605 
(0.704) 

0.06064 
(1.17) 

0.7926 

Yaohua Pilkington Glass -0.2122 0.3651 -0.02938 0.3938 0.1828*** 
(6.09) 

0.02876 
(0.548) 

0.6315 

Shanghai Diesel Engine -0.08846 0.3435 0.04437 0.3497 0.1328*** 
(3.79) 

0.006189 
(0.071) 

0.5370 

Sanmao Textile -0.2839 0.4347 -0.2433 0.3956 0.04063 
(1.23) 

-0.03912 
(-0.561) 

0.6337 

Shanghai Friendship Shop -0.1523 0.3635 0.08610 0.4036 0.2384*** 
(6.81) 

0.04004 
(0.481) 

0.4980 

Industrial Sewing 
Machine 

-0.2264 0.4086 -0.1865 0.4153 0.03992 
(1.14) 

0.006731 
(0.115) 

0.6367 

Shang-Ling Refrigerator -0.2529 0.3414 -0.1450 0.3575 0.1079*** 
(3.27) 

0.01610 
(0.46) 

0.6522 

Baoxin Software -0.09440 0.3507 -0.004842 0.3541 0.08956** 
(2.56) 

0.003378 
(0.063) 

0.5757 

Shanghai Merchandise 
Trading 

-0.1209 0.3850 -0.05303 0.3846 0.06793** 
(2.00) 

-0.0003855 
(-0.007) 

0.5602 

Communication 
Equipment 

-0.2309 0.3681 -0.08663 0.3505 0.1443*** 
(3.36) 

-0.01766 
(0.341) 

0.5919 

Lujiazui Development -0.1971 0.3223 -0.04895 0.3393 0.1482*** 
(4.23) 

0.01697 
(0.343) 

0.5838 

Huaxin Cement -0.1598 0.3604 0.002319 0.3886 0.1621*** 
(5.07) 

0.02815 
(0.544) 

0.5982 

Jinjiang Hotel -0.04077 0.3521 0.08405 0.3381 0.1248*** 
(4.56) 

-0.01398 
(0.296) 

0.5829 

Huan Dian -0.3050 0.3828 -0.1587 0.4114 0.1463*** 
(4.43) 

0.02863 
(0.454) 

0.6794 

Huan Yuan Textile -0.2510 0.3397 -0.1586 0.3569 0.09237*** 
(2.98) 

0.01721 
(0.403) 

0.5507 

DongfangCommunication -0.3898 0.3780 -0.3046 0.3376 0.08519*** 
(2.75) 

-0.04041 
(-0.855) 

0.6466 

Huangshan Travel -0.07276 0.3267 0.02482 0.3364 0.09759*** 
(3.15) 

0.009722 
(0.206) 

0.5619 

Averaged Difference     0.1131*** 
(11.6) 

0.004164 
(0.945) 

 

H0: µB - µA =0, σB -σA =0, the values in the parentheses are the t-statistics 
* Significance level of 10%, ** Significance level of 5%, *** Significance level of 1%
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       Table 3.4 Constant expected return and volatility estimation for SZE (March. 1, 2001 – Jun. 30, 2005) 
 

A-share B-share  
 

 
 

 
 

 

µA σA µB σB µB-µA σB-σA ρ 

Vanke B -0.2044 0.5353 0.01818 0.5654 0.2226***  
(7.42) 

0.03012 
(0.616) 

0.2561 

CSG -0.3106 0.4571 0.1777 0.6345 0.4884***  
(12.5) 

0.1774  
(0.375) 

0.1566 

KONKA Group -0.2001 0.3484 -0.09599 0.3816 0.1041***  
(3.47) 

0.03319 
(0.738) 

0.1185 

Victor Onward -0.1891 0.3988 -0.1009 0.4580 0.08826** 
(2.39) 

0.05917  
(1.01) 

0.1314 

CWH 0.2484 0.3402 0.4082 0.4135 0.1597*** 
(4.99) 

0.07328  
(1.51) 

0.1432 

CMPD -0.09162 0.3229 0.06121 0.3498 0.1528*** 
(5.09) 

0.02690 
(0.628) 

0.1093 

FIYTA -0.2481 0.3550 -0.07083 0.4394 0.1772*** 
(5.54) 

0.08431* 
(1.82) 

0.1543 

ACCORD 
PHARM. 

-0.2880 0.3869 -0.05158 0.4303 0.2364***  
(6.22) 

0.04344 
(0.658) 

0.1845 

SPGO -0.1046 0.4599 -0.06569 0.4499 0.03899  
(1.22) 

-0.009947 
(-0.188) 

0.1264 

NSRD -0.1228 0.3341 0.1626 0.4164 0.2854*** 
(9.84) 

0.08232  
(1.21) 

0.2417 

CIMC -0.07401 0.5636 0.1187 0.6014 0.1927***  
(6.64) 

0.03782 
(0.860) 

0.2422 

STHC -0.1673 0.4413 -0.04017 0.4921 0.1271***  
(3.53) 

0.05085 
(0.889) 

0.1288 

FANGDA -0.1521 0.4514 -0.1041 0.4400 0.04796  
(1.50) 

-0.01131 
(-0.224) 

0.1002 

SZIA -0.1759 0.4413 -0.08615 0.4694 0.08975** 
 (2.64) 

0.02818 
(0.534) 

0.1898 

SEGCL -0.1701 0.4251 -0.09929 0.4395 0.07087** 
(2.29) 

0.01436 
(0.251) 

0.1505 

SJZBS -0.1735 0.3930 -0.06500 0.4391 0.1085*** 
(3.39) 

0.04602 
(1.16) 

0.2456 

SWAN -0.2909 0.3649 -0.1688 0.3834 0.1220***  
(4.07) 

0.01852 
(0.421) 

0.1321 

LIVZON 
GROUP 

-0.1295 0.3624 0.07180 0.4026 0.2013*** 
(6.29) 

0.04017 
(0.830) 

0.1321 

HFML -0.2480 0.3654 -0.09867 0.4072 0.1493***  
(4.67) 

0.04181 
(0.704) 

0.1073 

GED -0.1810 0.2508 0.03292 0.3349 0.2140***  
(7.93) 

0.08412* 
(1.91) 

0.1464 

FSL 0.0002773 0.2539 0.1262 0.3068 0.1260***  
(5.04) 

0.05298 
(1.42) 

0.1146 

JMC -0.02396 0.4122 0.1435 0.4289 0.1675***  
(3.22) 

0.01665 
(0.308) 

0.1496 

SANONDA -0.2306 0.4028 -0.05621 0.4548 0.1744*** 
(5.63) 

0.05197 
(1.07) 

0.1573 

CHANGCHAI  -0.1851 0.3793 -0.08086 0.4342 0.1042***  
(3.47) 

0.05490 
(1.19) 

0.2517 

CHANGAN 
AUTO 

0.02719 0.4111 0.2586 0.4787 0.2314***  
(6.81) 

0.06768 
(1.28) 

0.2258 

Averaged 
Difference 

    0.1633*** 
(9.08) 

0.04779 
(1.31) 

 

H0: µB - µA =0, σB -σA =0, =0, the values in the parentheses the t-statistics 
* Significance level of 10%, ** Significance level of 5%, *** Significance level of 1% 
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         Table 4.1 Market price of risk estimation for SSE (totally 32 pairs) 
A-share B-share    

λA σA λB σB λB-λA
 

σB-σA

Shanghai Vacuum 
Electronics 

0.2036 0.4619 0.3016 0.4813 0.0980 
(1.22) 

0.0194 
(0.521) 

Shanghai Erfangji 0.1128 0.4570 0.2319 0.5208 0.1192 
(1.50) 

0.0638* 
(1.73) 

Dazhong Taxi -0.0611 0.4142 0.1647 0.5462 0.2257*** 
(3.25) 

0.1320*** 
(3.20) 

Yongsheng Stationery 0.1285 0.4361 0.1962 0.4659 0.0676 
(0.817) 

0.0298 
(0.673) 

China First Pencil 0.0179 0.4075 0.0919 0.4901 0.0740 
(0.891) 

0.0826** 
(2.24) 

China Textile Machinery 0.1713 0.4368 0.2208 0.4848 0.0495 
(0.603) 

0.0480 
(1.46) 

Shanghai Rubber Belt 0.1372 0.4384 0.2633 0.4785 0.1262 
(1.49) 

0.0401 
(0.933) 

Shanghai Chlor Alkai 0.0060 0.4226 0.1440 0.5009 0.1380 
(1.64) 

0.0783** 
(1.96) 

Shanghai Tire & Rubber 0.0042 0.4152 0.1205 0.5297 0.1163 
(1.38) 

0.1145*** 
(2.99) 

Shanghai Refrigerator 0.0633 0.4130 0.2280 0.5066 0.1647** 
(2.08) 

0.0936** 
(2.29) 

Jinqiao Export & Import -0.1128 0.3863 0.1520 0.4598 0.2648*** 
(3.30) 

0.0735** 
(2.03) 

Outer Gaoqiao -0.1696 0.3793 0.1034 0.4364 0.2730*** 
(3.42) 

0.0571* 
(1.74) 

JinJiang Investment 0.1485 0.4112 0.3681 0.4960 0.2197*** 
(2.76) 

0.0848** 
(2.31) 

Forever Bicycle 0.2262 0.4371 0.3789 0.5929 0.1527* 
(1.75) 

0.1558 
(0.334) 

Phoenix Bicycle 0.0700 0.4526 0.2490 0.5416 0.1790** 
(2.19) 

0.0890* 
(1.75) 

Shanghai Haixing Group -0.0131 0.4608 0.1066 0.5346 0.1196 
(1.38) 

0.0738 
(0.264) 

Yaohua Pilkington Glass 0.0025 0.3965 0.2159 0.5216 0.2135** 
(2.50) 

0.1251 
(1.14) 

Shanghai Diesel Engine 0.0299 0.3778 0.2158 0.4895 0.1859** 
(2.24) 

0.1117*** 
(3.03) 

Sanmao Textile 0.0286 0.4779 0.1951 0.5032 0.1664** 
(2.20) 

0.0253 
(0.362) 

Shanghai Friendship 
Shop 

0.0514 0.4270 0.2899 0.5086 0.2385*** 
(3.04) 

0.0816 
(1.34) 

Industrial Sewing 
Machine 

0.1555 0.4619 0.2395 0.5195 0.0840 
(1.01) 

0.0576 
(0.958) 

Shang-Ling Refrigerator 0.0191 0.4246 0.2424 0.4921 0.2232*** 
(2.68) 

0.0675 
(1.28) 

Baoxin Software 0.3487 0.4311 0.4498 0.6333 0.1010 
(1.18) 

0.2022 
(0.371) 

Shanghai Merchandise 
Trading 

0.2284 0.4315 0.3446 0.4936 0.1162 
(1.36) 

0.0621 
(1.56) 

Communication 
Equipment 

0.0406 0.4591 0.1595 0.5095 0.1189 
(1.59) 

0.0504 
(1.28) 

Lujiazui Development -0.3353 0.3638 -0.0036 0.4589 0.3317*** 
(4.31) 

0.0951** 
(2.46) 

Huaxin Cement 0.0495 0.4023 0.2757 0.5138 0.2262*** 
(2.76) 

0.1115*** 
(3.01) 

Jinjiang Hotel 0.1556 0.4133 0.3046 0.5063 0.1490* 
(1.95) 

0.0930** 
(2.52) 

Huan Dian -0.1528 0.4056 0.0365 0.5014 0.1894** 
(2.33) 

0.0958 
(0.898) 

Huan Yuan Textile -0.2231 0.3830 0.1102 0.5293 0.3333*** 
(4.32) 

0.1463*** 
(3.25) 

Dongfang 
Communication 

-0.3205 0.4263 -0.0506 0.4812 0.2700*** 
(3.47) 

0.0549* 
(1.68) 

Huangshan Travel -0.1566 0.3537 0.2994 0.4871 0.4560*** 
(5.65) 

0.1334*** 
(3.82) 

Averaged Difference     0.1810*** 
(10.8) 

0.0859*** 
(11.9) 

H0: λB-λA=0, σB-σA=0, the values in the parentheses are the t-statistics 
* Significance level of 10%, ** Significance level of 5%, *** Significance level of 1% 
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           Table 4.2 Constant market price of risk and volatility estimation for SZE (totally 25 couples) 
 

 A-share B-share  
 

 
 

 λA σA λB σB λB-λA σB-σA

Vanke B -0.0364 0.4974 0.2213 0.6327 0.2577*** 
(2.90) 

0.1353 
(0.456) 

CSG -0.0108 0.4835 0.2239 0.6750 0.2347** 
(2.58) 

0.1915 
(0.494) 

KONKA Group -0.1946 0.3869 -0.0974 0.4673 0.0972 
(1.06) 

0.0804** 
(2.01) 

Victor Onward 0.1719 0.4793 0.1507 0.5516 -0.0212 
(-0.231) 

0.0723 
(1.58) 

CWH 0.4243 0.3910 0.5385 0.5023 0.1142 
(1.25) 

0.1113** 
(2.14) 

CMPD 0.0363 0.3933 0.2294 0.4588 0.1931** 
(2.13) 

0.0655* 
(1.75) 

FIYTA -0.1112 0.4315 -0.0225 0.5224 0.0888 
(0.983) 

0.0909 
(0.953) 

ACCORD 
PHARM. 

0.0851 0.4905 0.0855 0.6167 0.0004 
(0.0047) 

0.1262 
(0.813) 

SPGO 0.0163 0.4737 0.0127 0.5396 -0.0036 
(-0.0402) 

0.0659 
(1.48) 

NSRD 0.1287 0.4394 0.3380 0.5253 0.2093** 
(2.31) 

0.0859 
(0.437) 

CIMC 0.1092 0.5091 0.2512 0.5983 0.1420 
(1.54) 

0.0892 
(0.314) 

STHC 0.1501 0.4785 0.1921 0.5782 0.0420 
(0.463) 

0.0997 
(0.931) 

FANGDA -0.0589 0.4373 -0.0384 0.5215 0.0204 
(0.225) 

0.0842* 
(1.92) 

SZIA -0.1006 0.4667 -0.0280 0.5552 0.0726 
(0.798) 

0.0885* 
(1.79) 

SEGCL -0.1734 0.4599 -0.0944 0.5161 0.0790 
(0.871) 

0.0562 
(0.821) 

SJZBS -0.1569 0.4239 -0.0914 0.4874 0.0655 
(0.730) 

0.0635 
(1.89)* 

SWAN -0.5137 0.3675 -0.1396 0.4754 0.3741*** 
(4.04) 

0.1079** 
(2.55) 

LIVZON GROUP 0.0544 0.4251 0.1869 0.5173 0.1325 
(1.44) 

0.0922* 
(1.81) 

HFML -0.2936 0.4135 -0.0613 0.5208 0.2322** 
(2.56) 

0.1073** 
(2.17) 

GED -0.0728 0.4323 0.1048 0.5119 0.1776** 
(1.96) 

0.0796 
(0.326) 

FSL 0.0740 0.3132 0.2663 0.4071 0.1923** 
(2.12) 

0.0939*** 
(2.88) 

JMC 0.2083 0.4257 0.3604 0.7982 0.1521* 
(1.67) 

0.3725 
(0.453) 

SANONDA -0.1833 0.4040 -0.0985 0.4969 0.0848 
(0.924) 

0.0929** 
(2.31) 

CHANGCHAI  -0.1792 0.4105 -0.0764 0.4843 0.1027 
(1.12) 

0.0738** 
(2.00) 

CHANGAN 
AUTO 

-0.0459 0.4048 0.2632 0.5694 0.3091*** 
(3.39) 

0.1646** 
(2.40) 

Averaged 
Difference 

    0.1340*** 
(6.05) 

0.1077*** 
(8.32) 

H0: λB-λA =0, σB-σA =0, the values in the parentheses are the t-statistics 
* Significance level of 10%, ** Significance level of 5%, *** Significance level of 1% 
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Table 5.1 Market price of risk estimation under GARCH model for SSE (totally 32 couples)  
 

 A-share B-share  
 λA λB λB-λA

 
Shanghai Vacuum 

Electronics 
-0.00643 0.01244 0.01887 

(0.838) 
Shanghai Erfangji -0.01407 -0.00146 0.01261 

(0.415) 
Dazhong Taxi -0.06327 -0.03487 0.02840 

(0.910) 
Yongsheng Stationery -0.01493 -0.05720 -0.04227 

(-1.29) 
China First Pencil -0.01662 -0.02185 -0.00523 

(-0.126) 
China Textile Machinery -0.00761 0.00889 0.01650 

(0.545) 
Shanghai Rubber Belt -0.00379 -0.00571 -0.00193 

(-0.0624) 
Shanghai Chlor Alkai -0.02473 -0.00804 0.01669 

(0.462) 
Shanghai Tire & Rubber -0.03968 -0.00785 0.03183 

(0.335) 
Shanghai Refrigerator -0.00890 0.00143 0.01033 

(0.339) 
Jinqiao Export & Import -0.02675 -0.01386 0.01289 

(0.425) 
Outer Gaoqiao -0.02912 -0.02005 0.00907 

(0.299) 
JinJiang Investment -0.00317 0.01135 0.01452 

(0.473) 
Forever Bicycle -0.00880 0.01785 0.02665 

(0.869) 
Phoenix Bicycle -0.00875 0.45978 0.4685 

(1.34) 
Shanghai Haixing Group -0.01541 -0.01755 -0.00214 

(-0.0673) 
Yaohua Pilkington Glass -0.00961 -0.00127 0.00833 

(0.258) 
Shanghai Diesel Engine -0.01536 0.00541 0.02077 

(0.688) 
Sanmao Textile -0.01542 -0.01544 -3.10x10-5

(-8.00x10-4) 
Shanghai Friendship 

Shop 
-0.02747 0.01365 0.04112 

(1.14) 
Industrial Sewing 

Machine 
-0.00607 0.00086 0.00693 

(0.219) 
Shang-Ling Refrigerator -0.02044 -0.00653 0.01391 

(0.467) 
Baoxin Software -0.00041 0.03650 0.03691 

(1.15) 
Shanghai Merchandise 

Trading 
-0.01075 -0.00234 0.00841 

(0.275) 
Communication 

Equipment 
-0.01325 0.01009 0.02335 

(0.765) 
Lujiazui Development -0.04772 -0.00806 0.03966 

(1.33) 
Huaxin Cement -0.01405 0.00531 0.01936 

(0.642) 
Jinjiang Hotel -0.00384 0.00565 0.00949 

(0.307) 
Huan Dian -0.02388 -0.02602 -0.00214 

(-0.0688) 
Huan Yuan Textile -0.02954 -0.00989 0.01965 

(0.642) 
Dongfang 

Communication 
-0.06302 -0.00459 0.05843 

(1.95)* 
Huangshan Travel -0.02099 0.01517 0.03616 

(1.19) 
Averaged Difference   0.02986** 

(2.09) 

H0: ,  the values in the parentheses are the t-statistics 0=− AB λλ
* Significance level of 10%, ** Significance level of 5%, *** Significance level of 1% 
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Table 5.2 Market price of risk estimation under GARCH model for SZE (totally 25 couples) 
 

 A-share B-share  

 λA λB λB-λA
 

Vanke -0.01371 -0.03967 -0.02595 
(-0.834) 

CSG -0.01566 0.00873 0.02440 
(0.788) 

KONKA Group -0.05210 -0.01149 0.04061 
(1.33) 

Victor Onward -0.01534 -0.01736 -0.00202 
(-0.0665) 

CWH 0.03713 0.03229 -0.00484 
(-0.161) 

CMPD -0.01047 -0.00316 0.00730 
(0.241) 

FIYTA -0.00748 -0.03090 -0.02342 
(-0.778) 

ACCORD PHARM. -0.08462 -0.03489 0.04974 
(1.67) 

SPGO -0.01113 -0.01254 -0.00141 
(-0.0449) 

NSRD 0.00984 0.00378 -0.00606 
(-0.202) 

CIMC -0.06115 0.01777 0.07892 
(1.18) 

STHC -0.01135 -0.01949 -0.00814 
(-0.267) 

FANGDA -0.02192 -0.01279 0.00914 
(0.298) 

SZIA -0.02018 -0.02309 -0.00291 
(-0.0945) 

SEGCL -0.02639 -0.01325 0.01313 
(0.426) 

SJZBS -0.01181 -0.02436 -0.01255 
(-0.419) 

SWAN -0.04307 -0.01345 0.02963 
(0.984) 

LIVZON GROUP -0.02431 0.00044 0.02475 
(0.808) 

HFML -0.04538 -0.02756 0.01783 
(0.590) 

GED -0.02416 -0.00757 0.01659 
(0.522) 

FSL -0.01604 0.00526 0.02130 
(0.717) 

JMC -0.00471 -0.07243 -0.06773 
(-2.24) 

SANONDA -0.02709 -0.03016 -0.00307 
(-0.102) 

CHANGCHAI  -0.03806 -0.03396 0.00410 
(0.135) 

CHANGAN AUTO 0.00756 0.01099 0.00343 
(0.116) 

Averaged Difference   0.00731 
(1.30) 

H0: ,  the values in the parentheses are the t-statistics 0=− AB λλ
* Significance level of 10%, ** Significance level of 5%, *** Significance level of 1% 
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moment is introduced to describe the dynamic of speculative return volatility. The two

components capture the volatile and persistent part of volatility respectively. Then the
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also tested. The empirical results show that the persistent component accounts much
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Chapter 2

1 Introduction

Understanding the relation between speculative return of an asset and its volatility1 (as a

proxy for risk) has long been an important topic in �nancial literature.2 On the one hand,

a rational risk-averse investor will require a higher expected return for holding a more

risky asset. If volatility is a suitable proxy for risk, there should exist a positive relation

between volatility and expected return, as illustrated in the asset pricing literature (see,

e.g. Sharpe (1964), Linter (1965) and Mossin (1966)). This positive relation between

risk and return should always hold from an ex ante point of view. On the other hand,

however, it is also well addressed that stock return distribution exhibits skewness. A

reasonable explanation is that negative return innovation induces higher volatility than

positive innovation of the same magnitude, which in turn generates skewness in return.

This feature is consistent to an empirically observed regularity which may be described

as a �nancial leverage e¤ect, see e.g. Black (1976), Engle & Ng (1993) and Yu (2005).

The standard argument from Black (1976) is that bad news decreases the stock price, i.e.

the equity, and hence increases the debt-to-equity ratio (i.e. �nancial leverage), making

the stock more risky and increasing future expected volatility. Alternatively, a volatility

feedback e¤ect may be present, i.e. if volatility is increased, then so is the risk premium in

case of a positive risk-return relation, and hence the discount rate, which lowers the current

stock price. Both leverage e¤ect and volatility feedback e¤ect indicate a negative relation

between return and volatility, although the causality is reversed. The volatility feedback

e¤ect should be strongest at the market level, whereas the leverage e¤ect should apply

to individual stocks. Thus, from the ex post point of view, a negative relation between

return and volatility is also possible, although this negative relation will not refute the ex

ante understanding of the positive relation.

The empirical result is mixed. Most earlier researches are in line with the positive

relation. For example, French, Schwert & Stambaugh (1987) �nd a positive relation be-

tween expected market risk premium and predictable volatility of stock return in U.S.

market. However more recent studies are in favor of the other side. Baillie & DeGennaro

(1990) report a controversial result against French et al. (1987). They argue that in U.S.

stock market, a positive relation between stock return and volatility is weak and almost

1 In this paper, the word Volatility refers to either conditional standard deviation or conditional
variance, depending on context.

2Note that the risk we talk about here is systematic or undiversi�ed risk since unsystematic risk of a
stock can be diversi�ed away by putting it into a portfolio.
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nonexistent. Bollerslev & Zhou (2005) agree with this conclusion.

In literature it is also suggested that the empirical results depend on model speci�ca-

tion of volatility dynamics. For example, Li, Yang, Hsiao & Chang (2005) report that a

misspeci�cation in parametric model of volatility dynamics may cause a distorted relation.

They implement both parametric and semiparametric approaches to model volatility dy-

namics and estimate coe¢ cient of volatility in return generating process for twelve stock

markets. Although failing to �nd a signi�cant relation by applying parametric approach,

they do �nd a signi�cantly negative relation in six markets by applying semiparametric

approach. They argue the failure to �nd such a relation in �rst approach may be caused by

model misspeci�cation. However, Shin (2005) applies the same parametric and semipara-

metric approaches to estimate the relation between stock return and volatility in fourteen

emerging markets. She fails to �nd a signi�cant relation between return and volatility

for all markets. And semiparametric approach leads to similar results as in parametric

approach.

In addition to one-factor models, recent studies focus on applying multi-factor models

to describe volatility dynamics. One advantage of multi-factor models is that they allow

volatility process to be driven by shocks with di¤erent persistence levels. In empirical work,

Ding & Granger (1996), Engle & Lee (1999), Bollerslev & Zhou (2002), Chernov, Gallant,

Ghysels & Tauchen (2003), Chacko & Viceira (2003) and Adrian & Rosenberg (2005)

�nd that two-factor volatility speci�cations signi�cantly outperform one-factor models.

For example, Ding & Granger (1996) decompose variance into a IGARCH and GARCH

factor, for which the two factors are assigned di¤erent weights to volatility. They �nd that

such decomposition performs much better than the one-factor GARCH models. However,

although these models successfully capture volatility dynamics in some aspects, they have

their own de�ciencies. In the case of Ding & Granger�s (1996) model, conditional variance

is the sum of two weighted factors. However it may �nd a corner solution for the weights in

some cases. Thus it degenerates to one-factor model, which is not interesting for applying

this two-factor model. Furthermore, if we include these two components in mean equation

and test their impacts on return, the estimates are not signi�cant in most cases. This

unsatis�ed result is quite similar to the case in one-factor GARCH-M model. Engle &

Lee (1999) extend the one-factor GARCH model in another way, yet their setup is similar

to Ding & Granger�s (1996) and thus su¤ers from the same problem. Bollerslev & Zhou

(2002) apply realized volatility based on high-frequency data, which is a luxury input

requirement for some emerging markets. Chacko & Viceira (2003) and Chernov et al.
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(2003) include jump process and apply spectral density function to estimate their models,

making the estimation procedure complicated. Adrian & Rosenberg (2005) build a two-

factor model based on EGARCH-M setup, which is able to capture asymmetry in return.

However a signi�cant disadvantage of EGARCH model is that the proper aggregation for

long-horizon forecasting is rather inconvenient. It is di¢ cult to compute unbiased forecasts

of volatility in multiperiod intervals, as pointed out in Brandt & Jones (2006).

Motivated by Ding & Granger (1996), a new two-component volatility model is intro-

duced in this paper. However, instead of decomposing conditional variance into di¤erent

components directly, I try to interpret dynamic process of conditional variance by com-

ponents based on its �rst moment, and let volatility be a sum of these two components.

Then both components are added to the return generating process so as to test whether a

signi�cant relation exists between return and volatility. As discussed previously, positive

relation implies a risk premium e¤ect and negative relation implies either as a �nancial

leverage e¤ect or as a volatility feedback e¤ect. One component is considered to be a

volatile part of volatility and the another one is a persistent part of volatility. This idea

is supported by the assumption that investors not only regard volatility level as a price

factor, they also care about volatility innovations, see Ang, Hodrick, Xing & Zhang (2006).

Another interesting feature for volatility is its long memory property. As pointed out

in Ding & Granger (1996) and Baillie, Bollerslev & Mikkelsen (1996), the autocorrelation

for stock absolute return decreases fast at the beginning and then decreases very slowly

and remains signi�cantly positive, which is di¤erent from an exponentially decreasing

function, as implied by GARCH models. This �nding motivates the new approaches such

as multi-factor model in Ding & Granger (1996) and FIGARCH model in Baillie et al.

(1996) respectively. It is shown that the suggested two-component model in this paper is

also consistent with the long memory property of return volatility.

The model is then applied to 10 Asia-Paci�c stock markets, including both volatility

components to return process. It is found that the volatile component is a signi�cant

pricing factor for return. There exists a positive relation between the volatile component

and return, which implies a risk premium e¤ect. On the contrary, the persistent component

doesn�t have a signi�cant impact on return. However, the persistent component accounts

more for volatility process than the volatile component, indicating a persistent or long

memory property. Thus, this paper contributes to the literature by providing some new

evidence on empirical analysis of volatility dynamic and its impact on return.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, I introduce the model
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and testing methodology. Then the model is applied to daily returns of 10 Asia-Paci�c

stock markets in Section 3, along with empirical results and some Monte Carlo simulations.

Section 4 concludes the paper. Technical details are given in Appendices.

2 A Two-factor volatility model

Many studies have been done on relation between asset return and volatility. According

to classical asset pricing literature, i.e. Sharpe (1964), Linter (1965) and Mossin (1966),

along with others, higher asset risk should be compensated by higher returns. Since

volatility is widely regarded as a proxy for risk, so in ex ante setup, expected return is

positively related to volatility. However, as pointed out by Abel (1988) and Gennotte &

Marsh (1993) in one-factor stochastic volatility process, in the equilibrium setting, market

return is not necessarily positively related to market volatility. This is due to dynamic

optimization of rational investors who hedge changes in the investment opportunities. If

volatility provides information about expected return so that changes in volatility change

the investment opportunity set, then volatility should be priced. In addition, Black (1976)

and others point out that return will also a¤ect volatility in an asymmetric way: negative

innovations to stock return tend to increase volatility more than positive innovations of

the same magnitude. This asymmetry is partly explained as a result of "leverage e¤ect"

due to Black (1976). So from a ex post point of view, it seems that a negative correlation

between stock return and volatility is possible, which is supported by empirical studies as

mentioned previously.

Some empirical evidence also shows the presence of long memory property in realized

asset return volatility. This property is well addressed in the literature, see Andersen,

Bollerslev, Diebold & Labys (2003) and references therein. Such �ndings motivate multi-

factor stochastic volatility models. A popular approach is to decompose volatility into two

components. One re�ects short-run e¤ect and the other re�ects long-run e¤ect. Relative

empirical studies provided by Engle & Lee (1999), Bollerslev & Zhou (2002), Chacko

& Viceira (2003) and Chernov et al. (2003) �nd that two-factor volatility speci�cations

signi�cantly outperform one-factor models. More recently, Adrian & Rosenberg (2005)

decompose volatility dynamic as a sum of two components with di¤erent rates of mean

reversion. Then they add these two components to the return-generating-process and �nd

that the estimated coe¢ cients of both components are negative, but only the short-run

component is signi�cant. Their model is based on EGARCH setup. Thus it can capture
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the asymmetry in return, yet also su¤ers from the disadvantage of EGARCH model: it is

di¢ cult to compute unbiased forecasts of volatility in long-run period.

The objective of this paper is to introduce a new two-component model which is

motivated by Ding & Granger (1996). The two volatility components are then included

in return process to test their in-mean e¤ects. The model is applied to 10 Asia-Paci�c

stock markets. In Ding & Granger (1996), they decompose conditional variance as a

weighted sum of two components and the components follow a GARCH and IGARCH

process respectively. The di¤erence of the model presented in this paper and in theirs is

that I apply generalized autoregressive process to describe the �rst moment dynamic of

these two components, and then construct volatility as the sum of these two components

based on their second moments. Thus the model allows more �exibility while in meantime

keeps volatility positive, as it is required by de�nition. More speci�cally, the model allows

the volatile component has zero mean and �uctuates more frequently, yet the persistent

component has a non zero mean and moves more smoothly than the volatile component,

and thus capturing the persistence in volatility.

The setup of the model is as follows. Some technical details are provided in Appendices.

Assume that dynamic of a stock�s log price can be represented by the following di¤usion

process:

dpt = �tdt+ �tdW1t (1)

Volatility �2t is the sum of two components:

�2t = s
2
t + q

2
t (2)

and the dynamics of st and qt are given as follows:

dst = ��sstdt+ �s�tdW2t (3)

dqt = �
q(q � qt)dt+ �q�tdW3t (4)

Where W2t and W3t are Wiener processes that may be correlated with each other and

also correlated with the return innovationW1t. This speci�cation is similar to the discrete-

time model presented in Ding & Granger (1996), except for describing the dynamics of st
and qt instead of s2t and q

2
t as in their paper. This lets the model to be more �exible and
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still ensures the positivity of volatility.

Both st and qt follow Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process and thus are conditionally normal.

By setting up, st is the quick mean-reverting component and its persistence of mean-

reverting is captured by the parameter �s > 0. qt is the slow mean-reverting component

and it reverts to a constant q at rate �q. The two components of volatility s2t and q
2
t may

have potentially di¤erent rates of mean reversion. Applying Ito�s lemma, we can show

that

ds2t = 2�
s(
�s2

2�s
�2t � s2t )dt+ 2�s�tstdW2t (5)

and

dq2t = 2�
q(
�q2

2�q
�2t + �qqt � q2t )dt+ 2�q�tqtdW3t (6)

From (5) and (6), we can consider that both s2t and q
2
t follow a general mean-reverting

process with time-varying mean. Besides the symmetric factors in (5) and (6), an addi-

tional factor �qqt appears in time-varying mean for q2t . Since �
2
t = s

2
t + q

2
t ; it is also straight

forward to show that

d�2t = �
�(q�t � �2t )dt+ �s

�
t dW2t + �

q�

t dW3t (7)

where �� = �(�s2+�q2� 2�s), q�t =
2(�q��s)

�s2+�q2�2�s q
2
t � 2�q �q

�s2+�q2�2�s qt, �
s�
t = 2st�t�

s and

�q
�

t = 2qt�t�
q.

The dynamic of volatility �2t is complicated, since it is a nonlinear combination of

dynamics of st and qt: Nevertheless, intuitively we can interpret (7) as a generalized

mean-reverting process with a stochastic mean q�t and stochastic di¤usions �
s�
t and �q

�

t .

Interestingly since the stochastic mean q�t doesn�t include any st term, it implies that

conditional variance �2t �uctuates around a variable which is a quadratic function of qt.

Thus the mean level of �2t depends only on qt but not on st. In this sense, we can think s
2
t

as the volatile component of volatility and q2t as the persistence component of volatility.

In order to complete the model, we also need to determine the drift term �t in the

return dynamic (1). Here I adopt a linear setup, that is, let �t be a linear function of

volatility �2t . Since �
2
t can further be decomposed into s

2
t and q

2
t , it is natural to include

these two components separately in the drift term in addition to other factors. Thus
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�t = �0 + xt� + �1s
2
t + �2q

2
t (8)

xt represents other factors that contribute to the return generating process.

To estimate the parameters in (1), as well as in the volatility component dynamics (3)

and (4), we can specify the following model:

rt = �0 +

kX
i=1

�t�irt�i + �1s
2
t + �2q

2
t + "t (9)

"t = �tzt; zt � N(0; 1); �2t = s
2
t + q

2
t (10)

st = �1"t�1 + �1st�1 (11)

qt = ! + �2"t�1 + �2qt�1 (12)

where rt denotes the daily log price di¤erence, rt = logPt � logPt�1 = pt � pt�1.
The lags of return rt�i are added to the model to re�ect possible serial correlation in

return. In this paper the lag order i is set to be 1,3 so the empirical model to be estimated

is as follows:

rt = �0 + �1rt�1 + �1s
2
t + �2q

2
t + "t (13)

In Ding & Granger (1996), they decompose time-varying volatility in the following

way:

�2t = w�21t+(1�w)�22t (14)

�21t = �1"
2
t�1 + (1� �1)�21t�1 (15)

�22t = �2(1� �2 � �2) + �2"2t�1 + �2�22t�1 (16)

We can see that the di¤erence between the model in this paper and in Ding & Granger

(1996) is that here st and qt can be considered as the �rst moment components of volatility,

3 It is well documented that there is little serial correlation in return series. In fact the estimated
parameters to lag orders higher than 1 are not signi�cant.
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yet �21t and �
2
2t in (15) and (16) are the components of conditional variance. Thus by model

speci�cation, st is allowed to have zero-mean and achieves more �exibility.

In Appendix A.1, I apply a result from Nelson (1990) to show that the discrete-time

model of (9) � (12) converges to the continuous-time model of (1) � (4). In the continuous-
time model, there are three correlated shocks: W1;W2 and W3. However, using the result

of Nelson (1990), we can approximate the discrete-time model by using only a single shock.

One reason to regard st and qt as a volatile and a persistent component of volatility

can be seen from their moments:

In Appendix A.2, it is shown that the unconditional �rst moments of st and qt are as

follows:

E[st] = �s = 0 (17)

and

E[qt] = �q =
!

1� �2
(18)

From (17) and (18), it is obvious that st is converged to zero, thus it decays out

in the long run. That�s why it is indicated as a volatile or non-persistent component of

volatility. On the other hand, qt converges to its unconditional mean !
1��2

, which is a non-

zero constant provided that ! 6= 0. For that reason we can consider it as the persistent

component of volatility.

It is also shown in Appendix A.2 that under the stationary condition, the unconditional

second moments of st and qt, E[s2t ] = �
2
s and E[q

2
t ] = �

2
q have the following forms:

�2s =
�21

1� �21 � �21
�2q (19)

and

�2q =
1

1� �22(1��
2
1)

(1��22)(1��21��
2
1)

�2q (20)

Since �2t = s2t + q
2
t , then the unconditional variance of "t, E[�

2
t ] = �2 is obtained as

follows:
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�2 =
�2q

1� �21
1��21

� �22
1��22

(21)

Note that in order to make (19), (20) and (21) be valid, we need the following conditions

be satis�ed:

(1� �22)(1� �21 � �21) > �22(1� �21) (22)

and

1� �21 � �21 > 0 (23)

(This two conditions also imply that 1� �21 > 0 and 1� �22 > 0.)
The covariance between st and qt is as follows, the calculation is shown in Appendix

A.2:

cov(st; qt) =
�1�2

1� �1�2
�2 =

�1�2
1� �1�2

�2q

1� �21
1��21

� �22
1��22

(24)

It can be seen from (24) that the sign of cov(st; qt) depends on the sign of �1�2, if

both �1 and �2 are positive or negative, then the covariance between st and qt is positive,

otherwise it will be negative.

It is also possible to obtain the analytical solution for cov(s2t ; q
2
t ), if the �rst four

moments exist and are �nite for both st and qt, yet the calculation is tedious. Instead of

presenting the explicit form, we guess that cov(s2t ; q
2
t ) is likely to be positive since �

2
s is

proportional to �2q , as shown in (19).

As a standard approach, the discrete-time model of (9), (11) and (12) can be estimated

by Quasi-Maximum Likelihood Method. Some details of this estimation method are given

in Appendix A.3.

3 Estimation and Discussion

3.1 Data Description

The data for the empirical study covers 10 stock markets in Asia-Paci�c area and is

collected from Datastream. It includes 8 Asian stock markets (China, Hong Kong, Japan,

Korea, Philippines, Singapore, Taiwan and Thailand) as well as 2 Oceanian stock markets
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Table 1: The Selected Stock Market Indices in Asia-Paci�c Stock Markets
Market Market Index
Australia All Ordinary IDX (AORD)
China Shenzhen SE Composite Index (SZSEI)
Hong Kong Heng Seng Index (HSI)
Japan Osaka Nikkei 225 (N225)
New Zealand NZX 50 Index Gross (NZ50)
Philippines PSE Composite Index (PSEI)
Singapore Strait Times Index (STI)
South Korea KOSPI (KSII)
Taiwan TSEC Weighted Index (TWII)
Thailand SET Index (SETI)

(Australia and New Zealand).4 Table 1 presents market indices chosen from these markets.

One reason for choosing these 10markets is that the capital markets in Asia-Paci�c area

have developed rapidly in the past three decades and play a more and more important role

in the world economy, yet relatively few studies are focusing on these markets compared

to US or European markets. Another speci�c issue is that the stock markets in this region

have experienced an increasing integration during the sample period, but on the other

hand most of the markets also su¤ered deep loss from the Asian Financial Crisis in 1997.5

It is interesting to study this property too. The sample period is chosen from January

1991 to December 2005. Daily closing price of market index adjusted for dividends is

collected, which results in about 3900 daily observations in total for each series.6 The log

price return (in percentage) is adopted:

rt = 100� [log(Pt)� log(Pt�1)] (25)

The data set selected for this study has several advantages. Using daily data instead of

weekly or monthly data makes more observations available and thus avoids the �nite sam-

ple bias as discussed in Hwang & Pedro (2006). Also in the estimation process, we apply

a discrete-time setup to approximate a continuous-time dynamic model. It is obvious that

using a data set with higher frequency will increase the precision of the approximation.

4See Comerton & Rydge (2006) for a review on these markets.
5South Korea and Thailand are considered to be most heavily hit by the 1997 Asian Financial Crisis;

China, Hong Kong, Japan, Philippines, Singapore and Taiwan are also a¤ected by the Crisis. Australia
and New Zealand are relatively una¤ected, see Radelet & Sachs (1998) for reference.

6The data of the �rst 100 oberservations is used to generating the starting values for the dynamic
process and doesn�t include in the estimation procedure. Thus the estimating period is from Jun. 3, 1991
to Dec. 31, 2005 and has 3805 daily observations.
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Although it is argued that estimation with lower frequency data, i.e. monthly data, tends

to re�ect long-term movement in volatility (Baillie & DeGennaro (1990), p. 211), this

property only holds if a long period is included in the study. Thus low frequency data

requires a much longer period to study in order to get reliable results. This requirement is

too luxury for most emerging markets in Asia-Paci�c region, since most markets in this re-

gion are launched in 1970s and data is only available after then. Second, since the data set

includes 10 markets, we can also compare the di¤erence of the parameter estimates among

di¤erent markets. For example, we can compare results between developed markets and

emerging markets. According to International Finance Corporation (IFC) classi�cation,

Australia, Japan, Hong Kong, New Zealand as well as Singapore are classi�ed as devel-

oped markets and the rest are regarded as emerging markets. Finally since the market

index is always available on every trading day, it is ideal to use index data to estimate the

parameters in the model (as a approximation for the continuous-time model) by avoiding

individual stock�s suspending problem.

Table 2 provides some summary statistics for these stock markets. Since data for risk-

free rate is not available for some markets during the sample period, in this paper the stock

returns are adopted instead of excess stock returns to conduct analysis. This is consistent

to the studies in Li et al. (2005) and Shin (2005), and some researchers (i.e. Baillie &

DeGennaro (1990), Nelson (1991), Choudhry (1996)) show that using returns instead of

excess returns produces little di¤erence in estimation and inference in empirical studies.

Some features from Table 2 are worth noting. According to the preceding classi�cation,

Australia, Japan, Hong Kong, New Zealand and Singapore are de�ned as the developed

markets and the rest are de�ned as the emerging markets. In Table 2, one can see that

there is no signi�cant di¤erence for mean return between the developed markets and the

emerging markets.7 Actually the mean return for the developed markets is higher than

the emerging markets. This result is somewhat surprising since during the sample period

most emerging markets undergo more rapid economic growth than the developed markets.

One possible reason is due to the poor performance of these emerging markets during the

1997 Asian Financial Crisis period. Thailand has even a negative mean return. Japan also

su¤ers a negative mean return due to the collapse of asset bubble in early 1990 and low

economic growth thereafter. We should also notice from Table 2 that the emerging markets

have much higher volatilities. China and Japan have the highest and lowest volatility for

7Two emerging markets, which are not included in this paper,Indonesia and Malaysia, do have higher
mean returns but also have much higher volatility.
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Table 2: Summary Statistics for Daily Index Return in Asian-Paci�c Markets

Market Mean Standard
Deviation Skewness Kurtosis Normality

Test
Australia 0:0299 0:747 �0:507 6:308 1778:8��

China 0:0330 2:383 0:924 18:64 13031:3��

Hong Kong 0:0365 1:599 �0:00848 10:44 4054:6��

Japan �0:0125 0:0141 0:0748 2:456 538:05��

New Zealand 0:0196 0:843 �0:898 21:55 7853:09��

Philippines 0:0152 1:455 0:668 10:77 3462:2��

Singapore 0:0170 1:262 0:281 11:88 4604:9��

South Korea 0:0214 1:913 �0:0628 4:044 1142:9��

Taiwan 0:0406 1:608 �0:0534 2:646 606:30��

Thailand �0:0327 1:68 0:377 4:752 1277:1��

Mean for
Developed Markets 0:0181 0:893 �0:212 10:52

Mean for
Emerging Markets 0:0155 1:808 0:371 8:17

Note: This table reports the summary statistics for daily index (in percentage) return in 10 markets
from June 3, 1991 to December 31, 2005, i.e. T=3805 return observations. The Developed Markets
refer to Australia, Hong Kong, Japan, New Zealand and Singapore and Emerging Markets refer
to China, Philippines, South Korea, Taiwan and Thailand. The result for Jarque-Bera Normality
Test is also reorted, * indicates signi�cance level of 5% and ** indicates signi�cance level of 1%.

the sample period respectively. However the value of skewness and kurtosis doesn�t di¤er

much, although the developed markets have negative skewness and the emerging markets

have positive skewness. China, Hong Kong, New Zealand and Singapore have the highest

kurtosis and three of them are developed markets. The Jarque-Bera Normality Test rejects

the normal distribution of return in all markets.

Table 3: Correlation Test for Index Returns

Markets Correlation with Return on
Australia China Hong Kong Japan New Zealand

Australia 1 0:0504 0:464 0:363 0:476

China 0:0504 1 0:0675 0:0431 0:0400

Hong Kong 0:464 0:0675 1 0:349 0:281

Japan 0:363 0:0431 0:349 1 0:187

New Zealand 0:476 0:0400 0:281 0:187 1
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Markets Correlation with Return on
Australia China Hong Kong Japan New Zealand

Philippines 0:239 0:0204� 0:285 0:123 0:206

Singapore 0:270 0:0222� 0:292 0:250 0:200

South Korea 0:414 0:0342 0:601 0:323 0:286

Taiwan 0:185 0:0466 0:235 0:192 0:150

Thailand 0:235 0:0427 0:342 0:169 0:171

Markets Correlation with Return on
Philippines Singapore South Korea Taiwan Thailand

Philippines 1 0:164 0:336 0:133 0:259

Singapore 0:164 1 0:312 0:217 0:245

South Korea 0:336 0:312 1 0:245 0:405

Taiwan 0:133 0:217 0:245 1 0:156

Thailand 0:259 0:245 0:405 0:156 1

Note: This table reports the correlation coe¢ cient among the 10 index return series from June 3,

1991 to December 31, 2005, i.e. T=3805 daily observations. The values with * are insigni�cant at

10%.

Table 3 reports the correlation coe¢ cients among these markets. From Table 3 it is

obvious that all of these markets are positively correlated and the coe¢ cients are signi�-

cant except for the coe¢ cients between China and Philippines, and China and Singapore.

Several features need to pay the attention. First it seems that there are higher correlations

among the developed markets compared to correlations among the emerging markets or

between the developed and the emerging markets. This indicates that the developed mar-

kets are more correlated than the emerging markets, maybe partly due to higher market

openness and more information sharing. Secondly, although the results are not reported

in the table,8 it is true that the correlations among di¤erent markets are increasing after

the 1997 Asian Financial Crisis compared to the period prior to the Crisis. It indicates

that the markets are becoming more integrated after the Crisis. Thirdly, it is obvious to

see from the table that China has a much lower correlation with all the other markets,

which implies that China is still a relatively isolated market.

8The result is available upon request.
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3.2 Empirical Results

The results of estimating the two-component volatility model using the volatile and per-

sistent component decomposition are presented in Table 4. First note that the parameters

for the two components satisfy the moment-existing constraints (22) and (23) for all the

markets. The estimate of the parameter for the lagged return �1 is positive for most

markets and it is signi�cant for Australia, Hong Kong, New Zealand, Philippines and Sin-

gapore. But for China, Japan and Thailand, �1 is negative although it is not signi�cant

for China and Thailand. This result shows that the lagged return has a mixed e¤ect on

current return. For most markets it has a positive impact, yet it is not signi�cant and is

even negative for some markets. Next turn to the volatility factor loadings. Most of the

parameter values of the volatile component �1 are positive (9 of 10 markets, except for

Thailand), but for most markets the coe¢ cient of the persistent component �2 is negative

(6 of 10 markets). More interestingly, we can see that all the values for �1 are signi�cant,

but none of the markets has signi�cant �2.

All of the parameter values for �1 and �1 are positive and signi�cant. In all markets

the value of �1 is larger than �1, indicating a signi�cant autocorrelation e¤ect in st process

and lagged st contributes more than lagged "t to current st. For qt process, like the case for

st, �2 is positive and signi�cant for all markets. However most values of �2 are negative,

and the values of �2 are much less than �2. From these numbers, it is obvious that both

st and qt have signi�cant serial correlations. Although compared to qt, st is also a¤ected

by "t�1 to a larger extent. Notice that for most markets (except for China, New Zealand

and Taiwan), the estimation result of the constant intercept ! in qt process is positive

and signi�cant, which re�ects that qt has persistent property. Most values of the Ljung-

Box portmanteau statistics for serial correlation in the standardized return innovationbzt = b"t= b�t, reported as Q10 and Q100 for 10 and 100 lags respectively, are not signi�cant.
It indicates that the model is doing well at capturing heteroskedasticity in return series.

Although the Jarque-Bera Normality Test statistics reject the null hypothesis that the

standardized errors are normally distributed, the values are much smaller compared to

those for the raw data presented in Table 2.

Back to the results for �1 and �2. It seems that these two components have opposite

e¤ects on return, both for the sign and signi�cance. To assess their empirical relevance of

including these two components in the return equation (9), I compute st from (11) and

qt from (12) and square them to obtain s2t and q
2
t , then plot returns against s

2
t and q

2
t
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Table 4: Two-Component Stochastic Volatility Model
Mean equation: rt = �0 + �1rt�1 + �1s

2
t�1 + �2q

2
t�1 + "t

Parameter Australia China Hong Kong Japan New Zealand
�0 0:0151

(0:041)
�1:61
(2:9)

0:289
(0:24)

�0:101
(0:057)

� 0:154
(0:13)

�1 0:0676��
(0:021)

�1:63� 10�3
(0:030)

0:0612��
(0:024)

�0:0280�
(0:017)

0:0995��
(0:034)

�1 0:378��
(0:10)

0:0237��
(5:2�10�3)

0:0454��
(0:0084)

0:171��
(0:072)

0:220��
(0:043)

�2 �0:0294
(0:089)

0:729
(1:3)

�0:179
(0:17)

0:0239
(0:033)

�0:360
(0:27)

Volatile component: st = �1"t�1 + �1st�1
Parameter Australia China Hong Kong Japan New Zealand

�1 0:158
(0:033)

�� 0:324��
(0:025)

0:160��
(0:019)

0:104��
(0:033)

0:442��
(0:067)

�1 0:914
(0:023)

�� 0:925��
(0:011)

0:963��
(0:0050)

0:961��
(0:018)

0:621��
(0:11)

Persistent component: qt = ! + �2"t�1 + �2qt�1
Parameter Australia China Hong Kong Japan New Zealand

! 0:0512
(0:010)

�� 0:0719
(0:056)

0:214��
(0:070)

0:0290��
(4:8�10�3)

0:174
(0:11)

�2 �0:0659��
(0:014)

0:0124
(0:023)

�0:0469��
(0:015)

�0:0385��
(7:8�10�3)

�0:0709
(0:040)

�2 0:923��
(0:015)

0:952��
(0:038)

0:814��
(0:062)

0:977��
(3:5�10�3)

0:745��
(0:16)

Q10 6:03 29:53�� 8:25 4:93 4:45
Q100 103:10 202:82�� 128:07� 88:41 133:01�

Normality
Test 307:03�� 5705:1�� 918:46�� 453:41�� 1447:9��

Note: Quasi maximum likelihood estimates (QMLE) estimates are reported for daily
percentage returns on the 10 market indices from June 3; 1991, to December 31; 2005, i.e.
T = 3; 805 return observations, with robust standard errors in parentheses. The values
of the Ljung-Box portmanteau statistics for up to 10th and 100th order serial dependence
in the standardized residuals b"t=b�t are reported, also for the Jarque-Bera Normality Test
results. � and �� denote signi�cance level at 10% and 5% respectively.
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Table 4: Two-Component Stochastic Volatility Model (Cont)
Mean equation: rt = �0 + �1rt�1 + �1s

2
t�1 + �2q

2
t�1 + "t

Parameter Philippines Singapore South Korea Taiwan Thailand
�0 0:0618

(0:055)
0:132
(0:072)

�0:183
(2:2)

0:119
(0:14)

�1:46
(1:37)

�1 0:182
(0:023)

�� 0:128
(0:021)

�� 0:0484
(0:030)

0:0113
(0:021)

�3:65� 10�3
(0:095)

�1 0:118
(0:028)

�� 0:0846��
(0:010)

0:0420��
(0:014)

0:0977��
(0:028)

�0:0485��
(0:021)

�2 �0:0621
(0:045)

�0:143
(0:096)

0:125
(1:1)

�0:0829
(0:061)

0:989
(0:87)

Volatile component: st = �1"t�1 + �1st�1
Parameter Philippines Singapore South Korea Taiwan Thailand

�1 0:350
(0:062)

�� 0:306��
(0:033)

0:180��
(0:048)

0:161��
(0:016)

0:228��
(0:039)

�1 0:787��
(0:043)

0:867��
(0:021)

0:948��
(0:016)

0:948��
(0:0082)

0:927��
(0:021)

Persistent component: qt = ! + �2"t�1 + �2qt�1
Parameter Philippines Singapore South Korea Taiwan Thailand

! 0:0122
(0:0047)

�� 2:61� 10�3��
(0:30�10�3)

0:150��
(0:059)

0:115
(0:072)

0:703�
(0:38)

�2 �9:22� 10�3�
(4:8�10�3)

�1:54� 10�3��
(0:28�10�3)

8:60� 10�3
(0:019)

�0:0714��
(0:016)

0:0423��
(0:018)

�2 0:988��
(0:0040)

0:997��
(0:39�10�3)

0:893��
(0:040)

0:912��
(0:057)

0:443
(0:30)

Q10 33:17�� 2:22 4:96 23:70�� 33:25��

Q100 129:38�� 93:35 108:50 114:33 135:75
Normality
Test 3451:8�� 912:57�� 818:77�� 375:54�� 691:83��

Note: Quasi maximum likelihood estimates (QMLE) estimates are reported for daily
percentage returns on the 10 market indices from June 3; 1991, to December 31; 2005, i.e.
T = 3; 805 return observations, with robust standard errors in parentheses. The values
of the Ljung-Box portmanteau statistics for up to 10th and 100th order serial dependence
in the standardized residuals b"t=b�t are reported, also for the Jarque-Bera Normality Test
results. � and �� denote signi�cance level at 10% and 5% respectively.
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respectively. The resulting scatter plots appear in Figure 1 and Figure 2.

Figure 1 � Figure 2 about here

From Figure 1, it seems that the relation between return rt and s2t is positive, especially

based on the best-�tting linear regression line minimizing the sum of squared errors (the

bold line). Although most points clustering around the origin, the positivity is obvious

if compared to Figure 2, which shows the relation between return rt and q2t . The �gures

for other markets are also drawn.9 For s2t , most of them give the similar results as for

Australia: positive relation between returns and s2t , yet for relation between returns and

q2t , the results are mixed, either slightly positive or slightly negative. Thus from the �gures,

s2t has a much stronger evidence of positive relation with return than q
2
t .

As mentioned earlier, most markets studied in this paper su¤ered from the 1997 Asian

Financial Crisis, which is a special event during the sample period. In order to check

consistency of the model estimation prior to and after the crisis, I divide the sample

period into two subperiods: one is prior the crisis and the other is after the crisis, and

then reestimate the model for both subperiods. The result is presented in Table 5 and

Table 6 as follows.

We can compare the estimates obtained from Table 5 and Table 6 for the two subperiods

with the estimates from Table 4 for the full sample. Similar to what we have got for the

full sample, the estimates for �1, �1, �2 and �2 satisfy the moment-existing conditions

(22) and (23) for all markets in both subperiods. All the estimates for �1 and �1 are

signi�cant for all markets in both subperiods, except �2 for Australia in subperiod 2.

This result is also consistent with the result for the full sample period. The estimates

for the lag return �1 is positive for most markets in both subperiods, and it is signi�cant

for Australia, Hong Kong, Philippines and Singapore in subperiod 1 and is signi�cant for

Australia, New Zealand, Philippines, Singapore, South Korea and Taiwan in subperiod 2.

This result is a little di¤erent compared to what is obtained for the full sample, which

re�ects the di¤erent impacts of lag return in these two subperiods. The interesting thing is

that in both subperiods, the estimates for �1 is positive and signi�cant for most markets,

except for Australia and Philippines in subperiod 1 and South Korea and Thailand in

subperiod 2. It indicates that for most markets, the impact of the volatile component

9These �gures are not presented in the paper in order to save space, they are available upon request.
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Table 5: Two-Component Stochastic Volatility Model - subperiod 1
Mean equation: rt = �0 + �1rt�1 + �1s

2
t�1 + �2q

2
t�1 + "t

Parameter Australia China Hong Kong Japan New Zealand
�0 �0:0869

(0:14)
�2:83
(2:4)

0:143
(0:18)

�0:125
(0:084)

0:384
(0:40)

�1 0:107��
(0:032)

�0:0937
(0:11)

0:0696�
(0:040)

�0:0279
(0:027)

0:0729
(0:053)

�1 3:42
(3:84)

0:0362��
(0:012)

0:142��
(0:071)

0:300��
(0:12)

0:441��
(0:13)

�2 0:119
(0:27)

0:467
(0:45)

�0:107
(0:14)

0:0199
(0:067)

�0:787
(0:76)

Volatile component: st = �1"t�1 + �1st�1
Parameter Australia China Hong Kong Japan New Zealand

�1 0:154�
(0:091)

0:742��
(0:11)

0:169��
(0:030)

0:116��
(0:017)

0:290��
(0:056)

�1 0:550��
(0:26)

0:465��
(0:055)

0:949��
(0:013)

0:939��
(0:011)

0:793��
(0:073)

Persistent component: qt = ! + �2"t�1 + �2qt�1
Parameter Australia China Hong Kong Japan New Zealand

! 0:0784��
(0:029)

0:837��
(0:37)

0:210��
(0:041)

0:0351��
(0:010)

0:243��
(0:070)

�2 �0:0346��
(0:014)

0:0807
(0:068)

�0:119��
(0:021)

�0:0415��
(0:012)

�0:0564
(0:038)

�2 0:891��
(0:040)

0:655��
(0:16)

0:816��
(0:034)

0:971��
(8:9�10�3)

0:665��
(0:087)

Q10 7:16 15:56 11:79 6:05 2:65
Q100 108:14 108:26 98:02 104:01 107:99�

Normality
Test 96:62�� 1631:5�� 460:41�� 202:30�� 656:16��

Note: Quasi maximum likelihood estimates (QMLE) estimates are reported for daily
percentage returns on the 10 market indices from June 3; 1991, to July 18; 1997, i.e. T =
1596 return observations, with robust standard errors in parentheses. The values of the
Ljung-Box portmanteau statistics for up to 10th and 100th order serial dependence in the
standardized residuals b"t=b�t are reported, also for the Jarque-Bera Normality Test results.
� and �� denote signi�cance level at 10% and 5% respectively.
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Table 5: Two-Component Stochastic Volatility Model - Subperiod 1 (Cont)
Mean equation: rt = �0 + �1rt�1 + �1s

2
t�1 + �2q

2
t�1 + "t

Parameter Philippines Singapore South Korea Taiwan Thailand
�0 0:693

(1:5)
0:0857
(0:24)

�1:46
(1:2)

0:0201
(0:12)

1:12
(1:3)

�1 0:235��
(0:040)

0:129
(0:036)

�� �0:107
(0:089)

�7:18� 10�3
(0:034)

2:25� 10�3
(0:046)

�1 0:179
(0:14)

0:191��
(0:067)

0:128��
(0:039)

0:133��
(0:037)

�0:0804��
(0:032)

�2 �0:660
(1:3)

�0:221
(0:44)

1:21
(0:88)

�0:0427
(0:070)

�0:684
(0:76)

Volatile component: st = �1"t�1 + �1st�1
Parameter Philippines Singapore South Korea Taiwan Thailand

�1 0:335
(0:050)

�� 0:311��
(0:042)

0:220��
(0:043)

0:164��
(0:018)

0:325��
(0:044)

�1 0:833��
(0:031)

0:878��
(0:031)

0:914��
(0:028)

0:947��
(0:0088)

0:836��
(0:034)

Persistent component: qt = ! + �2"t�1 + �2qt�1
Parameter Philippines Singapore South Korea Taiwan Thailand

! 0:0438
(0:093)

0:0852��
(0:049)

0:637��
(0:19)

0:297��
(0:092)

0:200��
(0:053)

�2 �0:0135
(0:023)

�0:0474
(0:045)

0:0480��
(0:021)

�0:117��
(0:021)

�0:0367
(0:029)

�2 0:958��
(0:088)

0:880��
(0:068)

0:442��
(0:16)

0:772��
(0:070)

0:843��
(0:041)

Q10 15:38 9:42 7:09 15:50 12:97
Q100 110:99 103:62 112:86 132:66� 98:61

Normality
Test 187:54�� 367:60�� 55:94�� 129:01�� 90:56��

Note: Quasi maximum likelihood estimates (QMLE) estimates are reported for daily
percentage returns on the 10 market indices from June 3; 1991, to July 18; 1997, i.e. T =
1; 596 return observations, with robust standard errors in parentheses. The values of the
Ljung-Box portmanteau statistics for up to 10th and 100th order serial dependence in the
standardized residuals b"t=b�t are reported, also for the Jarque-Bera Normality Test results.
� and �� denote signi�cance level at 10% and 5% respectively.
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Table 6: Two-Component Stochastic Volatility Model - subperiod 2
Mean equation: rt = �0 + �1rt�1 + �1s

2
t�1 + �2q

2
t�1 + "t

Parameter Australia China Hong Kong Japan New Zealand
�0 �0:0337

(0:032)
0:126
(0:26)

0:0132
(0:046)

0:0506
(0:090)

4:95� 10�3
(0:028)

�1 0:0504�
(0:028)

0:0595
(0:052)

0:0840��
(0:029)

�6:34� 10�3
(0:032)

0:122��
(0:030)

�1 0:465��
(0:15)

0:209��
(0:037)

0:0885��
(0:023)

0:151��
(0:052)

0:154��
(0:050)

�2 0:0700
(0:081)

�0:168
(0:17)

�0:0647��
(0:021)

�6:92� 10�3
(0:053)

0:0497
(0:081)

Volatile component: st = �1"t�1 + �1st�1
Parameter Australia China Hong Kong Japan New Zealand

�1 0:379��
(0:055)

0:447��
(0:089)

0:154��
(0:022)

0:116��
(0:033)

0:384��
(0:068)

�1 0:279
(0:25)

0:632��
(0:10)

0:975��
(3:9�10�3)

0:953��
(0:024)

0:656��
(0:090)

Persistent component: qt = ! + �2"t�1 + �2qt�1
Parameter Australia China Hong Kong Japan New Zealand

! 0:0276��
(7:0�10�3)

0:380��
(0:17)

0:0405��
(7:5�10�3)

1:55� 10�3��
(7:5�10�4)

1:80� 10�3��
(5:2�10�4)

�2 �0:0621��
(0:013)

�0:0947�
(0:054)

�0:0873��
(0:016)

�4:30� 10�3��
(1:5�10�3)

�0:0112��
(1:5�10�3)

�2 0:957��
(0:010)

0:692��
(0:14)

0:970��
(5:8�10�3)

0:998��
(9:2�10�3)

0:996��
(1:0�10�3)

Q10 7:70 24:02�� 11:79 9:98 10:25
Q100 86:84 111:33 98:02 92:49 99:87

Normality
Test 138:01�� 402:04�� 460:41�� 130:45�� 171:20��

Note: Quasi maximum likelihood estimates (QMLE) estimates are reported for daily
percentage returns on the 10 market indices from July 20; 1997, to December 31; 2005, i.e.
T = 2; 209 return observations, with robust standard errors in parentheses. The values
of the Ljung-Box portmanteau statistics for up to 10th and 100th order serial dependence
in the standardized residuals b"t=b�t are reported, also for the Jarque-Bera Normality Test
results. � and �� denote signi�cance level at 10% and 5% respectively.
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Table 6: Two-Component Stochastic Volatility Model - Subperiod 2 (Cont)
Mean equation: rt = �0 + �1rt�1 + �1s

2
t�1 + �2q

2
t�1 + "t

Parameter Philippines Singapore South Korea Taiwan Thailand
�0 �0:109

(0:068)
0:669��
(0:30)

0:112
(0:13)

0:416��
(0:19)

�1:78
(2:2)

�1 0:180��
(0:035)

0:113
(0:030)

�� 0:0653��
(0:030)

0:0494��
(0:024)

�0:0162
(0:14)

�1 0:130��
(0:038)

0:0712��
(0:011)

�0:0122
(0:013)

0:0957��
(0:033)

�1:33� 10�3
(0:026)

�2 0:0187
(0:038)

�0:598��
(0:29)

�0:0173
(0:049)

�0:226��
(0:11)

0:945
(1:1)

Volatile component: st = �1"t�1 + �1st�1
Parameter Philippines Singapore South Korea Taiwan Thailand

�1 0:408
(0:10)

�� 0:298��
(0:042)

0:209��
(0:031)

0:211��
(0:023)

0:344��
(0:056)

�1 0:706��
(0:084)

0:882��
(0:021)

0:948��
(0:011)

0:922��
(0:016)

0:865��
(0:089)

Persistent component: qt = ! + �2"t�1 + �2qt�1
Parameter Philippines Singapore South Korea Taiwan Thailand

! 0:0120
(3:6�10�3)

�� 0:0173��
(3:7�10�3)

0:111��
(0:026)

0:0276
(0:017)

0:346
(0:96)

�2 �0:0163��
(5:3�10�3)

�5:32� 10�3�
(1:8�10�3)

�0:0757��
(0:032)

�0:0195
(0:016)

0:0325
(0:027)

�2 0:990��
(2:7�10�3)

0:983��
(3:7�10�3)

0:933��
(0:016)

0:978��
(0:013)

0:752
(0:69)

Q10 20:32� 10:35 5:64 11:47 15:62
Q100 117:52 117:83 92:32 105:88 142:82��

Normality
Test 1777:7�� 436:15�� 144:34�� 126:18�� 122:53��

Note: Quasi maximum likelihood estimates (QMLE) estimates are reported for daily
percentage returns on the 10 market indices from July 20; 1997, to December 31; 2005, i.e.
T = 2; 209 return observations, with robust standard errors in parentheses. The values
of the Ljung-Box portmanteau statistics for up to 10th and 100th order serial dependence
in the standardized residuals b"t=b�t are reported, also for the Jarque-Bera Normality Test
results. � and �� denote signi�cance level at 10% and 5% respectively.
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of volatility s2t is positive in both subperiods. The estimates for �2 is not signi�cant

for all markets in subperiod 1. However it is signi�cant for Hong Kong, Singapore and

Taiwan in the second subperiod and all three are negative. It seems that q2t plays a more

important role after the crisis, although these three markets are not the ones that su¤ered

most from the crisis. As a whole, we can see that the estimation results for these two

subperiods look quite similar to what have obtained from the full sample, which provides

us evidence that the model is consistent for di¤erent subperiods. It also con�rms that the

volatile component of volatility s2t is a signi�cant pricing factor and positively covaries

with return.

The empirical results tell us that s2t is a signi�cant pricing factor for all markets and

covaries positively with return for most markets (except for Thailand), thus it represents

a risk premium e¤ect on return. In contrast, q2t covaries negatively with rt, but it is

not signi�cant for all markets. The intuition behind these results is as follows: since rt
has little serial correlation and on the other hand volatility has long-memory property,

as indicated in most empirical literature, it is not convinced to show that volatility is

a signi�cant pricing factor to return. However, by decomposing volatility into a volatile

component and a persistent component, as what has been done in this paper, we show that

the volatile component of volatility is a signi�cant pricing factor to return. The intuition

is that the volatile component �uctuates more frequently through time and �lters out the

long memory e¤ect and the persistent component keeps the persistence or long-memory

property. Thus q2t has no signi�cant impact on return since there is no long memory in

return. Also consider a rational investor, who knows that volatility includes a volatile and

a persistent component. If he observes the volatile component s2t is increased, then he

will require a higher return. Thus s2t positively covaries with rt. However in the long-run,

volatility will converge to its mean level. Hence a higher-than-mean q2t implies a decrease

in future volatility, which in turn decreases return as well, the result reverses if q2t is lower-

than-mean. Thus q2t negatively covaries with return. However the link is weak since rt has

no long memory. Of course in the real world, neither s2t nor q
2
t is observable. Nevertheless

the preceding argument still gives some intuition to explain the sign and signi�cance of �1
and �2.

Up to now the model appears to work consistently for di¤erent subperiods and be

good at capturing the relation between return and components of volatility. One may be

tempted to conclude that the volatile component has a signi�cant e¤ect on return. However

one may also argue that the signi�cance result is due to data-snooping and deceiving.
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Furthermore, as mentioned earlier, there are already a few multi-factor volatility models

in the literature. It is for the robust check of the model to compare its performance with

similar ones, i.e. the model suggested by Ding & Granger (1996). The following Monte

Carlo simulation evidence reveals the performance di¤erence for these two models.

For comparison, I �rst add the lag return and volatility components to the mean

equation in Ding & Granger�s (1996) model and perform the estimation.10 Then I �xed

parameter values at the point estimates and constructed a random sample of realiza-

tions with size equal to raw data for both models. The procedure is then replicated for

N = 10; 000 times. For each replication, the maximum, minimum and average values are

collected from the realized data and their di¤erences with the original sample maximum,

minimum and average values are calculated. Finally after these values for di¤erences are

calculated for all 10; 000 replications, their means and standard errors are collected for

both models. This simulation approach is similar to the one implemented by Andersen &

Lund (1997). Table 7 and Table 8 report the simulation results for the model introduced

in this paper and the Ding & Granger�s (1996) model respectively.

It can be seen from these two tables that for the di¤erence of maximum and minimum

values from the realized data and sample, the performance of these two models is similar.

Both models result in 8 signi�cant di¤erences in these two values, the size di¤ers for

di¤erent markets. In case of China, New Zealand and Singapore, our model produces a

smaller size both for the maximum and minimum di¤erences. But for the case of Australia,

Hong Kong, Japan, South Korea, Ding & Granger�s (1996) model does a better work with

a smaller size. However compare the size for mean di¤erences, our model performs better.

Although both models have signi�cant mean di¤erences for 4 markets, our model has

smaller size in most markets. Furthermore as mentioned earlier, Ding & Granger�s (1996)

model fails to reveal the relation between return and risk, yet this model can capture the

signi�cant and positive relation between return and volatile component for volatility, in

this sense, this model does a better job and add some new evidence to the literature for

the relation between return and risk.

Table 9 reports the correlation between st and qt, s2t and q
2
t . It is no surprise to see that

in most markets (except for South Korea and Thailand), st and qt are negatively correlated,

as revealed by (24), since for most markets �1 and �2 have di¤erent signs. Actually, in

some markets (Australia, China, New Zealand and Taiwan), the correlation coe¢ cient is

10The estimates for both volatility components are not sign�ciant for all markets in this case, which may
indicate that neither of them is good candidate for pricing factor for return.
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Table 7: Monte Carlo Simulation Results for Current Model
Market Max_di¤ Min_di¤ Average_di¤
Australia �2:583��

(0:714)
4:481��
(0:422)

7:537� 10�3
(0:0111)

China 40:76
(398)

�0:9412
(11:0)

0:05070
(0:537)

Hong Kong �9:084��
(3:48)

7:681��
(2:15)

0:02865
(0:0267)

Japan 0:5138
(2:86)

0:8249
(1:35)

�2:461� 10�3
(0:0180)

New Zealand �2:454
(3:78)

8:376��
(1:19)

0:01092
(0:0166)

Philippines �5:553
(5:98)

3:116�
(1:67)

0:05142�
(0:0280)

Singapore �1:025
(8:77)

0:02604
(3:84)

0:06086��
(0:0246)

South Korea �4:333��
(0:987)

7:819��
(0:685)

0:02540�
(0:0135)

Taiwan 5:294
(9:26)

0:2855
(3:09)

9:329� 10�3
(0:0316)

Thailand �1:416
(3:34)

�3:481
(8:63)

0:08951��
(0:0370)

Note: This table reports the Monte Carlo Simulation results for the two-component model
in this paper. The simulation is done for N = 10; 000 replications. The Max_di¤,
Min_di¤ and Average_di¤ present the di¤erence between the averaged maximum, min-
imum and mean values from these replications and the sample maximum, minimum and
mean values.

Table 8: Monte Carlo Simulation Results for Ding & Granger�s (1996) Model
Market Max_di¤ Min_di¤ Average_di¤
Australia �2:253��

(0:861)
4:034��
(0:682)

0:02848��
(0:0141)

China 75:14
(796)

�9:836
(23:5)

1:575
(15:5)

Hong Kong �8:165��
(3:14)

6:500��
(2:45)

0:06575��
(0:0333)

Japan �0:1356
(1:99)

0:04201
(1:79)

0:04489�
(0:0252)

New Zealand �4:985��
(1:15)

8:999��
(1:01)

0:01425
(0:0158)

Philippines �7:498��
(2:44)

1:324
(2:37)

0:02464
(0:0324)

Singapore �5:573��
(2:71)

2:650
(2:06)

0:05368�
(0:0313)

South Korea �0:3019
(3:94)

3:370
(3:79)

0:04895
(0:0453)

Taiwan �0:8202
(3:14)

2:767
(2:78)

0:05980
(0:0582)

Thailand �1:694
(3:55)

0:8020
(3:25)

0:02382
(0:0466)

Note: This table reports the Monte Carlo Simulation results for Ding & Granger�s (1996)
model. The simulation is done for N = 10; 000 replications. The Max_di¤, Min_di¤ and
Average_di¤ present the di¤erence between the averaged maximum, minimum and mean
values from these replications and the sample maximum, minimum and mean values.
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Table 9: Correlation between Estimated st and qt, s2t and q
2
t

Markets Corr(st; qt) Corr(s2t ; q2t )
Australia �0:998

(1:0�10�3)
0:604
(0:013)

China �0:999
(7:4�10�4)

0:196
(0:016)

Hong Kong �0:725
(0:011)

0:584
(0:013)

Japan �0:288
(0:016)

0:292
(0:016)

New Zealand �0:973
(3:7�10�3)

0:646
(0:012)

Philippines �0:254
(0:016)

0:214
(0:016)

Singapore �0:109
(0:016)

0:184
(0:016)

South Korea 0:941
(5:5�10�3)

�0:640
(0:012)

Taiwan �0:959
(4:6�10�3)

0:484
(0:014)

Thailand 0:571
(0:013)

0:125
(0:016)

Note: This table presents the correlation between estimated st and qt, s2t and q
2
t from (9)

to (12), daily returns for 10 markets from June 3; 1991 to December 31; 2005, i.e. T=3805
return observations are collected to perform the estimation. Standard errors are reported
in the parentheses.

close to �1, which means st and qt almost always move in opposite directions. It is not
straightforward to see the economic intuition behind the negative correlation between st
and qt. However since the volatility is a sum of s2t and q

2
t , it is more relevant see the

correlation between s2t and q
2
t . As we see from Table 9, the correlation between s2t and q

2
t

are almost all positive (except for South Korea) and ranges approximately from 0:15 to

0:65. It indicates that both contribute to the movement of volatility in the same direction.

However their contribution may be di¤erent in size, which is explored in the following

paragraphs.

As is illustrated precedingly, s2t and q
2
t may contribute di¤erently to volatility, and q

2
t

should contribute more to �2t as compared to s
2
t . Table 10 presents the results for averaged

volatile and persistent component of volatility s2; q2 and their sum �2. These are obtained

by �rst calculating s2t ; q
2
t and �

2
t according to (9) � (12) recursively and then taking the

average, i.e.:

s2 =
1

T

TX
t=1

s2t (26)
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Table 10: Estimated Results for Average s2, q2 and �2

Markets s2 q2 �2 1
T

PT
t=1

s2t
�2t

1
T

PT
t=1

q2t
�2t

Australia 0:0934
(0:23)

0:477
(0:20)

0:570
(0:39)

0:124 0:876

China 3:78
(11:9)

2:65
(1:16)

6:43
(12:2)

0:309 0:691

Hong Kong 1:21
(3:3)

1:38
(0:32)

2:59
(3:5)

0:250 0:750

Japan 0:743
(1:0)

1:27
(0:17)

2:01
(1:1)

0:256 0:744

New Zealand 0:227
(1:1)

0:479
(0:15)

0:705
(1:2)

0:186 0:813

Philippines 0:849
(2:5)

1:39
(0:77)

2:24
(2:8)

0:216 0:784

Singapore 0:852
(3:3)

0:819
(0:18)

1:67
(3:4)

0:250 0:750

South Korea 2:25
(6:9)

1:95
(0:12)

4:20
(6:8)

0:278 0:722

Taiwan 0:796
(1:9)

1:88
(0:86)

2:68
(2:4)

0:197 0:803

Thailand 1:24
(2:6)

1:59
(0:20)

2:83
(2:6)

0:272 0:728

Mean 1:02 1:22 2:24 0:236 0:764

Note: This table reports average of the estimated volatile and persistent component of
variance, s2 = 1

T

PT
t=1 s

2
t and q2 =

1
T

PT
t=1 q

2
t , and average of the estimated variance

�2 = 1
T

PT
t=1 �

2
t . The mean contribution of s

2
t and q

2
t to �

2
t is also reported, the numbers

in the parentheses are standard errors.

q2 =
1

T

TX
t=1

q2t (27)

�2 =
1

T

TX
t=1

�2t (28)

It is clear from Table 10 that s2t and q
2
t have di¤erent contributions to volatility �

2
t .

The highest value of averaged ratio of s2t to �
2
t is 30:9% for China and the lowest value

is 12:4% for Australia. The mean of this averaged ratio for all 10 markets is 23:6% and

correspondingly the mean of the averaged ratio q2t to �
2
t is 76:4%. This means although

s2t has a signi�cant impact on return, roughly speaking, it only contributes about 1=4 to

the total volatility and q2t contributes about 3=4 to the total volatility. Thus the majority

part of volatility is coming from q2t , which is consistent with what the model, i.e. (5) and

(6) suggests. Another feature from Table 10 is that volatility in the emerging markets has

more impact from s2t compared to the developed markets. The averaged ratio of
s2t
�2t
ranges
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from 12:4% to 25:6% for the developed markets and ranges from 19:7% to 30:9% for the

emerging markets.

Since q2t seems to be more important to volatility, it makes sense to use models including

persistent or long memory property to describe dynamic of volatility. However in order

to capture the dependence of return on volatility by not introducing the long memory (as

implied by the empirical results in this paper), one should choose a model carefully to

re�ect both e¤ects.

Figure 3 � Figure 4 present the estimated process for st and qt for Australia. It is

obvious that st �uctuates around zero and is more volatile than qt. On the contrary,

although the initial value for qt is negative, it quickly jumps above zero and keeps positive

for the process, which moves more smoothly than st. Also it is interesting to see st and qt
move in opposite directions at some days.

Figure 3 � Figure 4 about here

Figure 5 � Figure 14 present the estimated process for s2t and q
2
t for all markets. To

make these �gures comparable, di¤erent scales for s2t and q
2
t are preserved in the �gures.

Figure 5 � Figure 14 about here

From these �gures it is obvious that s2t and q
2
t roughly move in the same directions.

For example, between observations 1600 to 2000, which corresponds to the Asian Financial

Crisis and recovery period (1997 � 1999), s2t in most markets becomes larger and reaches
its peak. Correspondingly q2t also moves up and reaches peak in the same period (especially

for South Korea and Thailand, which are most heavily hit by the Crisis). However s2t is

much more volatile than q2t for all markets. For example, in Australia market, s
2
t �uctuates

in the range from 0 to 14 and q2t moves much narrowly between 0 and 3. Although s
2
t is

truncated, it is also obvious that those markets which are mostly su¤ered from the 1997

Asian Financial Crisis have much higher maximum value of s2t , although the di¤erence of

the maximum values for q2t is not as large as compared to those markets which are not

su¤ered from the Crisis.11 The case for Singapore is a little di¤erent from other markets,

11The extreme values of s2t during the Crisis for South Korea and Thailand are 61 and 53 respectively,
compared to those of 14, 6 and 41 for Australia, Japan and New Zealand.
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it has relatively smaller q2t at the beginning of the period, then it increases and reaches its

peak during the crisis, after that it decreases but remains a higher level compared to the

period prior to the crisis. Thus the crisis seems to have a persistent impact on the market

volatility in the long run.

Also it is true that emerging markets have much higher maximum values of s2t compared

to developed markets. Again s2t absorbs the volatile part of volatility and q
2
t keeps the

persistence property. Interestingly, China has much higher s2t and q
2
t in the �rst half

of the period, which means the Chinese stock market has much higher volatility in its

beginning period. As a contrast, Japan has a higher s2t and q
2
t in early 1990s, 1997 and

2000, which corresponds to the burst of asset bubble, the Asian Financial Crisis and the

burst of dotcom bubble respectively.

Figure 15 � Figure 16 about here

Figure 15 and Figure 16 plot q2t against s
2
t for Australia and Hong Kong. It is obvious

that s2t and q
2
t move in the same direction for most time for both markets, i.e. s

2
t and

q2t are positively correlated, although for small values of s
2
t , q

2
t will move in the opposite

direction in the case of Australia. Since �2t is the sum of s
2
t and q

2
t , the opposite movement

between s2t and q
2
t causes �

2
t to be stable when they have small values. However when

they become relatively large, they will move in the same direction and both have e¤ects

with the same direction on �2t .

For other markets, the pattern is similar except for South Korea, which is similar to

Figure 15, but in a opposite direction.

For a summary, these �gures show us the time series movements of s2t and q
2
t , they

are positively correlated, yet s2t is more volatile than q
2
t . During the 1997 Asian Financial

Crisis, both s2t and q
2
t are increased, but s

2
t increases to a larger extent than q

2
t does.

4 Conclusions

This paper explores the relation between stock return and volatility by decomposing

volatility into two components: the volatile component and the persistent component.

Such decomposition can be expressed by the return dynamic that has both time-varying

drift and volatility terms. The volatile component of volatility follows a quicker mean-

reverting process with mean zero and the persistent component of volatility follows a slower
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mean-reverting process with positive constant mean. This two-component decomposition

of volatility and the return process can be approximated by discrete-time model, which is

consistent with the continuous-time setup if the time interval goes to in�nitely small.

The data analyzed in the paper includes 10 Asia-Paci�c stock markets. The empir-

ical results imply that the volatile component has a positive and signi�cant relation to

return, i.e. a risk premium e¤ect to return, but the persistent component has negative yet

insigni�cant relation. The persistent component has higher persistence than the volatile

component, which re�ects the property of long-memory in volatility. The persistent com-

ponent contributes about 3=4 to volatility and the volatile component contributes only

about 1=4. The estimated results also show that the �rst moment of these two compo-

nents are negatively correlated, but dynamics of quadratic form of these two components

move in the same direction. Both components contribute to the increased volatility dur-

ing the 1997 Asia Financial Crisis, but the volatile component contributes more than the

persistent component. The results are consistent for subperiods prior to and after the cri-

sis. Monte Carlo simulation results show that this model performs as well as some other

multi-factor model in describing return generating process and does better in capturing

relation between return and risk.

This paper provides a way to analyze volatility by decomposing it into two di¤erent

components. The results presented are mainly from empirical evidence. As suggested

in Ding & Granger (1996), it is also possible to extend the model to more general case

including more than two components for volatility dynamic, although it is not clear how

to explain the additional components in economic terms. Another possible extension is to

explore the relation between these volatility components and other state variables which

have impact on return dynamic. Also it is possible to apply the model to individual stocks

in addition to market indices. All topics are left for future research.

Appendices

A.1 Derive of Di¤usion Approximation

In this Appendix, I show that the continuous-time limit of the GARCH setup (9) � (12)
is the stochastic volatility model de�ned by (1) � (4) subject to a covariance constraint.

The method used in this Appendix is inspired by Nelson (1990). First since rt = pt�pt�1,
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we can rewrite discrete-time model equations (9) � (12) as follows12:

pt = pt�1 + (�0 + �1s
2
t+1 + �2q

2
t+1) + "t (A.1)

st+1 = �1"t + �1st (A.2)

qt+1 = ! + �2"t + �2qt (A.3)

"t � N(0; �2t ); �2t = s2t + q2t

Now we consider the properties of the discrete stochastic di¤erence equation system

(A.1) � (A.3) as we partition time t into k increments of length h such that t = kh. We

allow the parameter vector (�1; �1; !; �2; �2) to depend on h and make both the drift term

in equation (A.1) and the variance of "t proportional to h:

pkh = p(k�1)h + (�0 + �1s
2
kh + �2q

2
kh)h+

q
s2kh + q

2
khzkh (A.4)

s(k+1)h = �1h"kh + �1hskh (A.5)

q(k+1)h = !h + �2h"kh + �2hqkh (A.6)

"kh =
q
s2kh + q

2
khzkh (A.7)

where zkh � N(0; h). We can convert the discrete-time process (pkh; skh; qkh) in (A.4)
� (A.7) into a continuous-time process by de�ning:

pkh = pt; skh = st; qkh = qt for kh 6 t < (k + 1)h (A.8)

The purpose of allowing the parameters (�1; �1; !; �2; �2) to depend on h is to make

it possible to �nd out which sequence of parameters leading the discrete-time process

12Equation (A.1 ) is a little di¤erent from (9). The lag returns are not included in the drift to simplify
the calculation, however, it is possible to include other explanatory variables into the mean equation (A.1).
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converges in distribution to an Ito process as h goes to zero. For more details please refer

to Nelson (1990).

The �rst moment of equations (A.4) � (A.7) per unit of time is calculated as follows:

E[h�1(pkh � p(k�1)h)jMkh] = �0 + �1s
2
kh + �2q

2
kh (A.9)

E[h�1(s(k+1)h � skh)jMkh] = h
�1(�1h � 1)skh (A.10)

E[h�1(q(k+1)h � qkh)jMkh] = h
�1!h + h

�1(�2h � 1)qkh (A.11)

Where Mkh is the �-algebra generated by the process (pkh; skh; qkh; kh).

As required by the convergence criteria of Assumption 5 in Nelson (1990), the limits:

lim
h!0

h�1(1� �1h) = �s (A.12)

lim
h!0

h�1!h = ! (A.13)

lim
h!0

h�1(1� �2h) = � (A.14)

must exist and be �nite. We assume that these conditions are satis�ed.

The second moment per unit of time is given by

E[h�1(pkh � p(k�1)h)2jMkh] = h(�0 + �1s
2
kh + �2q

2
kh)

2 + (s2kh + q
2
kh) (A.15)

E[h�1(s(k+1)h � skh)2jMkh] = h
�1(1� �1h)2s2kh + �21h(s2kh + q2kh) (A.16)

E[h�1(q(k+1)h � qkh)2jMkh] = h�1!2h + h
�1(1� �2h)2q2kh

+�22h(s
2
kh + q

2
kh) + 2h

�1!h(�2h � 1) (A.17)
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E[h�1(pkh � p(k�1)h)(s(k+1)h � skh)jMkh]

= sk(�1h � 1)(�0 + �1s2kh + �2q2kh) + �1h(s2kh + q2kh) (A.18)

E[h�1(pkh � p(k�1)h)(q(k+1)h � qkh)jMkh]

= !h(�0 + �1s
2
kh + �2q

2
kh) + (�2h � 1)(�0 + �1s2kh + �2q2kh)qkh

+�2h(s
2
kh + q

2
kh) (A.19)

E[h�1(s(k+1)h � skh)(q(k+1)h � qkh)jMkh]

= h�1!h(�1h � 1)sk + h�1(�1h � 1)(�2h � 1)

skhqkh + �1h�2h(s
2
kh + q

2
kh) (A.20)

Now applying the limit conditions (A.12) � (A.14) to these moments (A.15) � (A.20)
we can get

E[h�1(pkh � p(k�1)h)2jMkh] = (s
2
kh + q

2
kh) +O(h) (A.21)

E[h�1(s(k+1)h � skh)2jMkh] = �
2
1h(s

2
kh + q

2
kh) +O(h) (A.22)

E[h�1(q(k+1)h � qkh)2jMkh] = �
2
2h(s

2
kh + q

2
kh) +O(h) (A.23)

E[h�1(pkh � p(k�1)h)(s(k+1)h � skh)jMkh] = �1h(s
2
kh + q

2
kh) +O(h) (A.24)

E[h�1(pkh � p(k�1)h)(q(k+1)h � qkh)jMkh] = �2h(s
2
kh + q

2
kh) +O(h) (A.25)

E[h�1(s(k+1)h � skh)(q(k+1)h � qkh)jMkh] = �1h�2h(s
2
kh + q

2
kh) +O(h) (A.26)
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Where O(h) represents for any terms that are of the same asymptotic order as h. As

h ! 0 all the second moments exist and are �nite. It is also possible to show that the

fourth moments exist and converge to zero, so with � = 2, Assumption 5 in Nelson (1990)

is satis�ed. If we also assume that limits

lim
h!0

�21h = �
2
1 (A.27)

lim
h!0

�22h = �
2
2 (A.28)

lim
h!0

�1h(s
2
kh + q

2
kh) = �1(s

2 + q2)�12 (A.29)

lim
h!0

�2h(s
2
kh + q

2
kh) = �2(s

2 + q2)�13 (A.30)

lim
h!0

�1h�2h = �1�2�23 (A.31)

exist and are �nite, then we can de�ne the drift and variance matrix as follows:

b(p; s; q) =

264 �0 + �1s
2 + �2q

2

��s

! � �q

375 (A.32)

a(p; s; q) =

264 s2 + q2 �1(s
2 + q2)�12 �2(s

2 + q2)�13

�1(s
2 + q2)�12 �21(s

2 + q2) �1�2�23

�2(s
2 + q2)�13 �1�2�23 �22(s

2 + q2)

375 (A.33)

Finally, let �q = �; �qq = !; �s = �1; �
q = �2 and �2t = s2t + q

2
t , we can write the

following stochastic di¤erential process as a limit di¤usion as h! 0:

dpt = (�0 + �1s
2
t + �2q

2
t )dt+ �tdW1t (A.34)

dst = ��sstdt+ �s�tdW2t (A.35)

dqt = �
q(q � qt)dt+ �q�tdW3t (A.36)
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This is exactly the di¤usion process equation (1) � (4) if we let the drift term �t =

�0 + �1s
2
t + �2q

2
t .

A.2 Derivation of First and Second moments of Volatile and Persistent
Components under Stationary Condition

In this appendix, I derive the �rst and second moments for st and qt under stationary

condition.

From (11),

st = �1"t�1 + �1st�1

and under the stationary condition, E(st) = E(st�1) = �s, we obtain

�s = �1E["t�1] + �1�s

or

E[st] = �s =
�1

1� �1
E["t�1] = 0 (A.37)

since E["t�1] = 0 by assumption.

Similarly, under the stationary condition, E(qt) = E(qt�1) = �q, from (12),

qt = ! + �2"t�1 + �2qt�1

we obtain

�q = ! + �2E["t�1] + �2�q

or

E[qt] = �q =
! + �2E["t�1]

1� �2
=

!

1� �2
(A.38)

We can apply the similar approach to calculate the second moments for st and qt, as

long as the stationary condition holds. Take the square of (11) and (12):

s2t = �
2
1"
2
t�1 + �

2
1s
2
t�1 + 2�1�1"t�1st�1
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and

q2t = !
2 + �22"

2
t�1 + �

2
2q
2
t�1 + 2!�2"t�1 + 2!�2qt�1 + 2�2�2"t�1qt�1

Take the expectation on both sides and under the stationary condition E[s2t ] = E[s
2
t�1] =

�2s and E[q
2
t ] = E[q

2
t�1] = �

2
q , we obtain that

�2s = �
2
1(�

2
s + �

2
q) + �

2
1�
2
s

or

�2s =
�21

1� �21 � �21
�2q (A.39)

and

�2q = !
2 + �22(�

2
s + �

2
q) + �

2
2�
2
q + 2!�2�q

substitute (A.38) and (A.39), and solve for �2q , we obtain

�2q =
1

1� �22(1��
2
1)

(1��22)(1��21��
2
1)

�2q (A.40)

since �2t = s
2
t + q

2
t , from (A.39) and (A.40), we obtain (A.41)

E[�2t ] = �
2 =

�2q

1� �21
1��21

� �22
1��22

(A.41)

To calculate the covariance between st and qt, notice that by de�nition

cov(st; qt) = E[(st � �s)(qt � �q)]

This indicates that

cov(st; qt) = E[stqt]

= E[(�1"t�1 + �1st�1)(! + �2"t�1 + �2qt�1)]

= �1�1E(�
2
t ) + �1�2E[st�1qt�1]
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After rearranging the equation, we obtain (24)

cov(st; qt) =
�1�2

1� �1�2
�2 =

�1�2
1� �1�2

�2q

1� �21
1��21

� �22
1��22

(A.42)

A.3 Estimation by Quasi-Maximum Likelihood Method

In this Appendix I present the estimation of parameters by Quasi-Maximum Likelihood

Method. The application of maximum log likelihood method to GARCH models has been

widely discussed in many papers. As a brief introduction, please refer to Chapter 12 in

Campbell, Lo & Mackinlay (1997).

Consider the following equations:

rt+1 = (�0 + �1rt + �1s
2
t+1 + �2q

2
t+1) + "t+1 (A.43)

st+1 = �1"t + �1st (A.44)

qt+1 = ! + �2"t + �2qt (A.45)

"t+1 = �t+1zt+1; �t+1 =
q
s2t+1 + q

2
t+1; zt+1 � N(0; 1)

First de�ne the parameter vector � = (�0; �1; �1; �1; �1; �1; !; �2; �2)
0
: By de�nition,

when � contains true parameters, zt+1 is IID with density function g(zt+1(�)) which we

assume to be standard normal:

g(zt+1(�)) =
1p
2�
e�

zt+1(�)
2

2 (A.46)

The conditional log likelihood of "t+1 is therefore:
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lt("t+1;�) = log(g("t+1=�t+1(�)))� log(�2t+1(�))=2

= � log(
p
2�)� "2t+1=2�2t+1(�)

� log(�2t+1(�))=2

= � log(
p
2�)� 1

2
log(s2t+1("t+1;�) + q

2
t+1("t+1;�))

�"2t+1=(2(s2t+1("t+1;�) + q2t+1("t+1;�))) (A.47)

and "t+1 = rt+1 � (�0 + �1rt + �1s2t+1 + �2q2t+1)

The log likelihood of the whole data set "1; :::; "T is

L("1; :::; "T ) =
TX
t=1

lt("t+1;�) (A.48)

The maximum likelihood estimator is the choice of parameters � that maximizes

(A.48).

However the speci�cation of the log-likelihood function is depending on our assumption

for the error term. If the standardized error term zt is actually not normally distributed,

then the model is misspeci�ed. Fortunately in this case the preceding Maximum Likelihood

Method is still available provided that the error terms are not serially correlated and the

estimation result is consistent, although it is not the most e¢ cient one (see White (1982)

for more details). In this case, the variance of the estimated parameters should be obtained

by so-called Sandwich Method or Quasi-Maximum Likelihood Method.

Let A(�) to be the Hessian matrix of the parameters

A(�) = E[
@2L("t;�)

@�i@�j
] (A.49)

and B(�) to be the outer-product of parameters:

B(�) = E[
@L("t;�)

@�i

@L("t;�)

@�j
] (A.50)

where � is the parameter vector.

Then C(�), which is de�ned as follows:
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C(�) = A(�)�1B(�)A(�)�1 (A.51)

is the robust estimated variance of parameters and we have

p
T (�̂ � �) � N(0; C(�)) (A.52)

and A(�) and B(�) can be estimated by their sample counterparts At(�) and Bt(�):

bA(�) = 1

T

TX
t=1

@2L("t;�)

@�i@�j
(A.53)

bB(�) = 1

T

TX
t=1

@L("t;�)

@�i

@L("t;�)

@�j
(A.54)
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Figure 1: Scatter plot of rt vs s2t from equation (9) without in-mean terms for Australia
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Figure 2: Scatter plot of rt vs q2t from equation (9) without in-mean terms for Australia
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Figure 3: st process for Australia, 1991=6=3 � 2005=12=31
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Figure 4: qt process for Australia, 1991=6=3 � 2005=12=31
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Figure 5: s2t and q
2
t processes for Autralia, 1991=6=3� 2005=12=31
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Figure 6: s2t and q
2
t processes for China, 1991=6=3� 2005=12=31
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Figure 7: s2t and q
2
t processes for Hong Kong, 1991=6=3� 2005=12=31
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Figure 8: s2t and q
2
t processes for Japan, 1991=6=3� 2005=12=31
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Figure 9: s2t and q
2
t processes for New Zealand, 1991=6=3� 2005=12=31
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Figure 10: s2t and q
2
t processes for Philippines, 1991=6=3� 2005=12=31
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Figure 11: s2t and q
2
t processes for Singapore, 1991=6=3� 2005=12=31
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Figure 12: s2t and q
2
t processes for South Korea, 1991=6=3� 2005=12=31
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Figure 13: s2t and q
2
t processes for Taiwan, 1991=6=3� 2005=12=31
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Figure 14: s2t and q
2
t processes for Thailand, 1991=6=3� 2005=12=31
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Figure 15: Scatter plot of q2t vs s
2
t for Autralia, 1991=6=3� 2005=12=31
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Figure 16: Scatter plot of q2t vs s
2
t for Hong Kong, 1991=6=3 � 2005=12=31
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1 Introduction

Many of the salient features of daily stock returns are well described by the FIEGARCH

(fractionally integrated exponential generalized autoregressive conditional heteroskedastic-

ity) model introduced by Bollerslev & Mikkelsen (1996). Thus, in addition to time-varying

volatility and volatility clustering (the ARCH and GARCH e¤ects, as in Engle (1982) and

Bollerslev (1986)), the model accounts for long memory in volatility (fractional integra-

tion, as in the FIGARCH model of Baillie, Bollerslev & Mikkelsen (1996)), as well as

skewness in returns (the exponential feature, as in Nelson�s (1991) EGARCH model).

In this paper, we introduce a �ltered in-mean generalization of the FIEGARCH model,

which we label FIEGARCH-M. The generalization allows a volatility feedback or risk-

return relation e¤ect of changing conditional volatility on conditional expected stock re-

turn. Following recent literature (Ang, Hodrick, Xing & Zhang (2006) and Christensen &

Nielsen (2007)), it is changes in volatility that enter the return equation, and this �ltering

of volatility when entering it in the return speci�cation implies that the long memory

property of volatility (the fractionally integrated feature) does not spill over into return,

which would be empirically unrealistic.

That volatility exhibits long memory is well established in the recent empirical liter-

ature. This �nding is consistent across a number of studies1, and �nancial theory may

accommodate long memory in volatility as well, see Comte & Renault (1998). Many of the

studies use GARCH-type frameworks. However, none of these have considered in-mean

speci�cations, i.e., parametric relations across conditional means and variances2.

Three related e¤ects may introduce a relation between volatility and mean returns,

namely, (i) a risk-return tradeo¤ capturing the risk premium required by investors as

compensation for taking on additional risk, (ii) a �nancial leverage e¤ect, and (iii) a

volatility feedback e¤ect. We brie�y discuss each of these in turn.

Early theoretical and empirical contributions on the risk-return relation were due to

Merton (1973, 1980). According to CAPM, a rational risk-averse investor will require a

higher expected return for holding a riskier asset, and if volatility is a suitable proxy for

risk, there should exist a positive relation between volatility and expected return. This

1See, e.g., Robinson (1991), Crato & de Lima (1994), Baillie et al. (1996), Ding & Granger (1996),
Breidt, Crato & de Lima (1998), Robinson (2001), and Andersen, Bollerslev, Diebold & Labys (2003).

2To the best of our knowledge, the only study of the relation between volatility with long memory and
conditional mean returns is Christensen & Nielsen (2007), which is outside the GARCH-class, using instead
a stochastic volatility model and basing inference on realized (from high-frequency returns) volatility or
implied (from option prices) volatility.
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positive relation between risk and return should always hold from an ex ante point of

view, although ex post analysis may lead to di¤erent results. The GARCH-M (GARCH-

in-mean) model proposed by Engle, Lilien & Robins (1987) allows for the direct e¤ect of

volatility changes on asset prices through required returns in a short memory GARCH-

type model, by introducing the conditional volatility function into the conditional mean

return equation. Empirical studies of the risk-return tradeo¤ using GARCH-type models

for stock returns obtain mixed results regarding both the sign and the signi�cance of the

in-mean e¤ect, see e.g. Bollerslev, Engle & Wooldridge (1988), Chou (1988), Glosten,

Jagannathan & Runkle (1993), Nelson (1991), Campbell & Hentschel (1992), and Chou,

Engle & Kane (1992). Recent work in asset pricing has examined cross-sectional risk

premia induced by covariance between innovations in volatility and stock returns. This

literature �nds negative premia, e.g. Ang et al. (2006). The idea is that since innovations

in volatility are higher during recessions, stocks which co-vary with volatility are stocks

that pay o¤ in bad states, and these should require a smaller risk premium. For a survey

of related studies, see Lettau & Ludvigson (2004).

While time-varying volatility in itself generates excess kurtosis in unconditional distri-

butions, which is common to most �nancial return series, the skewness patterns observed

particularly in stock return distributions may be accommodated using the EGARCHmodel

of Nelson (1991). Here, negative return innovations induce higher volatility than positive

innovations of the same magnitude, which in turn generates skewness in asset returns.

This model feature corresponds to an empirically observed regularity which may stem

from a �nancial leverage e¤ect, see e.g. Black (1976), Engle & Ng (1993), and Yu (2005).

The standard argument from Black (1976) is that bad news decrease the stock price and

hence increase the debt-to-equity ratio (i.e. �nancial leverage), making the stock more

risky and increasing future expected volatility. Alternatively, a volatility feedback e¤ect

may be present, that is, if volatility is increased, then so is the risk premium, in case of

a positive risk-return relation, and hence the discount rate, which in turn lowers stock

prices.

Empirical stock market research documents skewness in returns and a negative relation

between return and volatility. Both the leverage e¤ect and the volatility feedback e¤ect

generate a negative relation between return and volatility, although the causality is re-

versed. The volatility feedback e¤ect should be strongest at the market level, whereas the

leverage e¤ect should apply to individual stocks. As a negative return-volatility relation

leads to skewness, the two may be seen as supplementing each other as explanations of
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the asymmetry or skewness feature, which should therefore be included in the empirical

model.

Besides the linear relation between risk and return ,some scholars also argue that it is

a nonlinear relation between risk and return, see Pagan & Hong (1990), thus return could

be of arbitrary functional form in general equilibrium. This argument incurs dynamic

in-mean e¤ects, that return could be an unknown function of volatility, which could also

include past information. Linton & Perron (2003) applies nonparametric approach to

estimate relation between return and volatility and they �nd that it is nonlinear and

nonmonotonic.

In the next section, we present our FIEGARCH-M model, which incorporates all the

above mentioned features. In particular, the model includes time-varying volatility and

volatility clustering, long memory in volatility, asymmetry (the exponential property), and

the in-mean feature, where volatility is introduced in the expected return equation in a

manner that precludes the return series from inheriting the long memory property from

the volatility series. Section 3 applies the model without in-mean e¤ects to the Center

for Research on Security Prices (CRSP) value-weighted index and presents the prelimi-

nary results and diagnostic tests for comparison between FIEGARCH and other GARCH

models, con�rming that FIEGARCH outperforms the others. Section 4 presents the em-

pirical results including in-mean terms for FIEGARCH-M model. Since no asymptotic

theory is available for estimated parameters, we also provide some simulation results from

wild-bootstrap procedure to make sure the estimates are reliable. Section 5 concludes the

paper.

2 The FIEGARCH-M Model

We extend the FIEGARCH model by introducing volatility into the return equation, along

the lines of the GARCH-M literature, thus yielding a new FIEGARCH-M model. Since

long memory in volatility introduced into the return equation in a linear fashion generates

long memory in returns, which may not be empirically warranted, we follow Ang et al.

(2006) and Christensen & Nielsen (2007) and consider the possibility that it is changes

in volatility rather than volatility levels that enter the in-mean speci�cation and induce a

volatility-return relation.

Let the daily continuously compounded returns on the stock or stock market index be
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given by

rt = ln(Pt)� ln(Pt�1); (1)

where t is the daily time index, and Pt the stock price or index level at time t. In the

FIEGARCH-M model, we use the conditional mean speci�cation

rt = �0 + �1rt�1 + :::+ �mrt�m + �ht + "t; (2)

where volatility changes enter in the form of ht, de�ned in (7) below as the �ltered (frac-

tionally di¤erenced) conditional variance. Thus, the speci�cation controls for possible se-

rial dependence in daily returns using an AR(m) model, and allows for a volatility-return

relation through the parameter �: Let Ft�1 denote the information in returns through
t � 1, it follows that if ht is Ft�1-measurable then the return innovations are de�ned as
"t = rt�E(rtjFt�1) with E(�jFt�1) denoting conditional expectation given Ft�1. The key
is the modeling of the conditional return variance

�2t = V ar(rtjFt�1) = E("2t jFt�1): (3)

As in the FIEGARCH model, the speci�cation is

�(L)(1� L)d(ln�2t � !) =  (L)g(zt�1); (4)

where ! is the long-run mean logarithmic variance, �(L) and  (L) are the GARCH and

ARCH polynomials in the lag operator, �(L) = 1�
Pp
i=1 �iL

i and  (L) = 1+
Pq
i=1  iL

i,

and (1� L)d is the fractional di¤erence operator de�ned by its binomial expansion

(1� L)d =
1X
i=0

�(i� d)
�(�d)�(i+ 1)L

i; (5)

where d is the order of fractional integration in log-variance, and �(�) =
R1
0 x�e�xdx is the

Gamma function. The fractional di¤erence with 0 < d < 1 allows for stronger volatility

persistence than that of the GARCH-type generated by the lag-polynomials �(L) and

 (L). The exponential or skewness feature is ensured by modeling ln�2t as opposed to

�2t in (4), and by the de�nition of the news impact function g(�) governing the manner in
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which past returns impact current volatility,

g(zt) = �zt + (jztj � Ejztj); (6)

where zt = "t=�t is the normalized residual. Thus,  is the rate at which the magnitude

of the normalized innovations in deviation from mean jztj � Ejztj enters into current
volatility3, and � generates an asymmetry, i.e., if � < 0 then negative innovations induce

higher volatility than positive innovations of the same magnitude. This in turn generates

skewness in asset returns.

Bollerslev & Mikkelsen (1996) in fact use the model with p = q = 1 and m = 3.

De�ning ht = (1� L)d(ln�2t � !) as the fractionally di¤erenced log-variance in deviation

from the long run level, it is convenient to rewrite the resulting FIEGARCH(1,d,1) model

as

ht = (1� L)d(ln�2t � !) = �1ht�1 + g(zt�1) +  1g(zt�2): (7)

Thus, the relevant measure of volatility changes ht follows a special ARMA(1,1) process.

In di¤erent terms, the presence of ht�1 on the right hand side of (7) is a GARCH-e¤ect,

i.e., volatility (here, its fractional di¤erence) depends on its own lag, whereas the pure

ARCH-e¤ect is the way in which past returns feed into current volatility, namely, through

news impact g(zt�1) (and its lagged value) in (7).

In addition to the volatility-return relation where fractionally di¤erenced volatilities

ht enter mean returns as in (2), Ang et al. (2006) and Christensen & Nielsen (2007)

also consider a speci�cation where volatility innovations enter instead. In the present

GARCH-framework, the innovation to volatility is best understood as the news impact

g(zt�1), yielding the alternative return equation

rt = �0 + �1rt�1 + :::+ �mrt�m + �g(zt�1) + "t: (8)

Thus, g(zt�1) is the most recent innovation to �2t , and it is Ft�1-measurable, so in (8) the
return innovations are again "t = rt � E(rtjFt�1), as in (2).

Of course we can also consider other functional forms for the in-mean e¤ect. As

argued in Pagan & Hong (1990), rt could be a general function of �t, rt = f(�t), since �t
contains past information, it indicates that rt could also be considered as a function of �t,

3Note that if zt is Gaussian, as is usually assumed in quasi maximum likelihood estimation, then
Ejztj =

p
2=�.
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�t�1, �t�2, :::, of all past volatilities. However this functional form implies that the long

memory property in volatility spills over to return, which is not empirically supported.

Hence we introduce the �ltered volatility ht and volatility innovation g(zt�1). Following

the preceding discussion, one natural extension to (2) or (8) is to include more lags of

ht or g(zt�1) in mean equation, which allows dynamic in-mean e¤ects. In the empirical

part, we will include two lags of ht and g(zt�1) for estimation. For example, if the model

includes n� 1 lags of ht in mean equation, it becomes:

rt = �0 + �1rt�1 + :::+ �mrt�m + �1ht + :::+ �nht�n+1 + "t: (9)

Similarly, if it includes n� 1 lags of g(zt�1) in mean equation, it becomes:

rt = �0 + �1rt�1 + :::+ �mrt�m + �1g(zt�1) + :::+ �ng(zt�n) + "t: (10)

Using (4) for volatility and either (2) or (8) to de�ne the return innovations "t, the

model is estimated by quasi maximum likelihood. Thus, the sample log-likelihood for

return data rt; t = 1; :::; T , is

lnL(�) = �T
2
ln(2�)� 1

2

TX
t=1

�
ln�2t +

"2t
�2t

�
; (11)

where � = (�0; �1; :::; �m; �1; :::; �n; !; �; �; ;  1; :::;  q; �1; :::; �p; d) is the unknown para-

meter vector to be estimated, of dimension p+q+m+n+6 in the most general speci�cation.

Estimation is carried out by numerical maximization of lnL(�).

3 Comparison between FIEGARCH and Other GARCH

Models without In-Mean E¤ect

Before including the in-mean e¤ect and applying the model to data, we need to justify

that FIEGARCH model does really do a better job than other GARCH models. In this

section, we provide some preliminary estimation results between FIEGARCH and other

GARCH models, some diagnostic tests and simulation results are also provided for robust

check.

The other models chosen for comparison include GARCH (Engle (1982)), IGARCH

(Engle & Bollerslev (1986)), EGARCH (Nelson (1991)) and FIGARCH (Baillie et al.
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(1996)) models. These are most typical GARCHmodels used in empirical studies. GARCH

and IGARCH models are used widely in early works, EGARCH captures asymmetry e¤ect

of return to volatility, FIGARCH allows for fractional di¤erence in volatility, i.e the long

memory property. As we mentioned in preceding sections, the FIEGARCH model includes

all these features, thus we predict that it should outperform the other models.

We apply the models to CRSP value-weighted index obtained from Wharton Research

Data Services, from January 2, 1926, the inception of the data, to December 31, 2006, for

a total of T = 21; 519 return observations. We use daily closing returns with dividends.

Following Nelson (1991) and Bollerslev & Mikkelsen (1996), we include a variable Nt
equal to the number of nontrading days between t � 1 and t to account for the fact that
volatility tends to be higher following weekend and holiday nontrading periods, but with

each nontrading day contributing less to volatility than a trading day. The empirical

results are reported in Table 1.4

Table 1 about here

From Table 1, we can see that point estimates for parameters in the mean equation,

the constant �0 and coe¢ cients of the return lags, �1, �2 and �3 have similar values

among di¤erent models. The �rst- and second-order autoregressive parameters �1 and �2
are signi�cant for all models, which con�rms returns are serially correlated. The GARCH

e¤ect is obvious from the signi�cance of the parameters � and � in GARCH, IGARCH and

FIGARCH models. Also the asymmetry in return is captured by the signi�cantly negative

parameter � in EGARCH and FIEGARCH models. The empirical relevance of each of the

elements of the FIEGARCH model is con�rmed. Volatility exhibits long memory, with

the fractional di¤erencing parameter d positive and strongly signi�cant (robust standard

errors in parentheses) throughout the table for both FIGARCH and FIEGARCH. The

nontrading-day count Nt gets a coe¢ cient � estimated to about 0.2 in both EGARCH

and FIEGARCH, showing that weekend and holiday contributions to variance per day are

about 20% of those for trading days.

The performance of these models can be seen from their log likelihood function values

as well as the Akaike and Schwarz (or Bayesian) information criteria values. For example,
4The speci�cation for FIGARCH is a little di¤erent in Table (1) and Table (4). In Table (1) it is

speci�ed as in Baillie et al. (1996), yet in Table (4) it is speci�ed as FIEGARCH-M model but let the
asymmetric parameter � = 0. The reason for adopting di¤erent speci�cations is to make it comparable to
other GARCH models in Table (1) and to FIEGARCH-M in Table (4).
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IGARCH model has the lowest log likelihood function values and highest AIC and SIC

values, which indicates it may be the worst model in this case. The ranking for the rest

four models is FIEGARCH, EGARCH, FIGARCH and GARCH models with FIEGARCH

has the best performance based on its highest value of log likelihood function and lowest

AIC and SIC values.

As mentioned earlier, there exists leverage e¤ect in �nancial markets, i.e. positive

return and negative return has asymmetric impact on volatility. Engle & Ng (1993)

de�ne news impact curve to measure how new information is incorporated into volatility

estimates. They also suggest some diagnostic tests to capture the asymmetry of the

volatility response to news. As suggested in that paper, a good model should be able to

explore this asymmetric impact of return to volatility in its estimation. Sign Bias test,

Negative Size Bias test, Positive Size Bias test and Joint test can be applied to test the

goodness of di¤erent models. These tests examine whether we can predict the squared

standardized residual by some variables observed in the past which are not included in

the volatility model being used. If these variables can predict the squared standardized

residual, then the volatility model is misspeci�ed, for details of these tests, please refer to

Engle & Ng (1993).

In this paper we also follow their approach and implement these diagnostic tests to

further compare the performance of these GARCH-type models in capturing asymmetry.

The testing results are presented in Table 2.

Table 2 about here

The values of Ljung-Box statistics for 20th order serial dependence in the table show

that both EGARCH and FIEGARCH outperform the other three models in eliminating

serial dependence in the standardized residuals "̂t=�̂t. Compare the results of diagnostic

tests, we see that EGARCH and FIEGARCH model do a good job in capturing the

impact of negative and positive return shocks on volatility, both models have the lowest

values for Sign Bias test. EGARCH and FIGARCH model are superior to other models in

exploring the di¤erent e¤ects that large and small negative return shocks have on volatility,

re�ected by their lower values on Negative Size Bias Test. For the Positive Size Bias test,

the GARCH and IGARCH models outperform the others. Finally for the Joint test, again

EGARCH and FIEGARCH models lead the others. It seems that di¤erent models are
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focusing on capturing di¤erent asymmetric properties of return on volatility. However

by combining all the results from these diagnostic tests together, it is fair to say that

EGARCH and FIEGARCH models are better than the others.

It is also argued in the literature that some GARCH models may be explosive, see

Andersen & Lund (1997). In order to check that property and make sure that our model

is non-explosive, Monte Carlo simulation is performed for di¤erent GARCH models, in-

cluding GARCH, IGARCH, EGARCH, FIGARCH and FIEGARCH. The methodology

applied here is adopted from Andersen & Lund (1997). The mean equation of these mod-

els includes three lags of return, but conditional in-mean terms are not included. The

value for the �rst three returns is taken from the CRSP data as initial starting values and

then simulation is performed based on the parameter values at the point estimates. The

sample of size T = 21; 519 (as the same in CRSP data) is drawn with 100 replications,

and then the mean, maximum and minimum realizations for each replication are collected.

We then calculate the average values from all replications for these three realizations. The

result is shown in Table 3.

Table 3 about here

It can be seen from Table 3 that FIEGARCH model is closest to the actual maximum
and minimum values from raw data, EGARCH has the mean which is closest to the sample

mean. The mean, maximum and minimum values obtained for IGARCH model have the

largest deviation from the sample, GARCH model is also inferior to other models except

IGARCH model. The maximum, minimum values for FIEGARCH model is also closest to

the sample maximum and minimum values. On the contrary, the maximum and minimum

values for EGARCH and FIGARCH models seem to �uctuate too narrow compared to

the sample.

Up to now, based on the estimation results in Table 1, results of diagnostic tests in

Table 2 and the simulation results in Table 3, we can choose the best models for next
step, the estimation including in-mean terms. It seems that there are three candidates:

EGARCH, FIGARCH and FIEGARCH models, yet GARCH and IGARCH models behave

poorly in all tables, thus we discard these two models.
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4 Empirical Results with In-Mean e¤ect

In this section we estimate models of FIGARCH, EGARCH and FIEGARCH including

in-mean terms. For FIEGARCH-M model, as we discussed in Section 2, we include both

ht and g(zt�1) and their two lags in mean equation, in order to to capture the impact of

volatility changes to return and possible dynamic in-mean e¤ect from the lags of ht and

g(zt�1) to return.

To initialize the recursions on (2) and (8) respectively, we use the unconditional sample

average and variance of rt for the presample (t = 0;�1; : : :) values of rt and �2t , and

we use "t = 0 for t = 0;�1; : : :. The distributional assumption behind the likelihood
function is that the return innovations "t are conditionally normal. For robustness against

departures from normality, we calculate robust standard errors based on the sandwich-

formula H�1V H�1, where H is the Hessian of lnL(�) in (11) and V the sum of the outer

products of the individual quasi score contributions. Table 4 reports the estimation results

for in-mean terms for these three GARCH models.

Table 4 about here

Similar to the case in Table 1, FIGARCH-M model is dominated by EGARCH-M,

yet EGARCH-M model is dominated by FIEGARCH-M model based on the values of log

likelihood function and AIC and SIC. The parameters of the �rst two lags of return, �1
and �2, are still signi�cant, except for �2 in the FIEGARCH-M model using g(zt�1) and

its lags as the in-mean terms, this may indicate that return keeps its serial dependence

even including in-mean terms. The fractional di¤erence parameter d is also signi�cant,

emphasizing the long memory property in volatility. The asymmetry in return shocks

to volatility is again addressed by the negative parameter of � in both EGARCH-M and

FIEGARCH-M models. For the parameters of the in-mean terms, it is interesting to

see that the current volatility or volatility innovation is not signi�cant, i.e. �1 in all

three models is not signi�cant. However the parameter for the �rst lag, �2 is positive and

signi�cant in all models. Compare the two di¤erent types of in-mean terms in FIEGARCH-

M model, ht and g(zt�1), we can see that the point estimates are quite close in values, yet

in case of g(zt�1), it has a slightly higher value of log likelihood function and a little lower

value for both AIC and SIC compared to the case of using ht as in-mean terms.
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One main disadvantage for GARCH models is that few asymptotic theory is available

to apply. Weiss (1986) and Lumsdaine (1996) derive asymptotic theory for ARCH (1,1)

and GARCH (1,1) model respectively, yet for other speci�cations in the GARCH type, no

asymptotic theory is ready to be applied. The absent of asymptotic theory motivates re-

searchers to provide simulation evidence on these models, i.e. see Bollerslev & Wooldridge

(1992). It is not surprising that we will also adopt the wild-bootstrap algorithm to inves-

tigate whether the standard errors obtained via the Quasi-Maximum Likelihood method

is consistent, the wild-bootstrap algorithm adopted here is the same one applied in Linton

& Perron (2003).

Wild bootstrap algorithm

1. Given estimates b� and standardized residuals bzt = zt(b�), calculated the recentered
standardized residuals, bzct = (bzt � T�1 TX

t=1

bzt).
2. Let xt be a random variable with E(xjt ) = 0 for j = 1; 3 and E(x

j
t ) = 1 for j = 2; 4.

Draw a random sample {x1; � � � ; xT } from this distribution and let z�t = bzctxt. The variable
z�t will satisfy E(z

�
t ) = 0, E(z

�2
t ) = bzc2t ; E(z�3t ) = 0 and E(z�4t ) = bzc4t . We choose xt be a

discrete variable which takes values �1 and 1 with equal probability.
3. Given starting value r0 and z�0 , as well as the point estimates, generate a time series

of r�t according to FIEGARH-M model and corresponding point estimates.

4. Given {r�t }
T
1 , calculate parameter estimates b�� using the foregoing Quasi-Maximum

Likelihood method.

5. Repeat steps 2 � 4 N times. The standard errors are estimated from the sample

standard deviation of the bootstrap parameter estimates b��.
In the following table, we choose N = 499 and the bootstrap method is applied to

FIEGARCH-M model with ht and its lags as in-mean terms, both standard errors obtained

from QML method and wild-bootstrap method are reported in the parentheses.5

Table 5 about here

From the table we see that the standard errors from the QML method and wild-

bootstrap method is quite similar, both results give the same signi�cance levels for the

5The reason we choose N=499 instead of N=500 for the number of replications is to avoid the size
biased problem in bootstrap, see Davidson & MacKinnon (2004) for more details.
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same parameter estimate. Actually the standard errors obtained from wild-bootstrap

algorithm is smaller than those obtained from QML sandwich formula for some parameter

estimates. Thus the standard errors given by QML method is valid and the statistics are

reliable for these estimates.

Figures 1 and 2 about here

To assess the empirical relevance of including the in-mean terms in the FIEGARCH-M

generalized return equations (9) and (10), we compute the �ltered volatility change ht
and its �rst lag ht�1 from (9) , as well as news impact innovation g(zt�1) and its �rst lag

g(zt�2) from (10) at the parameter estimates in the �rst column of Table 4, and plot the

returns rt against these, as motivated by the alternative return equations. The resulting

scatter plots appear in Figures 1 and 2 for ht and ht�1. From the �gures, the relation

between rt and ht is negative, and the relation between rt and ht�1 is positive, especially

based on the best-�tting linear regression line minimizing the sum of squared errors, also

included in the �gures (bold line). It�s the same case for g(zt�1) and its �rst lag, which

can be shown in Figure 3 and 4.

Figures 3 and 4 about here

Besides matching additional skewness features in return beyond these picked up by

the asymmetry parameter �, it would appear that including changes or innovations to

volatility in the return equation should allow capturing serial dependence in return. This

is explored in Figure 5 and 6, showing time series plots of return along with volatility

change ht (Figure 5) and volatility innovation g(zt�1) (Figure 6), evaluated at the point

estimates from the fourth and �fth column of Table 4 respectively. For clarity in the graphs,

we only plot the series for the period 01=01=2006 - 12=31=2006. Clearly, each volatility

measure moves closely with the return series, exhibiting spikes nearly simultaneously with

return, and usually in the opposite direction. The �gures thus suggest that the volatility-

return relation might account for serial dependence in observed daily return, in addition

to AR(m) speci�cations as in (9) and (10).
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Figures 5 and 6 about here

The results clearly establish the empirical relevance of the volatility-return relation

in the FIEGARCH-M model. The �ltered volatility change ht and volatility innovation

g(zt�1) have signi�cant impact on return, the signi�cant impacts are also held for lags of

both variables. For example, in FIEGARCH model with ht and its lags in mean, �1 is

negative, �2 is positive and �3 is also negative, all of these �s are signi�cant. The sum of

these �s on return is negative with the value �0:1946� 10�3, so the joint impact of these
risk factors is negative to return. The case for g(zt�1) is similar, yet �3 is just insigni�cant

at 10%. The sum of �s is �0:2639�10�3, the size is a little larger than in ht�s case. As we
mentioned in Introduction, nonlinear relation may exist between risk and return. Linton

& Perron (2003) applies nonparametric approach to explore such relation, they �nd it is

nonlinear and nonmonotonic. In the current research, it is safe to say that we �nd similar

results. More speci�cally, consider that expected return Ert is has a general functional

form of all past volatility:

Ert = F (�t; �t�1; :::) (12)

However in this case the long memory property held by volatility will spill over to

return. In order to avoid that, we apply the �lter volatility ht, thus (12) becomes

Ert = G(ht; ht�1; :::) (13)

The functional form of G(�) is unknown, however we can use polynomials of ht to
approximate G(�)

Ert = �1ht + �2ht�1 + ::: (14)

The similar argument holds for g(zt�1), i.e. a combination of short memory terms,

g(zt�1) and its lags approximate the general functional form for Ert.

As we see from the empirical results, di¤erent �s may have di¤erent impact on return.

The signi�cance for most �s show that it is necessary to adopt polynomials of ht or g(zt�1)

to mimic the general functional form, the relation between volatility and return seems to

be nonlinear and nonmonotonic, as �nd in Linton & Perron (2003). The joint impact of

these risk factors on return may be negative, as shown by the sum of �s.
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5 Concluding Remarks

We have introduced an in-mean e¤ect version of the FIEGARCH model in which the long

memory property of volatility does not carry over to returns. This is accomplished through

a �ltering (fractional di¤erencing) of the in-mean volatility measure. Our empirical ap-

plication of the resulting FIEGARCH-M model to the S&P 500 stock index con�rms the

long memory property of volatility and establishes the empirical relevance of including the

�ltered in-mean term.

Our results from Monte Carlo simulation show that FIEGARCH model outperforms

other GARCH models for describing return dynamic. Consistently across speci�cations,

we �nd a signi�cant volatility-return relation, it is nonlinear and nonmonotonic. The

polynomials of �ltered volatility change or volatility innovation are needed to approximate

the general functional form of return. The current �ltered volatility change or volatility

innovation has a negative e¤ect to return. However the lags of these risk variables may

have positive or negative e¤ect on return. The joint impact is a negative one in both

cases. As we have discussed, a leverage e¤ect, a volatility feedback e¤ect, or both could

be behind such a negative relation. According to asset pricing theory, increased volatility

should require investor compensation in the form of higher conditional expected returns,

i.e., a positive risk-return relation, although this has proved hard to establish empirically,

and would likely only apply to holding periods considerably longer than a single day. The

volatility feedback e¤ect considered here is actually consistent with a positive risk-return

tradeo¤, as already noted, since it simply captures the initial drop in price following an

increase in volatility, and hence in the discount rate. The simulation results from wild-

bootstrap algorithm con�rms the validity of the estimates.

Although the �nancial leverage and volatility feedback e¤ects are mutually consistent,

we conjecture that our negative results more likely re�ect the volatility feedback e¤ect,

since this should be strongest at the market level which we consider, whereas �nancial

leverage should apply to individual stocks. Recent developments in asset pricing, e.g., Ang

et al. (2006), also point to negative premia in cross-sectional regressions where innovations

to volatility rather than volatility levels enter the return equation, as in our preferred

FIEGARCH-Mmodel with news impact in-mean. Thus, we contribute with aggregate time

series evidence complementing the cross-sectional �ndings and con�rming the negative sign

of the volatility-return relation.
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Table 1: Estimation results for CRSP value-weighted (dividend included) index (1926.1.2
2006.12.31) with no mean e¤ect

Parameter GARCH IGARCH EGARCH FIGARCH FIEGARCH
�0 0:6466� 10�3

(0:0153�10�3)
0:6446� 10�3
(0:073�10�3)

0:4534� 10�3
(0:0537�10�3)

0:6746� 10�3
(0:0191�10�3)

0:4803� 10�3
(0:0503�10�3)

�1 0:1150
(7:80�10�3)

0:1152
(7:68�10�3)

0:1093
(7:53�10�3)

0:1188
(7:78�10�3)

0:1135
(6:28�10�3)

�2 �0:03891
(7:55�10�3)

�0:03892
(7:43�10�3)

�0:03518
(7:87�10�3)

�0:03939
(7:65�10�3)

�0:03373
(3:71�10�3)

�3 9:752� 10�3
(7:66�10�3)

9:721� 10�3
(7:57�10�3)

0:01254
(6:86�10�3)

8:000� 10�3
(7:81�10�3)

7:051� 10�3
(4:77�10�3)

! 7:411� 10�3
(1:29�10�3)

6:224� 10�3
(1:13�10�3)

�9:036
(0:124)

0:02096
(3:84�10�3)

�8:945
(0:149)

� � � 0:2223
(0:0384)

� 0:2176
(0:0379)

� 0:08486
(8:79�10�3)

0:08753
(8:48�10�3)

� 0:2615
(0:0319)

�
� 0:9114

(8:45�10�3)
0:9125 � 0:5974

(0:0420)
�

� � � �0:1114
(0:0116)

� �0:1179
(0:0132)

 � � 0:2239
(0:0171)

� 0:2150
(0:0163)

 1 � � �0:4399
(0:0565)

� �0:4775
(0:140)

�1 � � 0:9913
(1:34�10�3)

� 0:7218
(0:0921)

d � � � 0:4466
(0:0363)

0:5451
(0:0271)

lnL(�) 71; 911:4 71; 908:3 72; 259:75 71; 993:7 72; 341:80
AIC �143; 808:8 �143; 804:6 �144; 499:49 �143; 969:3 �144; 661:62
SIC �143; 752:9 �143; 756:7 �144; 419:72 �143; 897:5 �144; 573:87

Note: Quasi maximum likelihood estimates (QMLE) estimates are reported for daily
returns on the CRSP value-weighted index from January 2, 1926, to December 31, 2006,
i.e. T = 21; 519 return observations, with robust standard errors in parentheses. Also
reported are lnL(�), the value of the maximized log-likelihood function, and the Akaike
and Schwarz (or Bayesian) information criteria, respectively.
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Table 2: Diagnostic test results for CRSP value-weighted (dividend included) index
(1926.1.2 2006.12.31) with no mean e¤ect

GARCH IGARCH EGARCH FIGARCH FIEGARCH
Ljung-Box (20) 33:53� 31:06� 13:52 33:42�� 11:31
Sign Bias 2:873�� 2:944�� 1:590 3:004�� 1:33
Negative Size Bias 3:648�� 3:239�� 2:112� 2:448� 3:66��

Positive Size Bias 1:536 1:800 3:086� 2:196� 3:65��

Joint Test 62:67�� 60:73�� 20:69�� 55:54�� 29:31��

Note: The values of the Ljung-Box portmanteau statistic for up to 20th order serial
dependence in the standardized residuals, "̂t=�̂t, the results of Sign Bias test, Negative
Size Bias test, Positive Size Bias test as well as Joint test are reported for daily returns
on the CRSP value-weighted index from January 2, 1926, to December 31, 2006, i.e.
T = 21; 519 return observations. � indicates signi�cance level at 5% and �� indicates
signi�cance level at 1%

Table 3: Maximum, Minimum and Mean Realizations for Simulation Results
CRSP data GARCH IGARCH EGARCH FIGARCH FIEGARCH

Average�104 4:31 7:01 6:73 5:01 7:46 5:22
Maximum 0:1694 0:3498 4:037 0:0721 0:124 0:152
Minimum �0:1946 �0:3477 �4:951 �0:0617 �0:106 �0:130

This table reports results for simulation of di¤erent models. The mean equation includes
three lags of returns, but conditional variance is not included. The value for the �rst
three returns is taken from the CRSP data as initial starting values and then simulation
is performed based on the parameter values at the point estimates. The random sample
of size T = 21; 519 (as the same in CRSP data) is drawn with 100 replications, and then
the mean value, maximum and minimum realizations for each replication are collected.
After all replications are done, the average values for these three realizations, the mean,
the maximum and the minimum from each replication, are calculated and reported in the
table.
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Table 4: Estimation results for CRSP value-weighted (dividend included) index (1926.1.2
2006.12.31) with in-mean e¤ect

Parameter FIGARCH-M EGARCH-M FIEGARCH-M1 FIEGARCH-M2

�0 0:6100� 10�3
(0:0598�10�3)

0:4372� 10�3
(0:0588�10�3)

0:4847� 10�3
(0:0522�10�3)

0:4879� 10�3
(0:0513�10�3)

�1 0:6884� 10�3
(0:477�10�3)

�0:7462� 10�3
(0:519�10�3)

�0:7803� 10�3
(0:447�10�3)

�0:7911� 10�3
(0:464�10�3)

�2 1:115� 10�3
(0:445�10�3)

1:32� 10�3
(0:437�10�3)

1:282� 10�3
(0:429�10�3)

1:072� 10�3
(0:415�10�3)

�3 �0:6511� 10�3
(0:402�10�3)

�0:5970� 10�3
(0:397�10�3)

�0:6963� 10�3
(0:341�10�3)

�0:5448� 10�3
(0:341�10�3)

�1 0:1095
(7:04�10�3)

0:1002
(0:0101)

0:1037
(8:98�10�3)

0:1036
(9:78�10�3)

�2 �0:03887
(7:58�10�3)

�0:02110
(8:91�10�3)

�0:01658
(8:02�10�3)

�0:01717
(0:0109)

�3 5:118� 10�3
(6:21�10�3)

7:60� 10�3
(8:85�10�3)

2:142� 10�3
(7:66�10�3)

�2:261� 10�3
(8:73�10�3)

! �8:455
(0:185)

�9:034
(0:147)

�8:957
(0:148)

�8:957
(0:148)

� 0:2120
(0:0335)

0:2227
(0:0382)

0:2191
(0:0380)

0:2193
(0:0379)

� � �0:1123
(0:0136)

�0:1189
(0:0136)

�0:1188
(0:0133)

 0:2415
(0:0224)

0:2132
(0:0162)

0:2143
(0:0165)

0:2143
(0:0161)

 1 �0:5946
(0:115)

�0:4398
(0:138)

�0:4820
(0:137)

�0:4811
(0:135)

�1 0:8189
(0:0640)

0:9915
(0:0893)

0:7242
(0:0879)

0:7237
(0:0874)

d 0:5477
(0:0342)

� 0:5471
(0:0264)

0:5470
(0:0264)

lnL(�) 72; 052:95 72; 265:46 72; 349:66 72; 349:69
AIC �144; 079:91 �144; 611:49 �144; 671:33 �144; 671:38
SIC �143; 976:21 �144; 499:82 �144; 559:65 �144; 559:71

Note: Quasi maximum likelihood estimates (QMLE) estimates are reported for daily
returns on the CRSP value-weighted index from January 2, 1926, to December 31, 2006,
i.e. T = 21; 519 return observations, with robust standard errors in parentheses. Also
reported are lnL(�), the value of the maximized log-likelihood function, and the Akaike
and Schwarz (or Bayesian) information criteria, respectively. For FIEGARCH-M model,
the �rst one includes fractionally di¤erenced volatility ht and its two lags in mean equation,
the second one includes volatility innovation g(zt�1) and its two lags in mean equation.
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Table 5: Wild-Bootstrap results for CRSP value-weighted (dividend included) index
(1926.1.2 2006.12.31) with in-mean e¤ect

Parameter FIEGARCH-M Wild-Bootstrap std. errors
�0 0:4879� 10�3

(0:0513�10�3)
0:4879� 10�3
(0:0477�10�3)

�1 �0:7911� 10�3
(0:464�10�3)

�0:7911� 10�3
(0:364�10�3)

�2 1:072� 10�3
(0:415�10�3)

1:072� 10�3
(0:396�10�3)

�3 �0:5448� 10�3
(0:341�10�3)

�0:5448� 10�3
(0:355�10�3)

�1 0:1036
(9:78�10�3)

0:1036
(8:31�10�3)

�2 �0:01717
(0:0109)

�0:01717
(9:29�10�3)

�3 �2:261� 10�3
(8:73�10�3)

�2:261� 10�3
(8:64�10�3)

! �8:957
(0:148)

�8:957
(0:0645)

� 0:2193
(0:0379)

0:2193
(3:94�10�3)

� �0:1188
(0:0133)

�0:1188
(0:0102)

 0:2143
(0:0161)

0:2143
(0:0102)

 1 �0:4811
(0:135)

�0:4811
(0:0806)

�1 0:7237
(0:0874)

0:7237
(0:0474)

d 0:5470
(0:0264)

0:5470
(0:0208)

lnL(�) 72; 349:69 �
AIC �144; 671:38 �
SIC �144; 559:71 �

Note: This table reports the standard errors obtained from Wild-Bootstrap procedure.
The Wild-Bootstrap algorithm described in Section 4 is conducted for N = 499 replica-
tions. The parameters are estimated for return series simulated in these replications. The
standard errors are then calculated for these estimates.
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Figure 1: Scatter plot of rt vs ht from FIEGARCH(1; d; 1) model without in-mean terms
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Figure 2: Scatter plot of rt vs ht�1 from FIEGARCH(1; d; 1) model without in-mean terms
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Figure 3: Scatter plot of rt vs g(zt�1) from FIEGARCH(1; d; 1) model without in-mean
terms
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Figure 4: Scatter plot of rt vs g(zt�2) from FIEGARCH(1; d; 1) model without in-mean
terms
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Figure 5: Time series plot of rt and ht from FIEGARCH(1; d; 1) with ht in-mean
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Figure 6: Time series plot of rt and g(zt�1) from FIEGARCH(1; d; 1) with g(zt�1) in-mean
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Abstract

We apply the fractionally integrated exponential GARCH with volatility-in-mean

(FIEGARCH-M) model of Christensen, Nielsen & Zhu (2007) to estimate the risk

premium after di¤erent crises occurred in major stock markets during the past two

decades. The model allows keeping the long memory property in volatility and a

�ltered volatility-in-mean component is used as a proxy for the risk factor. The esti-

mation results show that the 1987 stock market crash and September 11, 2001 attack

have persistent e¤ects on stock markets. A signi�cant risk factor is found for both

crises in most crisis-hit markets, and it is nonmonotic for di¤erent markets. Either

volatility feedback or risk premium is a possible explanation for the risk factor. On

the contrary, Asian �nancial crisis and other market-speci�c crises have no persistent

impact on most markets.
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1 Introduction

Many market crises have occurred in the past 20 years, either on cross-country or country-

speci�c level.1 It is interesting to investigate whether these crises have persistent e¤ects

on market returns. The intuition is that since investors worry about potential occurrence

of similar crisis in the future, they may change their opinions against risk after the crisis.

Because some crises are on global level, it is also interesting to include a cross-country

analysis to see whether the same crisis has di¤erent e¤ects on di¤erent countries. As a

tool for studying the e¤ect of international crises on risk premia while accounting for the

observed long memory property in volatility, we apply the FIEGARCH-M of Christensen

et al. (2007) to international stock markets that su¤ered from crises for the past two

decades. As far as we know, this paper is the �rst attempt to estimate the crisis-related risk

premium in the FIEGARCH-M framework by avoiding long memory property of volatility

carrying over to return and introducing volatility innovations instead of volatility level in

mean equation, thus it sheds some new light to the literature on risk-return analysis for

stock markets.

Studying the relation between risk and return has long been an important topic in

�nancial econometrics and empirical �nance. According to asset pricing theory, a rational

risk-averse investor will require a higher expected return for holding a more risky asset,

thus there should exist a positive relation between risk and expected return. This positive

relation should always hold from an ex ante point of view, although ex post analysis may

lead to di¤erent results.

As a proxy, volatility is crucial in measuring risk. Since Engle (1982) and Bollerslev

(1986) introduce ARCH and GARCH model to capture time-varying and clustering feature

in volatility, there has been numerous literature focusing on Garch-type models.2 In par-

ticular, Bollerslev & Mikkelsen (1996) propose FIEGARCH (fractionally integrated expo-

nential generalized autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity) model based on Baillie,

Bollerslev & Mikkelsen�s (1996) FIGARCH model and Nelson�s (1991) EGARCH model

in order to capture the long-memory property of volatility and skewness in return, both

features are well observed in empirical studies.

1For the cross-country crises, there are 1987 stock market crash, 1990s Latin America currency crisis,
1997 Asian �nancial crisis and 2000 collapse of dotcom bubble; for the country-speci�c crisis, there are
even more, including Japan, South Africa, Russia, just to name a few. More details on these crises are
given in Section 3.

2See e.g. Terasvirta (2006) for a survey of univariate GARCH models.
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Recent research by Christensen et al. (2007) introduces a FIEGARCH-M model with

a in-mean �ltered volatility innovation component. Following recent literature (Ang, Ho-

drick, Xing & Zhang (2006) and Christensen & Nielsen (2007)), it is changes in volatility

that enter the return equation, and this �ltering of volatility when entering in the re-

turn speci�cation implies that the long memory property of volatility (the fractionally

integrated feature) does not spill over into return, which would be empirically unrealis-

tic. The generalization allows volatility feedback or risk-premium e¤ect of conditional

volatility innovation on conditional expected stock return.

The skewness patterns observed particularly in stock return distributions may be ac-

commodated using the EGARCH model of Nelson (1991). Here, negative return innova-

tions induce higher volatility than positive innovations of the same magnitude, which in

turn generates skewness in asset returns. This model feature corresponds to an empiri-

cally observed regularity which may stem from a �nancial leverage e¤ect, see e.g. Black

(1976), Engle & Ng (1993) and Yu (2005). A standard argument from Black (1976) is that

bad news decreases the stock price and hence increases the debt-to-equity ratio (i.e. the

�nancial leverage), making the stock more risky and increasing future expected volatility.

Alternatively, a volatility feedback e¤ect may be present, that is, if volatility is increased,

then so is the risk premium, given a positive risk-return relation, and hence the discounted

rate, which in turn lowers stock prices.

Both the leverage e¤ect and the volatility feedback e¤ect generate a negative relation

between return and volatility, although the causality is reversed.3 The volatility feedback

e¤ect should be strongest at the market level, whereas the leverage e¤ect should apply to

individual stocks. As a negative return-volatility relation leads to skewness, the two may be

seen as supplementing each other as explanations of the asymmetry or skewness. Instead,

a positive return-volatility relation implies investors require for higher risk-premium as

a compensation for holding more risky stocks, which is also well addressed in empirical

works, i.e. French, Schwert & Stambaugh (1987), Bollerslev, Engle & Wooldridge (1988)

and Chou (1988). Thus the empirical studies of the relation between risk and return are

mixed. Furthermore, it is also possible that the relation between these two variables is

time-varying, which makes it interesting to compare the relation before and after some

crucial event, for example a market crisis, occurs.

In the next section, we present the FIEGARCH-M model where volatility innovation

3As we mentioned earlier, this ex post negative relation between risk and return shouldn�t refute the ex
ante understanding of a positive relation between the two.
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is introduced in the expected return equation in a manner that precludes the return series

from inheriting the long memory property from the volatility series, and which also includes

crisis-related in-mean component. Section 3 brie�y reviews major market crises occurred

in the past two decades. Section 4 compares performance between FIEGARCH and other

GARCH models by presenting some preliminary estimations and diagnostic tests. Data

and empirical results are presented in Section 5, including wild-bootstrap analysis for

exploring the inference of our QML estimates. Section 6 gives the concluding remarks.

2 The FIEGARCH-M Model

The model applies in this paper is the same of the FIEGARCH-M model in Christensen

et al. (2007), which is an extension of FIEGARCH model in Bollerslev & Mikkelsen (1996)

by introducing volatility into the return equation, along the lines of the GARCH-M lit-

erature, but in addition also including the crisis-speci�c risk premium component. Since

long memory in volatility introduced into the return equation in a linear fashion gener-

ates long memory in return, which may not be empirically warranted, as in Christensen

et al. (2007), we follow Ang et al. (2006) and Christensen & Nielsen (2007) and consider

the possibility that it is changes in volatility rather than volatility levels that enter the

in-mean speci�cation and induce a volatility-return relation.

Let the daily continuously compounded return on the stock market index be given by

rt = ln(Pt)� ln(Pt�1); (1)

where t is the daily time index, and Pt the index level at time t. In the FIEGARCH-M

model, we use the conditional mean speci�cation

rt = �0 + �g(zt�1) + "t; (2)

where the most recent volatility innovation enters in the form of g(zt�1), the news impact

function, as given in (6) below. Let Ft�1 denotes the �ltration generated by the set of
available information up to time t � 1, and g(zt�1) is Ft�1-measurable, so the return
innovation is "t = rt � E(rtjFt�1).

The key is the modeling of the conditional return variance

�2t = V ar(rtjFt�1) = E("2t jFt�1): (3)
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As in the FIEGARCH model, the speci�cation is

�(L)(1� L)d(ln�2t � !) =  (L)g(zt�1); (4)

where ! is the long-run mean logarithmic variance, �(L) and  (L) are the GARCH and

ARCH polynomials in the lag operator, �(L) = 1�
Pp
i=1 �iL

i and  (L) = 1+
Pq
i=1  iL

i,

and (1� L)d is the fractional di¤erence operator de�ned by its binomial expansion

(1� L)d =
1X
i=0

�(i� d)
�(�d)�(i+ 1)L

i; (5)

where d is the order of fractional integration in log-variance, and �(�) =
R1
0 x�e�xdx is the

Gamma function. The fractional di¤erence with 0 < d < 1 allows for stronger volatility

persistence than that of the Garch-type generated by the lag-polynomials �(L) and  (L).

The exponential or skewness feature is ensured by modeling ln�2t as opposed to �
2
t in (4),

and by the de�nition of the news impact function, g(�) governs the manner in which past
returns impact current volatility,

g(zt) = �zt + (jztj � Ejztj); (6)

where zt = "t=�t is the normalized innovation.

Bollerslev & Mikkelsen (1996) and Christensen et al. (2007) in fact use the model with

p = q = 1. De�ning ht = (1� L)d[ln�2t � ln(1 + �Nt)� !] as the fractionally di¤erenced

log-variance in deviation from the long run level, it is convenient to rewrite the resulting

FIEGARCH(1,d,1) model as

ht = (1� L)d[ln�2t � ln(1 + �Nt)� !] = �1ht�1 + g(zt�1) +  1g(zt�2): (7)

Where Nt is the nontrading indicator, which is equal to the number of nontrading days

between t � 1 and t to account for the fact that volatility tends to be higher following
weekend and holiday nontrading periods, but with each nontrading day contributing less

to volatility than a trading day. For more details on the FIEGARCH-M model, please see

Christensen et al. (2007) and reference in that paper.

We can decompose the parameter � in (2) in order to include crisis-speci�c impact.

Let dit be the dummy variable for crisis i, i.e., dit equal to zero before the crisis i triggered

on date t and equal to one after date t. Suppose there are m crises occurred, then (2)
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becomes:

rt = �0 + (�0 +
mX
i=1

�idit)g(zt�1) + "t; (8)

In this way �0 is the risk premium for volatility innovation regardless of crises and �i
captures the speci�c impact of crisis i on return.

Of course we can also consider other functional forms for the in-mean e¤ect. Some

researchers argue that the relation between return and risk is nonlinear and nonmonotonic,

see Linton & Perron (2003) for more details. One natural extension to (8) is to include

more lags of rt and g(zt�1) in mean equation, this allows for dynamic in-mean e¤ects. For

example, if the model includes n lags of return and p lags of g(zt�1) in mean equation,

then (8) becomes:

rt = �0 +
nX
i=1

�irt�n +

pX
j=0

(�j +
mX
k=1

�jkdkt)g(zt�1�j) + "t: (9)

One disadvantage for this model is that the number of risk factors �s will increase

dramatically when including more lags of g(zt�1), for example, introducing an additional

lag of g(zt�1) will incur m + 1 additional risk factors, where m is the number of crises.

Thus the model becomes complicated and di¢ cult to estimate. Indeed we have estimated

the generalized model of (9) for US market and �nd that the inclusion of more lag returns

and volatility innovations leads to some parameters di¢ cult to interpret. We believe that

the simpli�ed model (8) does focus on the impact of the latest volatility innovation g(zt�1)

on return. Thus in this paper we adopt the simpli�ed model (8) for the empirical work

and leave the generalized model (9) including dynamic in-mean e¤ects for future research.

Using (7) for volatility and (8) to de�ne return innovation "t, the model is estimated by

Quasi-Maximum Likelihood method. Thus, the sample log-likelihood function for return

data rt; t = 1; :::; T , is

lnL(�) = �T
2
ln(2�)� 1

2

TX
t=1

�
ln�2t +

"2t
�2t

�
; (10)

where � = (�0; �0; :::; �m; !; �; �; ;  1; �1; d) is the unknown parameter vector to be esti-

mated with m + 9 parameters. Estimation is carried out by numerical maximization of

lnL(�). To initialize the recursions on (7) and (8) we use the unconditional sample average
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and variance of rt for the presample (t = 0;�1; : : :) values of rt and �2t , and we use "t = 0
for t = 0;�1; : : :. The distributional assumption behind the likelihood function is that the
return innovations "t are conditionally normal. For robustness against departures from

normality, we calculate robust standard errors based on the sandwich-formula H�1V H�1,

where H is the Hessian of lnL(�) and V the sum of the outer products of the individual

quasi score contributions. Since no asymptotic theory is available for this model, we also

apply wild-bootstrap algorithm to check the validity of analytical standard errors obtained

from sandwich formula.

3 Market crises in the past two decades

In the past two decades, many market crises occurred on both cross-country and country-

speci�c level. A lot of literature has been devoted to giving detailed reviews of these crises,

for example, see Kindleberger (2005). Table 1 lists these crises, including the crisis name,

triggered date and a¤ected countries.

Table 1 about here

In Table 1, the �rst four crises, the 1987 Stock market crash, the 1997 Asian �nancial

crisis, the 2000 Dotcom collapse and 9=11 Terrorist attack in 2001 are considered to be

cross-country crises. Each of these crises has spill-over e¤ects spread to di¤erent countries.

A brief review of each of these crises is given as follows:

1987 Stock market crash On October 19; 1987, the S&P 500 lost 57:64, or falling 20:4%

on that date. It was the greatest single-day loss that Wall Street had ever su¤ered.

In addition to US market, almost all major markets declined substantially during the

crash. 17 markets listed in Table 1 are a¤ected, with the least impact on Australia

( dropped by 11:4%) and the most impact on Hong Kong with a drop of 45:8%, the

average drop of these 17 markets is over 20%. See Abken (1988) for more details on

this crisis.

1997 Asian �nancial crisis The crisis was triggered on July 2; 1997 in Thailand, on
which date the Thai government announced to give up the pegged exchange rate

to US dollar and then Thai baht dipped signi�cantly afterwards, as a consequence
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the Thai stock market dropped 75% during the year. Later the crisis spread to

other Asian countries in the following two years. Thailand, Indonesia and South

Korea were most a¤ected by the crisis, Hong Kong, Philippines and Malaysia were

moderately a¤ected and China, Singapore and Taiwan were less a¤ected. Most

countries mentioned above experienced a signi�cant loss on their stock markets in

the following years. See Radelet & Sachs (1998) for more details.

2000 Collapse of dotcom bubble The Dotcom bubble ran roughly from 1995 to 2000,

during which the speculative investors in western countries saw their value increase

rapidly in new internet sector and related �elds. Technically speaking, the bubble

burst on March 10; 2000, on which day the NASDAQ index reached its peak of 5; 048

and then dropped signi�cantly afterwards. In the following two years, the market

lost more than half of its value. The bubble also a¤ected other countries, including

Germany, Italy, and UK,4 see Kindleberger (2005) for further reading.

9=11 Terrorist attack The 9=11 attack has a signi�cant economic impact on the US
and world market. The Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) stock market index

fell 684 points, or 7:1% in a single day after the attack, and dropped by 14:3%

in the following week. The other major markets in the world also lost from 5%

to 30% in value in the following several weeks after the attack, the most a¤ected

industries include insurance, airline and aviation and tourism. The GAO (2002)

o¤ers a detailed review of economic impact su¤ered from the attack.

Figure 1 about here

Figure 1 presents the time-series evolution for S&P 500 index from January 1987 to

June 2007. It can be seen from the �gure that the index climbs up from year 1987

(except for the decline due to 1987 market crash) and reaches its local maximum around

year 2000, then declines drastically until year 2002, after then it increases and keeps the

upward tendency up to now. Obviously during the collapse of internet bubble and 9/11

terrorist attack, the index level decreases signi�cantly.

4These are the most a¤ected countries and thus they are included in the empirical analysis in Section
4.
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All the four crises mentioned above are cross-country crises, i.e. there are more than

one country a¤ected by the crisis when it occurs. Followings are country-speci�c crisis,

the countries a¤ected by the crises include Japan, Russia, South Africa and some Latin

America countries in 1990s. For more details, see Kindleberger (2005).

1990 Collapse of Japanese asset bubble The Japanese economy experienced skyrock-
eting land and stock prices in 1980s. The Nikkei 225 index reached its peak in Feb-

ruary 1990 of 38; 915. After that the market su¤ered from a continuing drop in the

following decade and lost more than 70% of its value as measured in 2003.

1998 Russian Crisis The crisis hit Russia in August 1998. As a country heavily depen-
dent on the export of raw materials, the sharp decline in the price of oil had severe

consequences for Russia. The non-payment of taxes by the energy and manufactur-

ing industries made the government default on its debt and thus a signi�cant decline

in stock market value.

1998 South Africa�s crisis South Africa su¤ered from political unstable and low eco-

nomic growth in late 1990s, which caused the local currency depreciating against US

dollar. The exchange rate dropped from 5:53 per US dollar in 1998 to 10:5 per US

dollar in 2002. The stock market also lost signi�cant value during the same period.

1990s Latin America crisis In 1990s, several country-level crises occurred in Latin Amer-
ica, including 1994 Mexico�s peso crisis, 1995 Venezuela economic crisis, 1997 Chile

and Peru crises, 1998 Brazilian �nancial crisis and 2000 Argentine economic crisis.

Most of these crises occurred due to low economic growth, over-borrowed of govern-

ment debt and unbalanced foreign trade, which caused public �nance de�cit. The

consequences were deep currency depreciation and signi�cant loss in stock market.

For example, Mexico peso dropped from 3:3 per US dollar before crisis to 7:2 per US

dollar after the peso crisis occurred in 1994. The other countries mentioned above

su¤ered from similar experiences during their respective crisis period.

Many questions relating to these crises have been addressed in the literature, e.g. the

cause of crises, the impact of crises to economics, the predictability of crises and so on.

What has not been studied is the impact of crises on the risk premium and its relation

with return, while allowing for the observed long memory property in volatility, which is

the central topic of this paper and the empirical results are presented in section 5.
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4 Comparison between FIEGARCH and Other GARCH

Models without In-Mean E¤ect

Before including the in-mean e¤ect and applying the model to data, we need to justify

that FIEGARCH model does really do a better job than other GARCH models. In this

section, we provide some preliminary estimations between FIEGARCH and several other

GARCH models, some diagnostic tests and simulation results are also provided for robust

check.

The other models chosen for comparison include GARCH (Engle (1982)), IGARCH

(Engle & Bollerslev (1986)), EGARCH (Nelson (1991)) and FIGARCH (Baillie et al.

(1996)) models. These are most typical GARCHmodels used in empirical studies. GARCH

and IGARCH models are the simplest models in GARCH class and may be the most widely

used models in industry, EGARCH captures asymmetry e¤ect of return to volatility, and

FIGARCH allows for fractional di¤erence in volatility. As we mentioned in preceding

sections, the FIEGARCH model includes all these features, thus we predict that it should

outperform the other models.

We apply the models to the Center for Research on Security Prices (CRSP) value-

weighted index obtained from Wharton Research Data Services, from January 2, 1926, the

inception of the data, to December 31, 2006, for a total of T = 21; 519 return observations.

We use daily closing prices including dividends. This long period is selected since it is

argued in the literature that longer data series will give more accurate and unbiased

estimates for GARCH models, see Hwang & Pedro (2006). Following Nelson (1991) and

Bollerslev & Mikkelsen (1996), we include a variable Nt equal to the number of nontrading

days between t�1 and t to account for the fact that volatility tends to be higher following
weekend and holiday nontrading periods, but with each nontrading day contributing less

to volatility than a trading day. The empirical results are reported in Table 2.

Table 2 about here

From Table 2, we can see that point estimates for parameters in the mean equation,

the constant �0 and coe¢ cients of the return lags, �1, �2 and �3 have similar values

among di¤erent models. The �rst- and second-order autoregressive parameters �1 and �2
are signi�cant for all models, which con�rms returns are serially correlated. The GARCH
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e¤ect is obvious from the signi�cance of the parameters � and � in GARCH, IGARCH and

FIGARCH models.5 Also the asymmetry in return is captured by the signi�cantly negative

parameter � in EGARCH and FIEGARCH models. The empirical relevance of each of the

elements of the FIEGARCH model is con�rmed. Volatility exhibits long memory, with

the fractional di¤erencing parameter d positive and strongly signi�cant (robust standard

errors in parentheses) throughout the table for both FIGARCH and FIEGARCH. The

nontrading-day count Nt gets a coe¢ cient � estimated to about 0:2 in both EGARCH

and FIEGARCH, showing that weekend and holiday contributions to variance per day are

about 20% of those for trading days.

The performance of these models can be seen from their log likelihood function values

as well as the Akaike and Schwarz (or Bayesian) information criteria values. For example,

IGARCH model has the lowest log likelihood function values and highest AIC and SIC

values, which indicates it may be the model with the worst performance. The ranking

for the rest four models is FIEGARCH, EGARCH, FIGARCH and GARCH models with

FIEGARCH has the best performance based on its highest value of log likelihood function

and lowest AIC and SIC values.

As mentioned earlier, there exists leverage e¤ect in �nancial markets, i.e. positive

return and negative return has asymmetric impact on volatility. Engle & Ng (1993)

de�ne news impact curve to measure how new information is incorporated into volatility

estimates. They also suggest some diagnostic tests to capture the asymmetry of the

volatility response to news. As suggested in that paper, a good model should be able to

explore this asymmetric impact of return to volatility in its estimation. Sign Bias test,

Negative Size Bias test, Positive Size Bias test and Joint test can be applied to test the

goodness of di¤erent models. These tests examine whether we can predict the squared

standardized residual by some variables observed in the past which are not included in

the volatility model being used. If these variables can predict the squared standardized

residual, then the volatility model is misspeci�ed, for details of these tests, please refer to

Engle & Ng (1993).

In this paper we follow their approach and implement these diagnostic tests to further

compare the performance of these GARCH class models in capturing asymmetry. The

testing results are presented in Table 3.

5Note that for FIGARCH model, we use a little di¤erent model speci�cations in Table 2 and in Table
5. The reason is to make it comparable with GARCH in Table 2 and FIEGARCH-M in Table 5. In Table
2 we adopt the FIGARCH speci�cation as in Baillie et al. (1996), yet in Table 5 the FIGARCH-M model
is speci�ed as FIEGARCH-M but let the asymmetry factor � = 0.
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Table 3 about here

The values of Ljung-Box statistics for 20th order serial dependence in the table show

that both EGARCH and FIEGARCH outperform the other three models in eliminating

serial dependence in the standardized residuals "̂t=�̂t. Compare the results of diagnostic

tests, we see that EGARCH and FIEGARCH model do a good job at capturing the

impact of negative and positive return shocks on volatility, both models have the lowest

values for Sign Bias test. EGARCH and FIGARCH model are superior to other models in

exploring the di¤erent e¤ects that large and small negative return shocks have on volatility,

re�ected by their lower values on Negative Size Bias Test. For the Positive Size Bias test,

the GARCH and IGARCH model outperform the others. Finally for the Joint test, again

EGARCH and FIEGARCH model lead the others. It seems that di¤erent models are

focusing on capturing di¤erent asymmetric properties of return on volatility. However

by combining all the results from these diagnostic tests together, it is fair to say that

EGARCH and FIEGARCH models are better than the others.

It is also argued in the literature that some GARCH models may be explosive, see

Andersen & Lund (1997). In order to check that property and make sure that our model

is non-explosive, Monte Carlo simulation is performed for di¤erent GARCH models, in-

cluding GARCH, IGARCH, EGARCH, FIGARCH and FIEGARCH. The methodology

applied here is adopted from Andersen & Lund (1997). The mean equation of these mod-

els includes three lags of returns, but conditional volatility innovation is not included. The

values for the �rst three returns are taken from the CRSP data as initial starting values

and then simulation is performed based on the parameter values at the point estimates.

The sample of size T = 21; 519 (as the same in CRSP data) is drawn with 100 replications,

and then the mean, maximum and minimum realizations for each replication are collected.

We then calculate the average values from all replications for these three realizations. The

result is shown in Table 4.

Table 4 about here

It can be seen from Table 4 that FIEGARCH model is closest to the actual maximum

and minimum value from raw data, EGARCH has the mean which is closest to the sample

mean. The mean, maximum and minimum values obtained for IGARCH model have the
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largest deviation from the sample, GARCH model is also inferior to other models except

IGARCH model. The maximum, minimum values for FIEGARCH model is also closest to

the sample maximum and minimum values. On the contrary, the maximum and minimum

values for EGARCH and FIGARCH models seem to �uctuate too narrow compared to

the sample.

Up to now, based on the estimation results from Table 2, results of diagnostic tests

from Table 3 and the simulation results in Table 4, we can choose the best models for next
step, the estimation including in-mean terms. It seems that there are three candidates:

EGARCH, FIGARCH and FIEGARCH models, yet GARCH and IGARCH models behave

poorly in all tables, thus we discard these two models.

Next we estimate models of FIGARCH, EGARCH and FIEGARCH including in-mean

terms, the estimation procedure for EGARCH model is not converged, so we only consider

estimations for FIGARCH and FIEGARCH. For both models, we consider the generalized

equation (9), including lags for return and lags for volatility innovation g(zt�1) in mean

equatioin. Table 5 reports the estimation results with in-mean terms for these two GARCH

models.

Table 5 about here

Similar to the case in Table 2, FIGARCH-M model is dominated by FIEGARCH-M

model based on the values of log likelihood function and AIC and SIC. The parameters

of the �rst two lags of return, �1 and �2, are still signi�cant, this may indicate that

return keeps its serial dependence even including in-mean terms. The fractional di¤erence

parameter d is also signi�cant, emphasizing the long memory property in volatility. The

asymmetry in return shocks to volatility is again addressed by the negative parameter

of � in FIEGARCH models. For the parameters of the in-mean terms, it is interesting

to see that these two models give di¤erent results for some �s. For example all �s for

g(zt�1) and its �rst lag are signi�cant for FIEGARCH model, but only �1 is signi�cant

in the case of FIGARCH. On the other hand, �22 is signi�cant for FIGARCH, but none

of �2i is signi�cant in FIEGARCH. Some of these parameters are di¢ cult to interpret,

nevertheless these con�ict results may indicate that dynamic in-mean e¤ects are there,

yet may be nonlinear and nonmonotonic. In this paper we adopt the simpli�ed model (8)

instead of the generalized one (9) to focus on the impact of the latest volatility innovation

g(zt�1) to return.
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5 Data and Empirical Results

5.1 Data Description

The data is collected from Yahoo!Finance, Datastream and Wharton Research Data Ser-

vices, and we use daily closing prices adjusted for stock splits and dividends for each

market. We select 36 countries from di¤erent continents, including most major markets

in the world. There are 8 countries selected from North and Latin America, 12 countries

or regions from Asia and Paci�c, 14 countries from Europe and 2 countries from Middle

East and Africa. Since we want to use as much data as available for each market, the start

date is varied from 1926=1=2 for US to 1995=7=1 for Russia and the end date is set on

2007=6=8 for all markets except for US, which is ended on 2006=12=31. US has the most

observations for a total of T = 21; 519 and Russia has the least observations for a total of

T = 2; 871.6 Table 6 lists summary for selected countries and indices.

Table 6 about here

It is obvious to see that most developed markets have longer data series than emerging

markets, which indicates that developed markets are launched much earlier than emerging

markets. Next consider the values for r and r2. Most emerging markets have higher r

and r2. For example, in American markets, Brazil, Mexico, Peru and Venezuela have r

values of 0:002197; 0:001183; 0:001654 and 0:001134 respectively, compare to 0:0002664 and

0:0004306 of r for Canada and US respectively. In Asia, China, Pakistan and Philippines

have highest values for r, as a comparison, Malaysia, Thailand and Singapore have lowest

values for r. In Europe, those transitional economies like Russia and Hungary have higher

r, and most markets in western Europe have lower r. On the other hand, emerging markets

also have higher r2 than developed markets. Russia and China have the highest r2 values

of 0:0008102 and 0:0007005 respectively, which are almost ten times higher than those

for US and Canada. As a summary, the higher r and r2 for emerging markets compared

to developed markets indicate that emerging markets o¤er higher returns but also with

higher volatilities.

6For the internet bubble crisis, we adopt the NASDAQ index for US market, which starts from 1971=2=5
and has a T = 9; 502 observations.
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5.2 Estimation Results

From Table 1 we can see that 1987 Stock market crash and 9=11 Terrorist attack have

impact on more countries than other crises, so �rst we estimate the model with parameters

for these two crises, i.e. the return equation is

rt = �0 + (�0 + �1d1t + �2d2t)g(zt�1) + "t: (11)

Where d1t is the dummy for 1987 Stock market crash and d2t is the dummy for 9=11

Terrorist attack, as mentioned in Section 2, these two dummies are set to zero before crisis

date t and is equal to one after that date. Thus �1 and �2 capture the impact of these

crises on returns respectively. Estimation results using (11) are given in Table 7.

Table 7 about here

There are 28 countries include in the estimation. Due to lack of data, for 11 countries,

only parameter �2 for 9=11 attack dummy is estimated.7

Again, we can see from Table 7 that the reported estimates con�rm the empirical

relevance of each of the elements of the FIEGARCH-M model. Thus, volatilities exhibit

long memory, with the fractional di¤erencing parameter d positive and strongly signi�cant

(robust standard errors in parentheses) except for Indonesia and Switzerland. Skewness

(the EGARCH e¤ect) is clearly present, with � negative for most countries (except for

Iceland, Indonesia and Venezuela). The nontrading-day count Nt gets a coe¢ cient � es-

timated ranges from 0:03575 to 0:4243 across di¤erent countries, showing that weekend

and holiday contributions to variance per day are around 4% to 40% of those for trading

days. The Ljung-Box portmanteau statistics for serial correlation in the standardized re-

turn innovation bzt = b"t=b�t are reported as Q10 and Q100 for 10 and 100 lags respectively.
Since the absolute returns are serially correlated in GARCH models even when raw returns

are not, we also report Ljung-Box statistics for the absolute standardized return innova-

tions jztj, indicated as QA10 and QA100 in Table 7 and following tables. Although some of
the Ljung-Box statistics for standardized innovations and absolute standardized innova-

tions Q10 and Q100 and QA10 and Q
A
100 are signi�cant, they are much smaller compared to

7These countries are France, Hungary, Iceland, Indonesia, Italy, Mexico, Parkistan, Portugal, Russia,
Switzerland and Venezuela, as shown in Table 7.
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the raw returns,8 indicating that FIEGARCH-M model is successful in eliminating serial

correlation in raw date series.

The parameters governing the return-volatility relation, �0, �1 and �2 performs dif-

ferently both for sign and signi�cance for di¤erent markets. For example, for US, �0 is

negative and both �1 and �2 are positive, all of the �s are signi�cant. Since �0 is negative,

it can be explained either as a volatility feedback or leverage e¤ect to returns, as discussed

in Introduction. Although these two e¤ects are mutually consistent, we conjecture that

volatility feedback e¤ect dominates in this case, since it should be strongest at the market

level which we consider, whereas �nancial leverage should apply to individual stocks. �1
and �2 are positive, indicating that investors require a risk premium after each crisis for

worry of potentially similar crisis which may happen in the future. The positive �1 and

�2 also o¤set the negative �0, so the overall e¤ect � = �0 + �1 + �2 is much less in value

compared to each individual �i (i = 0; 1; 2). On the contrary, Austria has di¤erent signs

on all three �s compared to US, i.e. it has positive �0 and negative �1 and �2. As we

discuss previously, positive risk premium � is more like a volatility-return tradeo¤ and

negative risk premium � implies volatility feedback e¤ect. Thus in the case of Austria, it

is more like a volatility feedback for the after-crisis period instead of risk premium e¤ect.

The overall e¤ect is again the sum of all three �s, it is negative, which is also contrary to

US.

More interestingly, the � parameters for Australia, Canada, Mexico, Norway, South

Africa, Sweden, Switzerland and Venezuela have similar features as those for US, i.e. they

have negative �0 and either positive �1 or positive �2 or both. We can see that all 4

American markets, i.e. US, Canada, Mexico and Venezuela behave the same for their

�s, although it is unclear why these markets have the same feature. On the contrary,

most European markets act like Austria does, for example, Belgium, France, Holland,

Hungary, Iceland, Russia, all of these markets have positive �0 and one of negative �i
(i = 1; 2). Asian markets have mixed pattern, Australia behaves like US, but Indonesia,

Singapore, Taiwan and Thailand behaves in European way. The signi�cance of �1 and

�2 also indicates that both 1987 Stock market crash and 9=11 terrorist attack crises have

persistent impact on the markets for after-crisis period.

In order to assess the crisis impact on risk premium, we compute the volatility innova-

tion g(zt�1) from (6) at the parameter estimates without the in-mean term �s from Table

8The Ljung-Box test is performed for raw returns rt up to 10 and 100 lags, the results are not presented
here in order to save space.
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7 for CRSP value-weighted index, and plot the returns rt against g(zt�1) prior to and after

the 1987 market crash, the resulting plots are presented in Figure 2 and Figure 3.

Figures 2 and 3 about here

From the �gures it can be seen that the relation between rt and g(zt�1) prior to the

crash is negative, which is con�rmed by the estimated �0 in Table 7 and the best-�tting

linear regression line (the bold line) in Figure 2. However for the period after the crash,
the relation between rt and the volatility innovation g(zt�1) becomes positive, again the

positivity is con�rmed by the best-�tting line (the bold line) in Figure 3, although the

positivity is not as obvious as the negativity prior to the crash, and also by the positive

estimated �1 and �2 in Table 7. These two �gures show that the 1987 crash has changed

the relation between the returns and corresponding volatility innovation, thus induces the

risk premium required by investors for the crisis. However the total e¤ect of g(zt�1) to

return is still negative, which derives from the sum of all �s and the larger negativity

from Figure 2. The similar results also hold for the 9/11 attack, yet the �gures are not

presented here.

Next we present the estimation result for the dotcom crisis. As mentioned before, the

dotcom crisis hit US, Germany, Italy and UK most heavily, so these 4 markets are used

in estimating the model. The empirical results are presented in Table 8.

Table 8 about here

The results for other parameters are similar compared to those in Table 7. Again

we are interested in the sign and signi�cance for �s. In this case, �0 for all 4 markets

is negative and �1 for all 4 markets is positive, and signi�cant �1 is found in the two

markets that are most heavily hit by the crisis: US and UK. This result indicates that

in the dotcom crisis, all these markets react similarly, a risk premium is required for the

after-crisis period, especially for US and UK. The overall e¤ect, i.e. the sum of �0 and �1
is also positive.

Next move to the 1997 Asian �nancial crisis. 9 countries (regions) are included in the

estimation, results are reported in Table 9 as follows:
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Table 9 about here

�0 is positive for most markets except for Malaysia, and �1 is negative for all markets,

thus it can be considered as a volatility feedback e¤ect for the crisis. Although �0 is

signi�cant for 5 markets, �1 is only signi�cant for Indonesia and China. As we mentioned

earlier, Indonesia, South Korea and Thailand are three countries that were hit most heavily

by the crisis. Yet from the statistics we can see that the crisis only has persistent impact

on Indonesia among these three markets. The case for China is also interesting since China

is considered to be relatively una¤ected by the crisis, yet it has signi�cant risk premium

�1 for the crisis. However we can also see that parameters d and � are not signi�cant for

China, indicating that both long-memory and skewness e¤ect is not well addressed, which

implies that the model is not suitable for China, thus the estimates for �0 and �1 may

also not be reliable.

Finally we perform the estimation for crises related to individual countries and the

results are presented in Table 10.

Table 10 about here

For the parameter �s, the result is mixed for both sign and signi�cance. �0 is negative

for Argentina, Brazil, Mexico and South Africa, and it is positive for the rest. Most �0
and �1 have opposite sign, except for Japan, for which both �0 and �1 are positive, yet

none of them is signi�cant. �0 is signi�cant for Chile, Mexico, Peru and Venezuela, which

implies that these markets have a risk premium on volatility innovations. However, Only

Peru has signi�cant �1. This result indicates that almost all of these country-speci�c crises

has no persistent impact on the corresponding countries which su¤ered from the crises,

the only exception is Peru, which has positive �0 and negative �1, indicating that it has a

volatility feedback e¤ect in the after-crisis period and this e¤ect o¤sets the risk premium

in a total measure.

These empirical results con�rm that FIEGARCH-M is a suitable model to address

the long memory property in volatility and skewness in returns. Another common feature

from these results is that most countries have signi�cant �0, although the sign is changing.

It implies that volatility innovation is a signi�cant pricing factor to stock returns for

most markets. More interestingly, �0 has opposite sign against crisis-related parameters.
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Positive or negative �0 usually follows by negative or positive crisis-related parameters,

which means the crisis o¤sets the prior to crisis risk impact, makeing the total after-crisis

e¤ect smaller than the e¤ect before crisis.

5.3 Wild-Bootstrap Implementation

The results in previous subsection show that the FIEGARCH-M model works well in

revealing the crises-related risk-return relations for most markets. However one main

disadvantage for GARCH models is that few asymptotic theory is available to apply. Weiss

(1986) and Lumsdaine (1996) derive asymptotic theory for ARCH (1,1) and GARCH (1,1)

model respectively, yet for other speci�cations in the GARCH class, no asymptotic theory

is ready to be applied. The absent of asymptotic theory motivates researchers to provide

simulation evidence on these models, i.e. see Bollerslev & Wooldridge (1992). Since we

cannot provide the asymptotic property for the estimates, it is not surprising that we

will also adopt the wild-bootstrap algorithm to investigate whether the standard errors

obtained via the Quasi-Maximum Likelihood method is consistent, the wild-bootstrap

algorithm adopted here is the same as applied in Linton & Perron (2003).

Wild bootstrap algorithm

1. Given estimates b� and normalized residuals bzt = zt(b�), calculate the recentered
standardized residuals, bzct = (bzt � T�1 TX

t=1

bzt).
2. Let xt be a random variable with E(xjt ) = 0 for j = 1; 3 and E(x

j
t ) = 1 for j = 2; 4.

Draw a random sample {x1; � � � ; xT } from this distribution and let z�t = bzctxt. The variable
z�t will satisfy E(z

�
t ) = 0, E(z

�2
t ) = bzc2t ; E(z�3t ) = 0 and E(z�4t ) = bzc4t . We choose xt be a

discrete variable which takes values �1 and 1 with equal probability.
3. Given starting value r0 and z�0 , as well as the point estimates, generate a time series

of r�t according to FIEGARH-M model (8) and corresponding point estimates.

4. Given {r�t }
T
1 , calculate parameter estimates b�� using the foregoing Quasi-Maximum

Likelihood method.

5. Repeat steps 2 � 4 N times. The standard errors are estimated from the sample

standard deviation of the bootstrap parameter estimates b��.
In the following table, we choose N = 249 and the bootstrap method is applied to

FIEGARCH-M model with g(zt�1) in-mean terms, both standard errors obtained from

QML method and wild-bootstrap method are reported in the parentheses. This method
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of obtaining standard errors is time-consuming for large samples,9 but it should fully re�ect

the loss of precision associated with estimates. The replication time N is smaller than

usual applications, yet we also check N = 99 and �nd similar results, hence the bootstrap

procedure is reliable. Of course if we have more time, it is better to try more replications,

say N = 999 as in usual case. Also note that we choose N = 249 instead of N = 250 in

order to avoid the possible problem of biased size, see Davidson & MacKinnon (2004) for

more discussions.

The following table report the results for US market as a representative for all markets.

Table 11 about here

From Table 11 we see that the standard errors obtained from the QML method and

wild-bootstrap method are quite similar, both results give the same signi�cance level for

the same parameter estimate. Actually for some estimates, the standard errors obtained

from bootstrap is smaller than those obtained from QML method. These results show

that QML method is valid for providing consistent standard errors for estimates as from

the wild-bootstrap method, thus the t-values obtained from QML are reliable.

6 Concluding Remarks

We have applied the FIEGARCH-M model in which the long memory property of volatility

does not carry over to returns and which also includes the crisis-related component in the

mean equation, to the stock markets in the world su¤ered from crises occurred in the

past two decades. The avoidance of long memory property of volatility carrying over to

returns is accomplished through a �ltering (fractional di¤erencing) of the in-mean volatility

measure. The dummy variables are used to test the persistent impact in the after-crisis

period.

The empirical application of the resulting FIEGARCH-M model to the market indices

con�rms the long memory property of volatility and skewness in return. The in-mean �l-

tered volatility innovation is a signi�cant pricing factor to return for most markets. It also

performs di¤erently before and after speci�c crises for di¤erent countries. The 1987 Stock

9 It takes 29 hours to perform 100 replications for CRSP value-weighted index with T = 21; 519 obser-
vations.
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market crash and 9=11 terrorist attack have persistent impacts for most markets. Inter-

estingly, American markets and European markets react di¤erently after crisis. American

markets have positive impacts, yet most European markets have negative impacts. As

we have discussed, a leverage e¤ect, a volatility feedback e¤ect, or both could be linked

to such a negative relation. We conjecture that the negative results more likely re�ect

the volatility feedback e¤ect, since this should be strongest at the market level which we

consider, whereas �nancial leverage should apply to individual stocks. According to as-

set pricing theory, a risk-averse investor requires higher compensation for holding a more

risky asset, thus a positive risk-return relation can be considered as a risk premium for

volatility. The American markets have risk premium for the crises, yet most European

markets have volatility feedback e¤ect for the crises. The impact of dotcom crisis also

re�ects a risk premium. The 1997 Asian �nancial crisis and other country-speci�c crises

have little impact on most markets. For most markets, the incremental risk carried by

crises moves in the opposite direction against the original one, thus reduces the overall

after-crisis volatility-related impact to returns.

Our result shows that FIEGARCH-M model is a useful tool to address the in-mean

volatility-related impact to return and impact from crises for many countries. Recent

developments in asset pricing, e.g., Ang et al. (2006), point out it should be innovation to

volatility rather than volatility level that a¤ects expected return. Our using of volatility

innovation con�rms their �ndings. We also make contribution to the literature with the

con�rmation of crises impact to the markets in the world. As we show before, we may

also consider other functional forms, i.e. including lags of return and volatility innovation

to allow for dynamic in-mean e¤ects to return. The way in which the breaks enter the

conditional mean function may be more �exible, for example, we can allow for smooth

transition and let the data determines the breaks. All these are left for future research.
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Table 1: Major cross-country and country-speci�c crises in the past 20 years

Name Triggered Date A¤ected Countries
Global Crisis
1987 Stock Market Crash 1987=10=19 US

1987=10=20 Australia
1987=10=19 Austria
1987=10=19 Belgium
1987=10=19 Canada
1987=10=19 Holland
1987=10=20 Hong Kong
1987=10=19 Israel
1987=10=20 Japan
1987=10=19 Norway
1987=10=20 Singapore
1987=10=19 South Africa
1987=10=19 Spain
1987=10=19 Sweden
1987=10=20 Taiwan
1987=10=20 Thailand
1987=10=19 UK

1997 Asian Financial Crisis
1997=7=18 Indonesia
1997=10=22 South Korea
1997=7=2 Thailand
1997=10=20 Hong Kong
1997=7=11 Malaysia
1997=7=10 Philippines
1997=7=2 China
1997=8=7 Singapore
1997=7=7 Taiwan

2000 Dotcom Bubble Collapse
2000=3=10 US
2000=3=27 Germany
2000=3=20 Italy
2000=4=3 UK

9=11; 2001 Terrorist Attack
2001=9=11 US
2001=9=12 Australia
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Table 1 (Cont): Major cross-country and country-speci�c crises in the past 20 years

Name Triggered Date A¤ected Countries
9=11; 2001 Terrorist Attack

2001=9=11 Austria
2001=9=11 Belgium
2001=9=11 Canada
2001=9=11 France
2001=9=11 Holland
2001=9=12 Hong Kong
2001=9=11 Hungary
2001=9=11 Iceland
2001=9=12 Indonesia
2001=9=11 Israel
2001=9=11 Italy
2001=9=12 Japan
2001=9=11 Mexico
2001=9=11 Norway
2001=9=11 Pakistan
2001=9=11 Portugal
2001=9=11 Russia
2001=9=12 Singapore
2001=9=11 South Africa
2001=9=11 Spain
2001=9=11 Sweden
2001=9=11 Swiss
2001=9=12 Taiwan
2001=9=12 Thailand
2001=9=11 UK
2001=9=11 Venezuela

Country-Speci�c Crises
Argentine Economic Crisis 2000=4=14 Argentina
Brazilian Financial Crisis 1999=1=18 Brazil
Chile Recession 1997=11=5 Chile
Japan�s Collapse of Bubble 1990=2=20 Japan
Mexican Peso Crisis 1994=12=20 Mexico
Peru Recession 1997=11=10 Peru
Russian Economic Crisis 1998=8=17 Russia
South Africa�s Currency Crisis 1998=6=25 South Africa
Venezuela Economic Crisis 1995=11=29 Venezuela
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Figure 1: S&P 500 Price Index (1987/1/1 - 2007/6/8)
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Table 2: Estimation results for CRSP value-weighted (dividend included)
index (1926.1.2 - 2006.12.31) with no mean e¤ect

Parameter GARCH IGARCH EGARCH FIGARCH FIEGARCH
�0 0:6466� 10�3

(0:0153�10�3)
0:6446� 10�3
(0:073�10�3)

0:4534� 10�3
(0:0537�10�3)

0:6746� 10�3
(0:0191�10�3)

0:4803� 10�3
(0:0503�10�3)

�1 0:1150
(7:80�10�3)

0:1152
(7:68�10�3)

0:1093
(7:53�10�3)

0:1188
(7:78�10�3)

0:1135
(6:28�10�3)

�2 �0:03891
(7:55�10�3)

�0:03892
(7:43�10�3)

�0:03518
(7:87�10�3)

�0:03939
(7:65�10�3)

�0:03373
(3:71�10�3)

�3 9:752� 10�3
(7:66�10�3)

9:721� 10�3
(7:57�10�3)

0:01254
(6:86�10�3)

8:000� 10�3
(7:81�10�3)

7:051� 10�3
(4:77�10�3)

! 7:411� 10�3
(1:29�10�3)

6:224� 10�3
(1:13�10�3)

�9:036
(0:124)

0:02096
(3:84�10�3)

�8:945
(0:149)

� � � 0:2223
(0:0384)

� 0:2176
(0:0379)

� 0:08486
(8:79�10�3)

0:08753
(8:48�10�3)

� 0:2615
(0:0319)

�
� 0:9114

(8:45�10�3)
0:9125 � 0:5974

(0:0420)
�

� � � �0:1114
(0:0116)

� �0:1179
(0:0132)

 � � 0:2239
(0:0171)

� 0:2150
(0:0163)

 1 � � �0:4399
(0:0565)

� �0:4775
(0:140)

�1 � � 0:9913
(1:34�10�3)

� 0:7218
(0:0921)

d � � � 0:4466
(0:0363)

0:5451
(0:0271)

lnL(�) 71; 911:4 71; 908:3 72; 259:75 71993:7 72; 341:80
AIC �143; 808:8 �143; 804:6 �144; 499:49 �143; 969:3 �144; 661:62
SIC �143; 752:9 �143; 756:7 �144; 419:72 �143; 897:5 �144; 573:87

Note: Quasi maximum likelihood estimates (QMLE) estimates are reported for daily
returns on the CRSP value-weighted index from January 2, 1926, to December 31, 2006,
i.e. T = 21; 519 return observations, with robust standard errors in parentheses. Also
reported are lnL(�), the value of the maximized log-likelihood function, and the Akaike
and Schwarz (or Bayesian) information criteria, respectively.
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Table 3: Diagnostic test results for CRSP value-weighted (dividend included)
index (1926.1.2 - 2006.12.31) with no mean e¤ect

GARCH IGARCH EGARCH FIGARCH FIEGARCH
Ljung-Box (20) 33:53� 31:06� 13:52 33:42�� 11:31
Sign Bias 2:873�� 2:944�� 1:590 3:004�� 1:33
Negative Size Bias 3:648�� 3:239�� 2:112� 2:448� 3:66��

Positive Size Bias 1:536 1:800 3:086� 2:196� 3:65��

Joint Test 62:67�� 60:73�� 20:69�� 55:54�� 29:31��

Note: The values of the Ljung-Box portmanteau statistic for up to 20th order serial
dependence in the standardized residuals, "̂t=�̂t, the results of Sign Bias test, Negative
Size Bias test, Positive Size Bias test as well as Joint test are reported for daily returns
on the CRSP value-weighted index from January 2, 1926, to December 31, 2006, i.e.
T = 21; 519 return observations. � indicates signi�cance level at 5% and �� indicates
signi�cance level at 1%

Table 4: Maximum, Minimum and Mean Realizations for Simulation Results

CRSP data GARCH IGARCH EGARCH FIGARCH FIEGARCH
Average�104 4:31 7:01 6:73 5:01 0:74 5:22
Maximum 0:1694 0:3498 4:037 0:0721 0:124 0:152
Minimum �0:1946 �0:3477 �4:951 �0:0617 �0:106 �0:130

This table reports results for simulation of di¤erent models. The mean equation includes
three lags of returns, but conditional variance is not included. The value for the �rst
three returns is taken from the CRSP data as initial starting values and then simulation
is performed based on the parameter values at the point estimates. The random sample
of size T = 21519 (as the same in CRSP data) is drawn with 100 replications, and then
the mean value, maximum and minimum realizations for each replication are collected.
After all replications are done, the average values for these three realizations, the mean,
the maximum and the minimum from each replication, are calculated and reported in the
table.
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Table 5: Estimation results for CRSP value-weighted (dividend included)
index (1926.1.2 - 2006.12.31) with cirsis risk factors

Parameter FIGARCH-M FIEGARCH-M
�0 0:7277� 10�3

(0:0557�10�3)
0:4892� 10�3
(0:0525�10�3)

�0 0:3958� 10�3
(0:517�10�3)

�1:703� 10�3
(0:513�10�3)

�01 1:516� 10�3
(1:06�10�3)

3:358� 10�3
(0:982�10�3)

�02 �1:363� 10�3
(1:49�10�3)

2:535� 10�3
(1:39�10�3)

�1 1:303� 10�3
(0:436�10�3)

1:376� 10�3
(0:382�10�3)

�11 �0:7438� 10�3
(1:02�10�3)

�2:889� 10�3
(1:03�10�3)

�12 �0:7620� 10�3
(1:60�10�3)

3:028� 10�3
(1:44�10�3)

�2 �0:2787� 10�3
(0:400�10�3)

�0:4754� 10�3
(0:380�10�3)

�21 �1:360� 10�3
(1:09�10�3)

0:1053� 10�3
(0:887�10�3)

�22 4:349� 10�3
(1:96�10�3)

1:178� 10�3
(1:79�10�3)

�1 0:1102
(5:69�10�3)

0:1032
(7:46�10�3)

�2 �0:03870
(5:62�10�3)

�0:01956
(7:85�10�3)

�3 6:111� 10�3
(4:95�10�3)

0:8228� 10�3
(7:00�10�3)

! �8:445
(0:189)

�8:978
(0:145)

� 0:2104
(0:0333)

0:2203
(0:0382)

� � �0:1240
(0:0126)

 0:2428
(0:0215)

0:2116
(0:0155)

 1 �0:5887
(0:107)

�0:4850
(0:135)

�1 0:8148
(0:0584)

0:7262
(0:0871)

d 0:5495
(0:0319)

0:5439
(0:0262)

lnL(�) 72; 085:38 72; 370:80
AIC �144; 132:76 �144; 701:59
SIC �143; 981:20 �144; 542:06

Note: Quasi maximum likelihood estimates (QMLE) estimates are reported for daily
returns on the CRSP value-weighted index from January 2, 1926, to December 31, 2006,
i.e. T = 21; 519 return observations, with robust standard errors in parentheses. Also
reported are lnL(�), the value of the maximized log-likelihood function, and the Akaike
and Schwarz (or Bayesian) information criteria, respectively. For FIEGARCH-M model,
volatility innovation g(zt�1) and its two lags are included in mean equation.
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FIEGARCH-M: A Cross-Country Analysis

Table 6: Summary Statistics for selected countries and indices

No Country Selected Index Start Date End Date N1 r � 104 r2 � 104
America
1 Argentina MARVAL 1993=8=2 2007=6=8 3427 4:871 5:163
2 Brazil IBOVESPA 1993=4=27 2007=6=18 3494 21:97 6:737
3 Canada S&P/TSX Com.2 1969=1=1 2007=6=8 9608 2:664 0:7138
4 Chile IPSA 1991=1=2 2007=6=8 4025 7:882 0:7761
5 Mexico IPC 1988=1=4 2007=6=8 4848 11:83 2:762
6 Peru IGBVL 1991=1=2 2007=6=8 4057 16:54 2:064
7 US S&P 500 1926=1=3 2006=12=31 21519 4:306 1:254
8 Venezuela IBC 1993=4=1 2007=6=8 3420 11:34 3:636

Asia and Paci�c
9 Australia ALL ORDS 1980=1=1 2007=6=8 6912 3:657 0:8652
10 China SSE Com. 1991=1=2 2007=6=8 4025 8:483 7:005
11 Hong Kong Hang Seng 1969=11=25 2007=6=8 9300 5:241 3:495
12 Indonesia JSX Com. 1983=4=4 2007=6=8 5680 5:288 2:564
13 Japan Nikkei 225 1950=4=3 2007=6=8 14182 3:690 1:291
14 Malaysia JKSE Com. 1993=12=3 2007=6=8 3330 0:8358 2:583
15 Pakistan KSE 100 1988=12=30 2007=6=8 4232 7:362 2:626
16 Philippines PSE Com. 1986=1=2 2007=6=8 5261 6:256 3:135
17 Singapore STI 1985=1=4 2007=6=8 5616 3:056 1:873
18 South Korea KOSPI 1975=1=7 2007=6=8 7949 4:421 2:520
19 Taiwan TWII 1971=1=5 2007=6=8 8872 4:745 3:378
20 Thailand SET 1975=5=1 2007=6=8 7790 2:590 2:202

Europe
21 Austria ATX 1986=1=7 2007=6=8 5294 3:756 1:345
22 Belgium All Shares 1980=1=1 2007=6=8 6760 3:841 0:7530
23 France CAC 40 1990=3=1 2007=6=8 4356 2:679 1:714
24 Germay DAX 1990=11=26 2007=6=8 4170 3:982 1:932
25 Holland SE MIDCAP 1983=1=3 2007=6=8 6112 4:036 1:675
26 Hungary BUX 1991=1=4 2007=6=8 4094 7:962 2:620
27 Iceland OMXICEX3 1993=2=24 2007=6=8 3436 8:851 0:5509
28 Italy MIBTEL 1993=7=16 2007=6=8 3510 3:620 1:559
29 Norway OBX 1987=6=8 2007=6=8 5006 3:602 1:980
30 Portugal PSI General 1988=1=5 2007=6=8 4758 2:976 0:7902
31 Russia RTSI 1995=9=1 2007=6=8 2871 10:05 8:102
32 Spain IGBM 1974=1=2 2007=6=8 7680 3:277 1:263
33 Switzerland SMI 1988=7=1 2007=6=8 4759 3:790 1:274
34 UK FTSE 100 1984=1=2 2007=6=8 5908 3:170 1:047

Middle East / Africa
35 Israel TA 100 1987=4=23 2007=6=8 4879 6:778 2:584
36 South Africa JSE Index 1973=1=1 2007=6=8 8839 3:317 2:479

Note: This table presents the summary statistics for 36 stock markets.
1 N is the number of daily observations.
2 Com. in the table stands for Composite.
3 The All Share OMXICEX Index is used.
4 r = 1

T

PT
i=1 ri and r

2 = 1
T

PT
i=1 r

2
i
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Table 7: FIEGARCH-M(1; d; 1) model of daily market indices returns for 1987 stock
market crash and 2001=9=11 terrorist attack crises

Parameter US Australia Austria Belgium Canada France Holland
�0 � 103 0:4971

(0:0551)
0:3010
(0:111)

0:4422
(0:130)

0:4785
(0:0821)

0:4498
(0:0788)

0:3454
(0:181)

0:4876
(0:121)

�0 � 103 �4:585
(0:520)

�6:601
(2:98)

6:089
(2:55)

2:153
(1:01)

�3:552
(1:13)

�3:722
(2:22)

8:829
(3:29)

�1 � 103 2:862
(1:02)

4:952
(2:53)

�5:254
(2:65)

�2:276
(1:08)

1:826
(1:09)

- �7:178
(3:63)

�2 � 103 3:637
(1:42)

2:068
(1:28)

�2:631
(1:36)

�0:3789
(1:08)

1:900
(1:50)

7:766
(3:67)

0:1395
(3:18)

! �9:002
(0:146)

�9:160
(0:206)

�7:900
(0:424)

�9:259
(0:239)

�8:949
(0:387)

�8:763
(0:180)

�8:547
(0:248)

� 0:2371
(0:0389)

0:1166
(0:0537)

0:2230
(0:0512)

0:1721
(0:0595)

0:1633
(0:0379)

0:1289
(0:0614)

0:2571
(0:0535)

� �0:1327
(0:0132)

�0:1753
(0:0496)

�0:04459
(0:0185)

�0:05459
(0:0171)

�0:08582
(0:0192)

�0:06856
(0:0186)

�0:04758
(0:0115)

 0:2058
(0:0138)

0:3582
(0:121)

0:4081
(0:0420)

0:3451
(0:0435)

0:3154
(0:0443)

0:1169
(0:0293)

0:1509
(0:0246)

 1 �0:4996
(0:133)

�0:6986
(0:140)

�0:5781
(0:163)

�0:4726
(0:117)

�0:8908
(0:0643)

�0:3209
(0:311)

0:09326
(0:358)

�1 0:7332
(0:0870)

0:8105
(0:0882)

0:7391
(0:112)

0:8756
(0:0305)

0:9579
(0:239)

0:8452
(0:112)

0:7174
(0:130)

d 0:5460
(0:0251)

0:4218
(0:0788)

0:5183
(0:0531)

0:2855
(0:0804)

0:4660
(0:0643)

0:4634
(0:116)

0:5018
(0:0690)

Q10 93:21�� 71:51�� 226:79�� 303:31�� 307:74�� 18:13 32:48��

Q100 199:05�� 182:27�� 355:14�� 445:88�� 407:09�� 103:31 113:66

QA
10 38:47�� 21:51� 4:20 11:62 17:13 22:36� 9:47

QA
100 256:25�� 134:89� 94:26 117:51 113:16 117:02 119:68

Note: Quasi maximum likelihood estimates (QMLE) are reported with robust standard
errors in parentheses. The values of the Ljung-Box portmanteau statistic for up to K 0th
order serial dependence in the standardized residuals, b"t=b�t, and the absolute standardized
residuals, jb"t=b�tj ; are denoted QK and QAK respectively. As in (8), �1 represents the risk
premium for the 1987 stock market crash, �2 represents the risk premium for the 9/11
attack. � and �� indicate signi�cance level of 5% and 1% respectively.
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FIEGARCH-M: A Cross-Country Analysis

Table 7 (Cont): FIEGARCH-M(1; d; 1) model of daily market indices returns for 1987
stock market crash and 2001=9=11 terrorist attack crises

Parameter Hong Kong Hungary Iceland Indonesia Israel Italy Japan
�0 � 103 0:9123

(0:133)
0:7093
(0:171)

1:041
(0:124)

0:02723
(0:276)

0:5893
(0:179)

0:4330
(0:175)

0:4182
(0:0729)

�0 � 103 4:223
(1:76)

3:500
(0:866)

1:999
(0:673)

1:801
(0:558)

3:470
(23:2)

�1:934
(4:30)

0:9077
(0:912)

�1 � 103 �1:524
(2:12)

- - - 4:306
(23:0)

- �1:266
(1:46)

�2 � 103 �2:130
(1:76)

�4:473
(1:54)

�2:601
(1:25)

�3:380
(1:21)

1:015
(2:70)

3:320
(4:45)

4:538
(1:66)

! �7:676
(0:254)

�7:771
(0:297)

�8:249
(0:459)

�5:434
(2:26)

�7:844
(0:311)

�8:707
(0:250)

�8:627
(0:210)

� 0:3011
(0:0393)

0:04361
(0:0642)

0:07476
(0:0511)

0:1500
(0:0815)

0:03575
(0:0299)

0:1759
(0:0414)

0:3309
(0:0475)

� �0:04982
(0:0139)

�0:03518
(0:0435)

0:04060
(0:0183)

0:06712
(0:0338)

�0:06634
(0:0206)

�0:06084
(0:0151)

�0:1136
(0:0269)

 0:2056
(0:0207)

0:5340
(0:0394)

0:3461
(0:0547)

0:5357
(0:0765)

0:2173
(0:0322)

0:2147
(0:0371)

0:3337
(0:0522)

 1 �0:5602
(0:107)

�0:7499
(0:0917)

0:5690
(0:775)

�0:9415
(0:130)

0:1582
(0:458)

�0:09210
(0:321)

�0:3598
(0:170)

�1 0:8574
(0:0545)

0:8961
(0:0443)

�0:1997
(0:787)

0:9877
(0:0158)

0:5982
(0:239)

0:7205
(0:129)

0:6478
(0:101)

d 0:4655
(0:0663)

0:3210
(0:0869)

0:5761
(0:0621)

0:3518
(0:228)

0:4600
(0:0754)

0:4651
(0:0831)

0:4885
(0:0330)

Q10 172:64�� 117:24�� 149:16�� 411:13�� 47:52�� 24:52�� 152:91��

Q100 277:18�� 196:45�� 339:59�� 744:00�� 121:41�� 107:98 261:84��

QA
10 16:86�� 11:97 7:97 49:26�� 15:19 13:08 28:95��

QA
100 123:11�� 98:00 105:11 259:25�� 99:71 121:53 131:26�

Note: Quasi maximum likelihood estimates (QMLE) are reported with robust standard
errors in parentheses. The values of the Ljung-Box portmanteau statistic for up to K 0th
order serial dependence in the standardized residuals, b"t=b�t, and the absolute standardized
residuals, jb"t=b�tj ; are denoted QK and QAK respectively. As in (8), �1 represents the risk
premium for the 1987 stock market crash, �2 represents the risk premium for the 9/11
attack. � and �� indicate signi�cance level of 5% and 1% respectively.
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Table 7 (Cont): FIEGARCH-M(1; d; 1) model of daily market indices returns for 1987
stock market crash and 2001=9=11 terrorist attack crises

Parameter Mexico Norway Pakistan Portugal Russia Sg1 S. Africa2

�0 � 103 0:7102
(0:219)

0:5715
(0:191)

0:7319
(0:188)

0:4065
(0:129)

2:001
(0:380)

0:5034
(0:151)

0:5259
(0:121)

�0 � 103 �11:87
(2:08)

�6:864
(1:35)

2:069
(1:02)

0:3142
(0:570)

9:947
(4:80)

7:553
(2:19)

�4:575
(2:03)

�1 � 103 - 6:282
(1:70)

- - - �6:924
(2:28)

3:562
(2:21)

�2 � 103 8:713
(2:56)

�0:4115
(1:91)

�2:980
(1:76)

�1:395
(0:822)

�11:23
(5:01)

�1:155
(2:13)

�1:155
(2:56)

! �7:102
(0:210)

�8:417
(0:214)

�8:068
(0:236)

�8:544
(0:421)

�6:837
(0:294)

�8:448
(0:263)

�7:847
(0:231)

� 0:1482
(0:0401)

0:1779
(0:0720)

0:2468
(0:0519)

0:3800
(0:144)

0:1627
(0:0452)

0:4243
(0:0992)

0:05574
(0:0346)

� �0:1448
(8:26�10�3)

�0:1249
(0:0312)

�0:002266
(0:0162)

�0:02039
(0:0367)

�0:02005
(0:0220)

�0:08531
(0:0284)

�0:07241
(0:0210)

 0:2576
(0:0198)

0:3370
(0:0655)

0:4505
(0:0449)

0:5104
(0:0624)

0:3786
(0:0519)

0:3781
(0:0458)

0:2833
(0:0545)

 1 0:3069
(0:283)

�0:3701
(0:196)

�0:1618
(0:544)

�0:6921
(0:604)

0:2216
(0:225)

�0:5324
(0:236)

�0:4042
(0:244)

�1 0:1664
(0:178)

0:6982
(0:115)

0:5674
(0:435)

0:6969
(0:565)

0:6631
(0:140)

0:7793
(0:118)

0:7646
(0:113)

d 0:5484
(0:0326)

0:4092
(0:0827)

0:4351
(0:110)

0:5050
(0:0518)

0:4344
(0:0672)

0:4204
(0:0555)

0:3987
(0:0934)

Q10 80:36�� 49:49�� 271:08�� 295:56�� 93:83�� 194:37�� 100:14��

Q100 189:16�� 140:16�� 330:47�� 490:30�� 178:13�� 312:99�� 182:41

QA
10 20:98� 9:21 13:21 21:66� 8:83 12:46 7:47

QA
100 107:66 84:96 104:22 125:93� 85:24 107:69 120:89

Note: Quasi maximum likelihood estimates (QMLE) are reported with robust standard
errors in parentheses. The values of the Ljung-Box portmanteau statistic for up to K 0th
order serial dependence in the standardized residuals, b"t=b�t, and the absolute standardized
residuals, jb"t=b�tj ; are denoted QK and QAK respectively. As in (8), �1 represents the risk
premium for the 1987 stock market crash, �2 represents the risk premium for the 9/11
attack. � and �� indicate signi�cance level of 5% and 1% respectively.
1 Singapore, 2 South Africa
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Table 7 (Cont): FIEGARCH-M(1; d; 1) model for daily market indices returns for 1987
stock market crash and 2001=9=11 terrorist attack crises

Parameter Spain Sweden Switzerland Taiwan Thailand UK Venezuela
�0 � 103 0:4351

(0:120)
0:7522
(0:186)

0:3527
(0:154)

0:5056
(0:144)

0:2698
(0:110)

0:3384
(0:114)

0:9827
(0:263)

�0 � 103 �1:771
(4:10)

�4:343
(4:02)

�3:107
(1:28)

4:283
(1:83)

1:648
(0:385)

�3:132
(2:19)

4:701
(2:19)

�1 � 103 �2:168
(3:15)

�1:035
(4:12)

- �4:403
(3:39)

�1:516
(1:17)

0:6558
(2:49)

-

�2 � 103 4:174
(4:61)

6:089
(2:12)

5:864
(1:64)

1:404
(3:53)

�1:233
(2:91)

5:009
(2:37)

�2:699
(2:14)

! �8:930
(0:190)

�8:901
(0:164)

�9:147
(0:138)

�8:095
(0:186)

�7:684
(0:286)

�9:211
(0:190)

�7:352
(0:486)

� 0:2895
(0:0493)

0:2589
(0:0775)

0:3101
(0:0851)

0:3309
(0:0475)

0:1605
(0:0498)

0:1106
(0:0583)

0:2858
(0:0729)

� �0:07537
(0:0534)

�0:1396
(0:0180)

�0:1537
(0:0446)

�0:04165
(0:0107)

�0:01040
(0:0322)

�0:07703
(0:0177)

0:09262
(0:0281)

 0:3783
(0:0437)

0:2211
(0:0317)

0:2344
(0:0343)

0:3337
(0:0522)

0:4905
(0:0562)

0:1862
(0:0326)

0:5026
(0:0705)

 1 �0:6935
(0:0641)

�0:4181
(0:145)

�0:4851
(0:158)

0:2256
(0:0330)

�0:3887
(0:405)

�0:2698
(0:287)

�0:4520
(0:193)

�1 0:9045
(0:0257)

0:8185
(0:0788)

0:9040
(0:0957)

0:4893
(0:204)

0:6094
(0:334)

0:6995
(0:151)

0:7964
(0:123)

d 0:3347
(0:0831)

0:3582
(0:106)

0:2390
(0:199)

0:4898
(0:0440)

0:4798
(0:0687)

0:5299
(0:0581)

0:3341
(0:120)

Q10 325:18�� 27:93�� 15:05 85:86�� 368:30�� 17:73 152:45��

Q100 439:91�� 141:63�� 93:26 218:58�� 553:98�� 103:70 248:97��

QA
10 15:29 33:59�� 17:70 23:11� 16:90 17:68 15:57

QA
100 131:73� 194:67�� 163:71�� 121:97 119:94 125:37� 115:16

Note: Quasi maximum likelihood estimates (QMLE) are reported with robust standard
errors in parentheses. The values of the Ljung-Box portmanteau statistic for up to K 0th
order serial dependence in the standardized residuals, b"t=b�t, and the absolute standardized
residuals, jb"t=b�tj ; are denoted QK and QAK respectively. As in (8), �1 represents the risk
premium for the 1987 stock market crash, �2 represents the risk premium for the 9/11
attack. � and �� indicate signi�cance level of 5% and 1% respectively.
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Figure 2: Scatter Plot of rt vs g(zt�1) from FIEGARCH(1,1) model without in-mean term
for CRSP value-weighted index, prior to the 1987 market crash (1926=1=2� 1987=10=18)
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Figure 3: Scatter Plot of rt vs g(zt�1) from FIEGARCH(1,1) model without in-mean term
for CRSP value-weighted index, after the 1987 market crash (1987=10=19� 2006=12=31)
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FIEGARCH-M: A Cross-Country Analysis

Table 8: FIEGARCH-M(1; d; 1) model of daily market indices returns for 2000 dotcom
crisis

Parameter US Germany Italy UK
�0 � 10�3 0:2973

(0:0587)
0:2997
(0:167)

0:4212
(0:313)

0:3339
(0:108)

�0 � 10�3 �4:333
(0:625)

�0:6899
(1:60)

�5:004
(10:4)

�3:139
(1:13)

�1 � 10�3 5:887
(1:13)

3:101
(3:69)

7:024
(10:2)

6:095
(2:42)

! �9:082
(0:232)

�8:361
(0:287)

�8:711
(0:246)

�9:211
(0:188)

� 0:1998
(0:0407)

0:2270
(0:0871)

0:1795
(0:0413)

0:1113
(0:0583)

� �0:1250
(0:0191)

�0:04734
(0:0158)

�0:06343
(0:0168)

�0:07679
(0:0174)

 0:2071
(0:0277)

0:1200
(0:0260)

0:2137
(0:0414)

0:1851
(0:0314)

 1 �0:6938
(0:153)

0:1109
(0:350)

�0:08605
(0:370)

�0:2619
(0:282)

�1 0:8364
(0:0966)

0:7541
(0:0897)

0:7185
(0:130)

0:6998
(0:148)

d 0:5500
(0:0543)

0:4656
(0:0586)

0:4645
(0:0819)

0:5282
(0:0583)

Q10 69:28�� 10:15 24:27�� 368:30��

Q100 160:81�� 119:91 107:84 553:98��

QA
10 23:39�� 20:71� 12:80 16:90

QA
100 160:63�� 157:31�� 121:59 119:94

Note: Quasi maximum likelihood estimates (QMLE) are reported with robust standard
errors in parentheses. The values of the Ljung-Box portmanteau statistic for up to Kth

order serial dependence in the standardized residuals, b"t=b�t, and the absolute standardized
residuals, jb"t=b�tj re denoted QK and QAK respectively. As in (8), �1 represents the risk
premium for the 2000 dotcom bubble. � and �� indicate signi�cance level of 5% and 1%
respectively.
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Table 9: FIEGARCH-M (1; d; 1) model of daily market indices returns for 1997 Asian
�nancial crisis

Parameter Indonesia South Korea Thailand Hong Kong Malaysia
�0 � 10�3 2:292

(33:1)
0:4646
(0:146)

0:2544
(0:161)

0:9084
(0:141)

0:2269
(0:166)

�0 � 10�3 1:819
(0:579)

0:8299
(1:59)

1:510
(0:463)

3:282
(1:65)

�0:1163
(4:19)

�1 � 10�3 �2:811
(1:25)

�1:057
(2:21)

�1:493
(6:24)

�2:189
(2:04)

0:4025
(4:12)

! �5:432
(2:57)

�8:313
(0:208)

�7:681
(0:347)

�7:678
(0:254)

�7:595
(0:474)

� 0:1492
(0:0809)

0:5375
(0:0623)

0:1588
(0:0500)

0:3463
(0:0524)

0:2582
(0:0526)

� �0:06640
(0:0485)

�0:04178
(0:0122)

�5:707� 10�3
(0:0454)

�0:05013
(0:0148)

�0:06409
(0:0217)

 0:5353
(0:0870)

0:2788
(0:0294)

0:4851
(0:0719)

0:3018
(0:0393)

0:3419
(0:0455)

 1 �0:9426
(0:135)

�0:1856
(0:225)

�0:3009
(1:08)

�0:5602
(0:108)

0:9586
(0:295)

�1 0:9878
(0:0175)

0:6067
(0:133)

0:5380
(0:939)

0:8572
(0:0556)

�0:5815
(0:271)

d 0:3533
(0:240)

0:5207
(0:0466)

0:4890
(0:127)

0:4649
(0:0682)

0:6460
(0:0414)

Q10 414:44�� 82:20�� 370:86�� 171:42�� 123:10��

Q100 753:16�� 185:71�� 557:12�� 275:56�� 200:56��

QA
10 49:79�� 10:44 17:29 17:34 3:80

QA
100 258:51�� 122:11 118:77 124:04 114:79

Note: Quasi maximum likelihood estimates (QMLE) are reported with robust standard
errors in parentheses. The values of the Ljung-Box portmanteau statistic for up to Kth

order serial dependence in the standardized residuals, b"t=b�t, and the absolute standardized
residuals, jb"t=b�tj re denoted QK and QAK respectively. As in (8), �1 represents the risk
premium for the 1997 Asian �nancial crisis. � and �� indicate signi�cance level of 5% and
1% respectively.
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Table 9 (Cont): FIEGARCH-M (1; d; 1) model of daily market indices returns for 1997
Asian �nancial crisis

Parameter Philippines China Singapore Taiwan
�0 � 10�3 0:3386

(0:177)
0:4834
(0:441)

0:5162
(0:137)

0:5057
(0:141)

�0 � 10�3 2:280
(2:05)

12:90
(4:62)

1:580
(1:22)

3:449
(1:82)

�1 � 10�3 �1:516
(2:11)

�10:73
(4:26)

�1:661
(1:59)

�2:534
(2:76)

! �6:846
(0:937)

�6:034
(0:743)

�8:485
(0:222)

�8:096
(0:186)

� 0:3364
(0:0870)

0:1312
(0:0479)

0:4232
(0:0994)

0:6724
(0:0538)

� �0:03419
(0:0174)

0:04420
(0:0342)

�0:08916
(0:0264)

�0:04150
(0:0111)

 0:3306
(0:0462)

0:3467
(0:0681)

0:3745
(0:0529)

0:2269
(0:0344)

 1 �0:2492
(0:579)

0:1459
(0:237)

�0:5313
(0:170)

0:4044
(0:404)

�1 0:5478
(0:462)

0:8337
(0:182)

0:7830
(0:0967)

0:4916
(0:211)

d 0:5500
(0:105)

0:2936
(0:214)

0:4128
(0:0550)

0:4903
(0:0449)

Q10 246:30�� 64:69�� 196:07�� 171:42��

Q100 364:82�� 217:47�� 316:00�� 275:56��

QA
10 49:79�� 15:79 13:03 17:34

QA
100 258:51�� 117:23 106:15 124:04

Note: Quasi maximum likelihood estimates (QMLE) are reported with robust standard
errors in parentheses. The values of the Ljung-Box portmanteau statistic for up to Kth
order serial dependence in the standardized residuals, b"t=b�t, and the absolute standardized
residuals, jb"t=b�tj re denoted QK and QAK respectively. As in (8), �1 represents the risk
premium for the 1997 Asian �nancial crisis. � and �� indicate signi�cance level of 5% and
1% respectively.
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Table 10: FIEGARCH-M(1; d; 1) model of daily major market indices returns for
country-speci�c crisis

Parameter Argentina Brazil Chile Japan Mexico
�0 � 10�3 0:8212

(0:328)
1:182
(0:395)

0:6305
(0:104)

0:4158
(0:0724)

0:7332
(0:242)

�0 � 10�3 �3:224
(2:95)

�3:496
(5:15)

2:217
(0:848)

0:6569
(0:909)

�16:27
(2:54)

�1 � 10�3 0:8774
(3:35)

1:990
(5:97)

�0:4461
(0:720)

1:300
(1:089)

12:10
(26:2)

! �7:514
(0:196)

�6:154
(0:448)

�8:232
(0:540)

�8:614
(0:212)

�7:059
(0:522)

� 0:1693
(0:0478)

0:01993
(0:0315)

0:06362
(0:0355)

0:3302
(0:0475)

0:1443
(0:0456)

� �0:1077
(0:0237)

�0:05873
(0:0173)

0:04377
(0:0185)

�0:1163
(0:0279)

�0:1492
(0:0190)

 0:2558
(0:0372)

0:2059
(0:0365)

0:5059
(0:0629)

0:3341
(0:0511)

0:2704
(0:0325)

 1 �0:3636
(0:277)

0:4764
(0:471)

0:07840
(0:562)

�0:3705
(0:166)

0:2828
(0:273)

�1 0:6983
(0:183)

0:3040
(0:189)

0:1060
(0:387)

0:6493
(0:0989)

0:1500
(0:178)

d 0:4434
(0:0891)

0:6196
(0:0489)

0:5775
(0:0426)

0:4904
(0:0323)

0:5545
(0:0509)

Q10 37:85�� 53:70�� 707:74�� 154:92�� 78:38��

Q100 126:96�� 240:32�� 835:58�� 263:07�� 186:93��

QA
10 19:72� 29:44�� 12:16 28:81�� 18:49�

QA
100 89:55 143:63�� 91:27 131:78� 100:76

Note: Quasi maximum likelihood estimates (QMLE) are reported with robust standard
errors in parentheses. The values of the Ljung-Box portmanteau statistic for up to Kth
order serial dependence in the standardized residuals, b"t=b�t, and the absolute standardized
residuals, jb"t=b�tj re denoted QK and QAK respectively. As in (8), �1 represents the risk
premium for the country-speci�c crisis. � and �� indicate signi�cance level of 5% and 1%
respectively.
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Table 10 (Cont): FIEGARCH-M(1; d; 1) model for daily market indices returns for
country-speci�c crisis

Parameter Peru Russia South Africa Venezuela
�0 � 10�3 1:116

(0:159)
2:046
(0:334)

0:5258
(0:176)

0:9912
(0:242)

�0 � 10�3 7:962
(1:69)

6:382
( 5:80)

�3:049
(2:29)

4:636
(1:94)

�1 � 10�3 �6:592
(1:70)

�6:183
(5:93)

1:530
(2:19)

�1:880
(2:14)

! �8:138
(0:256)

�6:892
(0:287)

�7:846
(0:231)

�7:334
(0:488)

� 0:07482
(0:0379)

0:1656
(0:0457)

0:05624
(0:0349)

0:2855
(0:0724)

� 0:03051
(0:0188)

�0:02718
(0:0215)

�0:07365
(0:0208)

0:08978
(0:0284)

 0:5182
(0:0551)

0:3884
(0:0523)

0:2813
(0:0530)

0:5128
(0:0634)

 1 0:3014
(0:333)

�0:2738
(0:215)

�0:4114
(0:232)

�0:4624
(0:185)

�1 �0:03533
(0:338)

0:6829
(0:134)

0:7671
(0:110)

0:8000
(0:116)

d 0:4976
(0:0509)

0:4282
(0:0677)

0:4011
(0:0908)

0:3337
(0:119)

Q10 389:52�� 93:68�� 98:68�� 155:20��

Q100 552:82�� 177:71�� 180:75�� 252:51��

QA
10 9:67 8:81 7:24 15:56

QA
100 82:82 81:67 120:71 114:58

Note: Quasi maximum likelihood estimates (QMLE) are reported with robust standard
errors in parentheses. The values of the Ljung-Box portmanteau statistic for up to Kth
order serial dependence in the standardized residuals, b"t=b�t, and the absolute standardized
residuals, jb"t=b�tj re denoted QK and QAK respectively. As in (8), �1 represents the risk
premium for the country-speci�c crisis. � and �� indicate signi�cance level of 5% and 1%
respectively.
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Table 11: Wild-Bootstrap results for CRSP value-weighted (dividend included)
index (1926.1.2 - 2006.12.31) with crisis risk factors

Parameter US Wild-Bootstrap std errors
�0 � 103 0:4971

(0:0551)
0:4971
(0:0484)

�0 � 103 �4:585
( 0:520)

�4:585
( 0:456)

�1 � 103 2:862
(1:02)

2:862
(0:881)

�2 � 103 3:637
(1:42)

3:637
(1:41)

! �9:002
(0:146)

�9:002
(0:0666)

� 0:2371
(0:0389)

0:2371
(4:66�10�3)

� �0:1327
(0:0132)

�0:1327
(9:87�10�3)

 0:2058
(0:0138)

0:2058
(0:0102)

 1 �0:4996
(0:133)

�0:4996
(0:0733)

�1 0:7332
(0:0870)

0:7332
(0:0418)

d 0:5460
(0:0251)

0:5460
(0:0202)

Note: This table reports the standard errors obtained from Wild-Bootstrap procedure for
US data as in Table 7. The Wild-Bootstrap algorithm described in Section 5 is conducted
for N = 249 replications. The parameters are estimated for return series simulated in these
replications. The wild-bootstrap standard errors are then calculated for these estimates
collected from each replication.
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